
PASSING OF 20th AGM MINUTES

Yap Shu Ting proposed the starting of 20th AGM at 1538 hours. Tan Wei Shuang seconded her.

With no amendments, the minutes were proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Tan

Wei Shuang.

1. INTRODUCTION OF THE 20TH MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

President Tan Wei Shuang

Vice-President (Regular Programmes) Yap Shu Fen

Vice-President (Special Projects) Chua Yan Jie Atricia

Vice-President (Exploratory Programmes) Pooja Ramesh

General Secretary (SP) Winnie Zhang Wei

Deputy General Secretary (RVP) Yap Shu Ting

Deputy General Secretary (EP) Pietro Ng Run Kang

Finance Secretary Liaw Zheng Kai

Deputy Finance Secretary Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth

Volunteer Management Director Tng Jia Lin Mandy

Deputy Volunteer Management Director Ashley Pek Shui Feng

Deputy Volunteer Management Director Liang Qiliu

Welfare Relations Director Ong Sin Yee

Deputy Welfare Relations Director Teo Jun Howe Jovan

Deputy Welfare Relations Director Thiam Yun Yi

Publications and Publicity Director Lina Shahirah

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director Ong Kai Ting, Erin

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director Grace Poh

2. PASSING OF REPORTS FOR AY 2021/2022

a. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORTS

i. PRESIDENTIAL REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the opening of the vetting of the Presidential Report. Pooja

Ramesh seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Presidential Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.
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ii. SECRETARIAT REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Secretariat Report. Yap Shu Fen seconded

her.

There being no amendments to the Secretariat Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

iii. FINANCIAL REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the presentation of the Financial Report. Yap Shu Fen

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Financial Report, it was proposed and passed by

Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

iv. TREASURY REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Treasury Report. Pooja Ramesh seconded

her.

There being no amendments to the Treasury Report, it was proposed and passed by

Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.

v. WELFARE RELATIONS

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Welfare Relations Report. Jasmin Ong Sin

Yee seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Business Report, it was proposed and passed by

Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Jasmin Ong Sin Yee.

vi. VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Volunteer Management Report. Tng Jia Lin

Mandy seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Volunteer Management Report, it was proposed

and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Tng Jia Lin Mandy.

vii. PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Publications and Publicity Report. Grace

Poh seconded her.
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There being no amendments to the Publications and Publicity Report, it was

proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Grace Poh.

b. REGULAR VOLUNTEERING PROGRAMMES REPORTS

i. VICE-PRESIDENTIAL REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the opening of the presentation of the Vice Presidential

(Regular Programmes) Report. Chua Yan Jie Atricia seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Vice Presidential (Regular Programmes) Report,

it was proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.

ii. CLEMENTI YOUTH SPARKS REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Clementi Youth Sparks RVP Report. Yap Shu

Fen seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Clementi Youth Sparks RVP Report, it was

proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

iii. DAYSPRING REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Dayspring RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Dayspring RVP Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

iv. TEACH! REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the TEACH! RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen seconded

her.

There being no amendments to the TEACH! RVP Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

v. YISHUN READING ODYSSEY REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Yishun Reading Odyssey RVP Report. Yap

Shu Fen seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Yishun Reading Stars RVP Report, it was

proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.
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vi. HAVENUE REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Havenue RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Havenue RVP Report, it wasproposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

vii. L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the L-derly Befrienders RVP Report. Yap Shu

Fen seconded her.

There being no amendments to the L-derly Befrienders RVP Report, it was proposed

and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

viii. T.H.E. SENIORS REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the T.H.E. Seniors RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the T.H.E. Seniors RVP Report, it wasproposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

ix. PROJECT A.C.E REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project A.C.E RVP Report. Matthew Tan Ing

Kiat seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project A.C.E RVP Report, it wasproposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Matthew Tan Ing Kiat.

x. MINDSVILLE@NAPIRI REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the MINDSville@Napiri RVP Report. Yap Shu

Fen seconded her.

There being no amendments to the MINDSville@Napiri RVP Report, it was proposed

and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

xi. BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the B.H.I.D RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen seconded

her.
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There being no amendments to the B.H.I.D RVP Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

xii. PROJECT HEART REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project heART RVP Report. Yap Shu Fen

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project heART RVP Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

xiii. SO-NUS REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the SO-NUS RVP Report.Yap Shu Fen seconded

her.

There being no amendments to the SO-NUS RVP Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

c. SPECIAL PROJECTS REPORTS

i. VICE-PRESIDENTIAL REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the opening of the presentation of the Vice Presidential

(Special Projects) Report. Tan Wei Shuang seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Vice Presidential (Special Projects) Report, it was

proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Tan Wei Shuang.

ii. GRANT A WISH XIX REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the GAW XIX Report. Chua Yan Jie Atricia

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the GAW XIX Report, it was proposed and passed by

Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.

iii. PROJECT C.A.N. XIX REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project C.A.N XIX Report. Chua Yan Jie

Atricia seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project C.A.N XIX Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.
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iv. PROJECT RAISE XVIII REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project R.A.I.S.E XVII Report. Chua Yan Jie

Atricia seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project R.A.I.S.E XVII Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.

v. PROJECT WAO III REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project WAO III Report. Chua Yan Jie Atricia

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project WAO III Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.

vi. ETHELONTÊR XVIII REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the ETHELONTÊR XVIII Report. Xiong Cheng

Xing seconded her.

There being no amendments to the ETHELONTÊR XVIII Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Xiong Cheng Xing.

vii. PAINT-A-HOME XXII REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the PAH XXII Report. Chua Yan Jie Atricia

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the PAH XXII Report, it was proposed and passed by

Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.

viii. CSC DAY XVI REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the CSC DAY XVI Report. Hu Pei Pei seconded

her.

There being no amendments to the CSC DAY XIII RVP Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Hu Pei Pei.

d. EXPLORATORY PROGRAMMES REPORTS

i. VICE-PRESIDENTIAL REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the opening of the presentation of the Vice Presidential

(Exploratory Programmes) Report. Yap Shu Fen seconded her.
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There being no amendments to the Vice Presidential (Exploratory Programmes)

Report, it was proposed and passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Yap Shu Fen.

ii. PROJECT LUNA REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project Luna Report. Pooja Ramesh

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project Luna Report, it was proposed and passed

by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.

iii. PROJECT POLARIS REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project Polaris Report. Pooja Ramesh

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project Polaris Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.

iv. PROJECT WELLDERLY REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project Wellderly Report. Pooja Ramesh

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project Wellderly Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.

v. PROJECT SPARKSEED REPORT

Yap Shu Ting proposed the vetting of the Project SparkSeed Report. Pooja Ramesh

seconded her.

There being no amendments to the Project SparkSeed Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Pooja Ramesh.

3. ANY OTHER BUSINESS

There being no amendments to the Annual General 2022 Report, it was proposed and

passed by Yap Shu Ting and seconded by Tan Wei Shuang.

With no other matters arising, the AGM was proposed to close at 1730 hours by Yap Shu Fen

and seconded by Chua Yan Jie Atricia.
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PRESIDENTIAL REPORT AY 2021/2022

It is with great honour that I present to you the Annual Report for the Academic Year 2021/2022,

detailing the developments in NUS Students’ Community Service Club (CSC) during the term of office.

1. CLUB DIRECTIONS

This year, the club’s development was centred on 3 directions - Stability, Empowerment and

Family. These directions serve to aid the club in its transition back to physical volunteering

with the ease of COVID-19 regulations, and to reconnect volunteers back to our club through

various initiatives. They are further elaborated below:

Stability – In view of the COVID situation, our programmes have been facing large

uncertainties in the planning of their events and volunteering recruitments - reduction of

sessions, volunteer recruitments and partner organisations in the past year. With the new

shift from physical volunteering sessions to online platforms, many volunteers may struggle

adapting to this change and brainstorm for creative ideas on still engaging beneficiaries

meaningfully. Hence, we hope to refine our existing programmes and provide better support

through the sharing of resources and guidance to our stakeholders.

Empowerment – With the club expanding at a rapid rate over the past few years especially

with the introduction of Exploratory Programmes as our new arm, we saw a need to build on

our base knowledge of the community and to sharpen volunteers’ skills in identifying their

needs. Through these, we can then allow the empowerment of volunteers, leaders and even

beneficiaries through our programmes. We hope to empower beneficiaries further and to

make volunteering a 2 way relationship between our volunteers and beneficiaries.

Family - As our volunteers struggle with the COVID-19 situation, we hope to forge strong

bonds amongst our volunteers and inculcate a family spirit so as to provide support to one

another. Such is done through MC’s efforts in planning for volunteer appreciation events, and

to strengthen back our alumni relations through Project ALIVE.

2. 43RD NUS STUDENTS’ UNION COUNCIL

I. Representatives

The Council Representatives of CSC in the 43rd NUS Students’ Union (NUSSU)

Council are:

Ms. Tan Wei Shuang President

Ms. Yap Shu Fen Vice-President (Regular Programmes)

Ms. Chua Yan Jie Atricia Vice-President (Special Projects)
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Ms. Pooja Ramesh Vice-President (Exploratory Programmes)

The Executive Committee Representatives of CSC in the 43rd NUSSU Council are:

Ms. Lisa Chin Yuen Han Finance Secretary in NUSSU EXCO

Mr. Chen Hong Human Resources Director in NUSSU EXCO

II. Council Activities

The Council Representatives attended three (3) Council Meetings convened by the

Council Chairperson, Mr Samual Paul Christopher, during the term of office. During

the meetings, matters such as OSA Student Wellness Grant, NUSSU Advocates and

Petty Card Proposal were discussed.

3. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (MC)

I. Members

Eighteen (18) CSC members were successfully elected into the 20th Management

Committee.

President Tan Wei Shuang

Vice-President (Regular Programmes) Yap Shu Fen

Vice-President (Special Projects) Chua Yan Jie Atricia

Vice-President (Exploratory Programmes) Pooja Ramesh

General Secretary (SP) Winnie Zhang Wei

Deputy General Secretary (RVP) Yap Shu Ting

Deputy General Secretary (EP) Pietro Ng Run Kang

Finance Secretary Liaw Zheng Kai

Deputy Finance Secretary Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth

Volunteer Management Director Tng Jia Lin Mandy

Deputy Volunteer Management Director Ashley Pek Shui Feng

Deputy Volunteer Management Director Liang Qiliu

Welfare Relations Director Ong Sin Yee

Deputy Welfare Relations Director Teo Jun Howe Jovan

Deputy Welfare Relations Director Thiam Yun Yi

Publications and Publicity Director Lina Shahirah

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director Ong Kai Ting, Erin

Deputy Publications and Publicity Director Grace Poh
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II. Duties and meetings

The management committee serves to provide support, direction and cohesiveness

to the club’s project and programmes. Each cell played an integral role in engaging

the club’s beneficiaries and volunteers and had specific administrative and logistical

areas that they were charged to manage to ensure the club’s day to day operations.

Aside from that, the management committee was split into sub committees to

facilitate the planning and execution of outreach events such as NUS Student Life

Fair, NUS Open Day and CSC Outreach. An additional role of the Management

Committee this year is to plan for Leadership Retreat - a 2 days camp for CSC Leaders

(Project Directors and Chairpersons) to sharpen their leadership skills and forge new

friendships with one another.

Management Committee meetings were held at least once every 2 months during

the term of office, and focused on programme updates by Vice Presidents, COVID

situation updates, discussion of club-wide events involving MC, and updates by the

MC. This ensured that members of the management committee were not just

cognizant of what their cell had achieved but what other cells had done as well,

allowing for the management committee to be cohesive in its operations and

ensuring initiatives placed forward by each cell remained relevant to the club’s

interest. This gives the management committee an opportunity to provide feedback

to one another as well to better serve the club as a whole.

During management committee meetings, a mixture of bonding games and

reflection were held amongst MC members to help facilitate cohesiveness between

the MC and for them to internalise their learnings from MC. Meetings were mostly

held physically to ensure that MC members had the opportunity to meet each other.

MC Retreat was further held towards the start of office term to bond the members

of the Management Committee as a morale booster. This year we added in a

volunteering and planning element for the MC to take part in on the ground

experience over 2 sectors - Elderly and Persons with Intellectual Disabilities.

4. COLOURS AWARDS (AY 21/22)

Colours Awards aims to recognise outstanding volunteers for their contributions to the club’s

activities and cause. The Colours Award Committee was elected by the Management

Committee to facilitate the selection of nominated candidates and recipients of the awards.

The Colours Awards Committee worked closely with MC Volunteer Management Cell for the

relevant administrative procedures and with MC Welfare Relations for the execution of the

awards ceremony.
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I. Colours Awards Committee

Chairperson Tan Wei Shuang

Members Yap Shu Fen

Chua Yan Jie Atricia

Pooja Ramesh

II. Award Ceremony

The Colours Awards Ceremony was held on 10th September 2022 at LT15

(Computing). The Colours Awards Committee presented 4 Gold, 14 Silver, 36 Bronze

and 55 Merit Awards in appreciation of the efforts of our volunteers in the academic

year 2021/2022. In addition, 45 volunteers received the Long Service Awards in

recognition of their contributions to the Club.

To further recognise the efforts for volunteers, an additional award category named

“Values Awards” is created to recognise volunteers for their passionate traits in the

volunteering scene, consisting of “Most Committed Volunteer”, “Most Caring

Volunteer”, and “Most Enthusiastic Volunteer”. 15 volunteers received the Values

Awards this year, with 5 awardee from each award.

III. Values Awards

Continuing the initiative by 18th and 19th MC Colours Awards Committee to further

recognise the efforts of volunteers and committee members, 20th MC Colours

Awards Committee officially added in Values Awards as part of a category under

Colours Awards. The purpose of this new addition is to serve as a qualitative

recognition of volunteers and committee members who have demonstrated

exemplary intrinsic values.

In the 19th MC, only Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs) and Exploratory

Programmes (EPs) were included in the Values Awards segment as a trial. This year,

the Colours Committee decided to open up the Values Awards category to all

volunteers including Special Projects (SPs) as part of the official Colours Awards so as

to recognise members formally.

This year, we focused on three categories - “Most Committed Volunteer”, “Most

Caring Volunteer”, and “Most Enthusiastic Volunteer”. Awardees must be nominated

to be eligible for the award, and are judged based on the testimonials written by

their nominators. Nominators were encouraged to write a brief description as to why

they feel their nominee is deserving of the Values Awards, and to provide examples if

any.
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Volunteers who won Values Awards were also presented with certificates, and

standardised along with other Colours Awards Awardees during the Award

Ceremony.

5. 21ST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE ELECTIONS

Aligning with the Union Election Committee (UEC) under NUSSU, 20th MC voted in the

following officers for Constituent Club Election Committee (CCEC) and Elections Interview

Board (EIB) to host the 21st Management Committee Elections.

I. Constituent Club Election Committee (CCEC)

Returning Officer Yuki Ong Xue Li

Election Officers Ankolkar Apurva Nagraj

Tan Teong Yu Owen

II. Elections Interview Board (EIB)

Officers Pooja Ramesh

Chua Yan Jie Atricia

Yap Shu Fen

III. Timeline

The following shows the timeline of NUS CSC 21st MC Elections for this academic

year:

Event Period

Nomination Period for MC Candidates 3 August 2022  - 20 August 2022

Nomination Period for NUSSU Exco Rep

Candidates

3 August 2022 - 17 August 2022

Electoral Interviews 21 August 2022 - 26 August 2022

Campaigning Period NUSSU Exco Rep Candidates:

18 August 2022 - 22 August 2022

MC Candidates:

21 August 2022 - 25 August 2022

Cooling Day NUSSU Exco Rep Candidates: 23 August 2022

MC Candidates: 26 August 2022

NUSSU Exco Rep Candidates Elections

(NUSync)

24 August 2022 - 25 August 2022

MC Candidates Elections (LT3) 27 August 2022, 0900 - 2200,

28 August 2022, 0900 - 1630
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IV. Execution

CSC 21st MC Elections was coordinated and planned by CCEC, while working closely

with EIB to liaise about the nominees. This year, we shifted elections back to fully

physical mode and held it at LT3. Physical voting process was also resumed with the

usage of voting ballots and transparency was ensured with the use of a visualiser to

count the votes individually.

Recruitment of nominees / elections candidates was done through NUS CSC

Telegram Channel and Instagram platform, as these two platforms reached out to a

large majority of our members and deemed the most ideal to garner interest to run

for the upcoming Management Committee.

Communication with the nominees was done through EIB, as they liaised for

interview timings and briefed nominees on the process of elections and details. EC

coordinated with UEC on election procedures and ensured that the election process

was fair and transparent for all. EC also worked closely with the MC Publicity and

Publications cell to share the results of the Management Committee Elections to CSC

members.

6. OUTREACH EVENTS

The conventional outreach events that CSC was involved in were NUS Open Day Student

Village, Student Life Fair and CSC Outreach (originally known as RVP Outreach).

With the ease in COVID-19 regulations, all three outreach events were carried out

successfully physically in school. The Management Committee was split into three

subcommittees with members consisting of overlaps across their cell appointments, to allow

a range of expertise and provide opportunities for MC members to know members outside

their cells. The following shows the split in MC members:

NUS Open Day NUS Student Life Fair NUS CSC Outreach

Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth

Lina Shahirah

Chen Hong

Yap Shu Fen

Ashley Pek Shui Feng

Ong Sin Yee

Grace Poh

Pietro Ng Run Kang

Winnie Zhang Wei

Chua Yan Jie Atricia

Liaw Zheng Kai

Tng Jia Lin Mandy

Lisa Chin Yuen Han

Ong Kai Ting, Erin

Pooja Ramesh

Yap Shu Ting

Teo Jun Howe Jovan

Tan Wei Shuang

Liang Qiliu

Thiam Yun Yi

Each subcommittee consisted of minimally one member from the Presidential Cell to allow

better coordination in relaying of information from the school, and is headed by a MC
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member (bolded) to empower members to step up and lead a sub team. The main details of

the outreach events are as follows:

I. NUS Open Day Student Village (ODSV)

ODSV this year was conducted in a hybrid model, with an online live stream on

Youtube, and physical booth set-up at UTown, both organised and coordinated by

NUSSU Student Life.

For the online live stream on 27th February 2022, MC gave a brief introduction about

our programmes, shared some reflection from our own volunteers, organised a

Kahoot centred around fun facts of Singapore’s volunteering scene, as well as a short

Question and Answer segment to answer any questions that the public had

regarding the club.

We also had a physical booth set up at UTown on 5th March 2022, where we

engaged the public to learn more about CSC and the general volunteering scene. We

distributed 220 goodie bags to the general public and gave out flyers.

This year, we involved Ethelonter Project Directors in the outreach event to help

garner sign ups for our annual freshmen camp. A total of 28 submissions were made

indicating interest to join the camp.

II. NUS Student Life Fair (SLF)

SLF was conducted physically in Utown this year over 2 days - 11th and 12th

September 2022. As continuation of our online outreach efforts from previous years,

MC continued to curate publicity posts to introduce more about our programmes. In

the actual booth, we engaged NUS students with games and distributed a total of

200 goodie bags. SLF subcomm and CSC Outreach subcomm also worked closely

together as SLF gathered interested freshmen to join our CSC Outreach event

happening on 18th and 19th September 2022. A total of 198 submissions were made

indicating interest to join CSC Outreach.

III. CSC Outreach

This year, we decided to expand RVP Outreach to CSC Outreach, in efforts of raising

awareness for Special Projects and Exploratory Programmes to NUS students. We

invited all our CSC leaders from the 3 arms down to UTown Sports Hall to set up their

own booths, and to answer students’ queries. More information about CSC Outreach

can be found under the Vice-President (Regular Programmes) report.
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7. DEVELOPMENTS

I. COVID-19 Response

With the easing of national guidelines for COVID-19 regulations, in an effort to

expand our volunteering opportunities back to NUS students, MC has been pushing

for project and programme committees to plan for physical events within the given

guidelines. The following table shows the changes in volunteering opportunities over

the past four academic years as we observe a rise back in our term:

Academic Year Volunteering Opportunities* Volunteering Sessions Organised

AY18/19 7665 383

AY19/20 4034 211

AY20/21 4824 294

AY21/22 5157 360

* One volunteering opportunity = A volunteer attending one volunteering session

II. Collaborations

1. CSC Consultants

To further strengthen our relationship with partner organisations who have been

providing our organisation with valuable advice like Youth Corps Singapore, 20th MC

decided to officialise our relationship and invited three organisations to embark with

us on a consultancy relationship - SGCares @ Tampines, Care Corner and Youth Corps

Singapore. They were our first point of contact when our leaders faced challenges

and needed expertise of workers on the ground who can let us know of the growing

needs. However, there are suggestions regarding its continuation which are shared

under Suggestions for Future Developments.

2. Publicity Collaborations

To widen the scope of volunteering opportunities that was offered to volunteers, CSC

frequently publicised external volunteering opportunities offered by external

organisations. Such collaborations were formed mostly through email requests for

publicity blasts. The requests were evaluated on whether it could serve to promote

volunteerism to students. This was mostly judged by whether the opportunity

involved interaction with beneficiaries.

This year, we utilised the NUSync mailing function (outreach averaging around 1,000

students) and transferred our external volunteering opportunities over in view of the
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rising number of programmes under NUS CSC. This allowed for more focus on CSC

programmes on our Telegram channel and to prevent confusion that the

programmes from external organisations are under our club.

III. Collaboration with other student groups

MINDSville x NUS Korean Cultural Interest Group (KCIG)

MINDSville collaborated with KCIG Dance Team (KDT) to teach our residents on

simple K-pop dance moves. Both committee members worked closely together and

refined the difficulty level of choreography to cater it to our residents. More details

can be found under the VPRP report.

Project ACE x NUS Biomedical Engineering (BME) Club

NUS BME club joined in Project ACE volunteering session to guide our seniors on

health knowledge, and explain the use of heart rate monitors and blood pressure

monitors. More details can be found under the VPRP report.

NUS CSC x NUS Skating Club

20th MC Welfare Relations cell collaborated with NUS Skating Club to organise CSC

Volunteers’ Bonding Day, where NUS Skating Club provided volunteers with a

training session and allowed volunteers to have a platform to bond and skate. More

details can be found under the Welfare Relations report.

NUS CSC x NUS SIGNapse

20th MC Volunteer Management cell collaborated with NUS SIGNapse to organise a

workshop for NUS CSC volunteers to learn more about the deaf community and to

learn simple sign language.

III. Leadership Retreat

Leadership Retreat was initiated in 19th MC to provide a platform for CSC leaders

from different programmes to not only learn more about how they may be able to

improve.

their leadership and communication skills, but to also give them an opportunity to

meet each other and bond. This year, we hosted its first physical iteration at Yusof

Ishak House (YIH) with an attendance of about 58 leaders (inclusive of MC

members). The planning of Leadership Retreat was headed by MC Presidential Cell

and involved the entire MC. Due to the rise in COVID-19 cases, a substantial number
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of leaders were affected and hence we converted it to hybrid close to date. About 5

leaders attended online on both days.

Objectives

● Provide a platform for CSC leaders to connect with each other and build a

family culture

● Expand leadership skill sets that leaders can take when spearheading

volunteering projects

● Sharing of resources, insights and feedback to each other during the retreat

● Build a strong support system and network through leadership retreat

between leaders

● Empowers both leaders and Management Committee

Programme Timeline

Time Day 1 Day 2

0930-1000 Welcome to LR Sharing & Recap

1000-1030
Team Bonding Team Bonding

1030-1100

1100-1130

Element 1: CSC Family

(Mass Game Segment)
Element 4: Building Your Leadership

Skills

(Youth Corps Singapore)

1130-1200

1200-1230

1230-1300
Lunch Break

1300-1330
Lunch Break

1330-1400
Element 2: Sector Fair

(Elderly - SGCares @ Tampines,

Children & Youth - Heartware

Network, PWID - The Social Kitchen)

1400-1430
Element 5: Strengthening Arms

(Build on skills that will benefit your

project / programme nature by VPs

& Gen Sect)

1430-1500

1500-1530

1530-1600
Element 3: Strengthening Club

(Internal sharing on ideas to tap on

each other's strengths by

Presidential Cell)

1600-1630
Reflection

1630-1700

1700-1730 Mass Debrief
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1730-1800 Reflection

Programme Summary

In this iteration of Leadership Retreat, we invited more organisations down to help

train and sharpen our leaders’ knowledge of the sectors they were serving, as well as

how to guide their committees to give volunteers and beneficiaries a better

experience during their volunteering sessions. A guide booklet was also printed out

for leaders to write notes throughout the retreat and to help them have a record of

the workshop sharings.

The programmes also consisted of three aspects - Bonding (Red), Training (Green),

and Reflection (Yellow), of which is elaborated below:

1. Team Bonding & Groupings

As it was the first major event of the academic year involving leaders across

the various programmes, we started off both days with icebreakers for them

to feel comfortable with each other. On both days, the leaders also had

different groupings (Day 1, grouped by sectors; Day 2, grouped by arms).

Each group is led by one MC member to help facilitate icebreaker games and

discussions throughout the day alongside the training workshops.

2. Element 1: CSC Family

Planned by the MC, this segment is a 1.5 hour mass game for the leaders to

bond and learn more about CSC. An amazing race concept was used this year

with various games held over YIH.

3. Element 2: Sector Fair

Leaders are split into three different venues as we invited organisations

down to provide sharing on the three different sectors - Elderly, Children &

Youth and Persons with Intellectual Disabilities. Topics shared were more

about the sector in the society, some considerations when planning for

volunteering events as well as the debunking of certain myths.

4. Element 3: Strengthening Club

Planned by the Presidential Cell, this segment was planned to allow more

sharing across programmes and to create a network where leaders can freely

brainstorm and seek each other for advice. We hoped to bring the workshop

learnings back into our club and contextualise as a student volunteering

project in NUS. Topics discussed were Empathy Canvas Map, Scenario Based

Problem Solving, Empowerment Framework and Exchange Session.
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5. Element 4: Building Your Leadership Skills

We invited Youth Corps Singapore down to curate a workshop focused on

discovering our own leadership skills, and how to hone them. Topics

discussed were finding out about our leadership skills, dealing with conflict

management, and aspects to consider when curating our own volunteering

project.

6. Element 5: Strengthening Arm

The VPs prepared the workshops for their respective programmes. This was

because they had the best understanding of the specialised needs of their

programs and their programme leaders. In this segment bonding elements

were also present to help forge relationships between the leaders from the

same arm.

7. Reflection

Aligning with one of the club’s direction of Reflection and with the help of

MC Volunteer Management Cell, we executed a reflection session at the end

of both days for leaders to recap their respective takeaways and internalise

their own learnings. They were also encouraged to think about how they

could apply their takeaways directly to their programme. We also then

wrapped up the day with a short feedback session to their respective MC

8. Debrief with MC

At the end of Day 1 of Leadership Retreat, MC collated feedback from the

leaders and MC discussed on how we can make the experience better for the

leaders the next day which was very helpful.

Recommendations for Future Developments

1. Workshop content to have more practical aspect

After receiving feedback, many leaders felt that the retreat had too many

workshops (4) and wished to have more chances to practice what they have

learnt rather than them being very technical. Due to the number of

workshops we engaged in, it became too dry for the leaders as well. Perhaps

the Presidential cell can bring across this request during the liaising phase

and include more discussions during the workshops or contextualise them

more to CSC.

2. Consider leaders to be grouped in the same group
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Leaders have feedback that having the same grouping on both days can be

more beneficial as it builds a sense of belonging and helps to connect to

members more. This suggestion is to be considered in the next iteration

depending on workshop content, as we had to consider a split between arms

and sectors in our iteration.

3. More bonding elements & energisers

As the Leadership Retreat only had one mass game at the start of the

retreat, leaders wished for more of such games as they help the leaders

forge new friendships. More energisers can be placed in between the

workshop elements as well as leaders did not have sufficient breaks to

internalise their learnings and take a break before moving on to the next

segment.

4. Reflection sessions to have a fun aspect

Given how the leaders have gone through a day of workshops, reflection

sessions at the end of the day may feel taxing to them. Hence it is

encouraged for the next MC VM to brainstorm ways on how they can help to

end off the day in a fun and engaging way while getting them to reflect on

their learnings for the day.

IV. 20th MC Retreat

The 20th MC Retreat took place over two (2) days from 5th January 2022 to 6th

January 2022 in Yusof Ishak House. An initiative conceived during the 15th MC, the

retreat serves to develop the MC so that they can better direct the club’s operations.

This year, the retreat was held in collaboration with 2 partner organisations - Brahm

Centre @ Macpherson (Elderly sector) and Down Syndrome Association (DSA).

Emphasis was placed on exposure to on the ground volunteering given how MC lacks

that opportunity and to try planning for a volunteering session to empathise better

with the experiences of our CSC leaders. At the same time, there were team building

elements incorporated to allow the MC to be more bonded.

Timeline

Day / Time Day 1 Day 2

0930-1200 Bonding Bonding

1200-1400 Lunch Lunch & Travel

1400-1700 Review of MC and preparation of

logistics for volunteering on Day 2

Volunteering Session

Split into 3 groups of 5

1700-1930 Buffer Travel back to school
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1930-2030 Dinner Dinner

2030-2130 Birthday Celebration Reflection

8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

I. Increased Outreach to Student Population

Upon analysis of the survey results from NUSSU’s distribution of Exam Welfare Packs

gathering a total of 6188 responses in Semester 2, it has come to our attention that

only 19.18% of the student population has participated in our volunteering activities

before, and yet 62.7% of the student population has heard of NUS CSC before. This

can be a contribution of various factors, such as the limitations in the number of our

volunteering opportunities being affected due to COVID-19, and the lack of outreach

events we have as a club to reach out to the student population. It is suggested to

place more efforts in raising awareness about our club and our volunteering

opportunities, and for the Presidential cell to aid leaders in pushing for the

engagement of volunteers in upcoming iterations. Leaders are encouraged to

increase the number of volunteers they can engage per session, and to resume

physical volunteering sessions.

II. Ensuring the Relevance of Programmes in current society

Due to the COVID-19 situation, the drop in volunteering opportunities have raised

many concerns and gave the club a break to re-evaluate whether our programmes

are still relevant. Given how the club now has the capacity to re-expand our

volunteering opportunities back, upcoming iteration of projects and programmes

should re-look at how their programmes can be more relevant to the current

COVID-19 situation and what may be some of the new difficulties faced by them.

Leaders are also encouraged to be creative and brainstorm for new ideas on top of

referencing from previous years. Advice can be sought from partner organisations as

well since they have more on the ground experience and are able to help evaluate

our programmes.

III. Volunteer Development and Training Workshops

Volunteering workshops have been carried out since 17th MC to engage volunteer

leaders so that they are more well equipped with the necessary skills to reach out to

beneficiaries and volunteers. Such workshops have been useful in empowering

volunteer leaders. This role has been transferred to MC VM, who have sourced for us

training workshops. Moving forward, more feedback can be gained from leaders on

what are some of the topics they wish to see, and greater coordination can be made
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together with the Presidential cell to prevent clashes in topics which will be covered

during Leadership Retreat.

IV. More cross-arm sharings

There are efforts this year to allow cross-arm sharings and learnings from different

programmes. For example Project Wellderly shared more about how they

incorporated the idea of mental wellness into their volunteering sessions with the

elderly to Regular Volunteering Programmes during their induction. Another such

example will be Leadership Retreat where leaders have the opportunity to share

more about their programmes with each other. However, such opportunities can be

increased to allow the relevancy of our programmes and for us to strive together as a

club. This can be done firstly via more discussions within the Presidential cell to

identify opportunities or good ideas which programmes have, and encourage sharing

to the other programmes.

V. Incorporation of Mental Health aspects into our volunteering programmes

Over the past 2 years of being affected by COVID-19, there has been an increased

attention on the mental health and mental wellness scene. As shown in the following

chart, NUSSU’s EWP survey has also shown that a substantial amount of the student

population is interested in volunteering in the Mental Health setting. Not only can

this help to increase our volunteering count, it can also benefit our beneficiaries on

top of the engagement which our volunteers are providing.

VI. Re-evaluate concept of CSC Consultants
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As part of our initiative, CSC Consultants has been a position which we have invited

partner organisations to join in. However, prior to this relationship, these

organisations have already been providing us with valuable advice and after

evaluation, hence we felt that there wasn’t a need to have an official title for the

relationship between the organisation and the club. The next presidential cell can

evaluate whether they wish to continue this official relationship they have with the

club.

VII. More focus on Management Committee’s workload and bonding opportunities

As the Presidential cell focused more on the development of programmes and

expansion of volunteering opportunities back to the student population this year, the

Management Committee was more task focused this year with a lot of mass events

shifting back to physical settings. Some examples are 20th CSC Birthday, CSC

Outreach and Leadership Retreat. As such, 20th MC has spent a lot of time resuming

these events and effort in finding out how things were done prior to COVID-19

setting. As the groundwork is now set by 20th MC, 21st MC can have more focus on

their learnings. The next President can place more emphasis on conducting check-ins

for the MC to ensure that they are coping well and reduce burn out. More bonding

opportunities can be created among MC as well, as this year we only managed to do

mainly through MC Retreat.

VIII. Programmes Hopping (RVP Hopping)

Coordinated by VPRP and Deputy General Secretary (RVP), they have planned for

RVP Hopping sessions during the Winter holidays. However it is observed that the

workload was considerably high given the amount of coordination needed with 12

programmes. Furthermore, the sign up rate by the Management Committee wasn’t

high due to their various commitments as well. Moving forward, the next VPRP can

consider spacing our RVP hopping across the academic year to allow for more time in

coordination and to give MC the chance to go for various programmes. RVP Hopping

can also be introduced as part of MC Retreat instead of engaging external

organisations so as to better contextualise our learnings during the retreat. Apart

from RVP hopping, the next President can also actively encourage MC members to

head down for SP and EP volunteering sessions to gain more on the ground

experience. This will not only increase the MC’s understanding of the volunteering

sessions, but also show appreciation of the programmes we have under the three

arms.

IX. Stronger CSC Family Spirit and sense of identity
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In 20th MC, we have managed to set ground work on building back the family spirit

through mass events such as Volunteer Bonding Day and CSC 20th Birthday. While it

is observed that there are generally more interactions between the leaders through

opportunities like Leadership Retreat, however volunteers themselves can still have a

stronger connection with the club. MC can help to encourage leaders to get more

volunteers to attend mass events.

Reported by:

Tan Wei Shuang (Ms.)

President

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VICE-PRESIDENT (REGULAR PROGRAMMES) REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Vice-President of Regular Programmes (VPRP) oversees the functioning of the 12 Regular

Volunteering Programmes (RVPs). The VPRP also supports the President in the management of the

Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings with NUS Offices, NUS

Students’ Union, and external partners and organisations.

1. VPRP Directions

a) Collaboration

This direction was taken with the purpose to encourage and promote cross

collaborations within and outside of CSC so that the RVP committee members can

work together to overcome mutual challenges and to bring joy and happiness to

their beneficiaries.

As one of the 20th MC’s directions is to promote a family culture within CSC, the

presidential cell sees great value and has taken initiatives to encourage cross

collaborations with the different arms in CSC, not just within RVPs. Through the

collaborations with external parties, RVP committee members are able to work

together as a team to plan for meaningful events taking into account the interests of

different stakeholders.

Through the collaborations, RVP leaders are able to find confidence in introducing a

diverse range of activities for their volunteers and beneficiaries on top of the usual

visitations.

b) Programme Diversification

As RVPs are mostly stagnant and fixated with their individual operation model, it is

important to add different elements of activities on top of the usual regular

vistations to improve their programme diversification as well as to step out of their

comfort zones.

Through the different reflection and goal setting sessions, many RVP leaders would

feel demoralised at the cancellation of sessions and programmes switching to online

mode. Many have also expressed the difficulties in interacting with beneficiaries

through online platforms especially so for RVPs under the elderly and PWID sectors.

By opening up opportunities to RVP leaders, many RVPs are having their own

initiatives this year in order to make their usual visitations more creative and also as

a way to retain their volunteers. As a result, 1) Project heART has came up with their

very first fundraising event by holding sales of Christmas and New Year cards made
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by beneficiaries; 2) Project heART has collaborated with Project R.A.I.S.E in a special

Valentine’s Day fundraising event in order to raise funds and awareness for each of

their beneficiary groups; 3) Mindsville has collaborated with NUS Korean Cultural

Interest Group’s (KCIG) dance team to give two Kpop dance lessons to the

beneficiaries via Zoom; 4) Dayspring has collaborated with their Partner

Organisation, HCSA, for a special fundraising through sales of customised

merchandises like mugs, cardholders and coasters in order to raise awareness; 5)

Project ACE has collaborated with NUS BME Club to impart seniors with knowledges

on the latest medical device technologies.

c) Upskilling

In order to retain volunteers, it is important to also continue to further upskill

volunteers and volunteer leaders so as to build a sense of confidence for them. Most

volunteers under the elderly sector RVPs could not speak dialect and hence are not

able to connect and bond with their beneficiaries. Volunteers could not have as

meaningful or deep enough conversations and this affects the relationship

volunteers have with the seniors. As such, the dialect and language barriers may

impact the volunteer retention rate.

Hence, for the term in 20th MC, a survey was conducted among the different RVP

Chairpersons to find out the dialects or languages that are in high demand. A total of

three dialect workshops were held in the term, two being Hokkien workshops and

one being Cantonese workshops, which were extremely well-received by the

volunteers.

Moreover, tutoring workshops were also conducted for the RVPs under the Children

and Youth sector in order to impart skills and techniques in giving tuition to their

students.
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2. Overview of RVPs

a) Sectors under RVPs

This year, the RVPs under growth track are being absorbed to the regular track after

the removal of growth track. RVPs are categorised into three sectors: Children/Youth,

Elderly, and Persons with Intellectual Disabilities. There are four RVPs under each of

the three sectors.

Review of RVPs originally under growth track

For the two RVPs that were originally under growth track - Project A.C.E and SO-NUS,

it has been subjected to review after at least three to six months of implementation.

As the COVID-19 restrictions had yet to be lifted during the first half of the semester,

both RVPs were given three additional months before a review was done in March

2022.

For a programme to be classified under RVP, it has to fulfil the following criterias:

i) The stability of the programme. To assess the stability of the programme,

next future VPRPs may refer to the following pointers:

● Frequency of the visits must be communicated with the Partner

Organisation. A good frequency would be at least fortnightly to
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ensure the close bonds between the beneficiaries and the

volunteers as well as volunteers’ experiences.

● Keenness of the Partner Organisation; whether the RVP committee

and volunteers are bringing value to the beneficiaries.

● Ability of the RVP committee to generate new ideas so as to ensure

the sustainability of the programme.

● Number of regular volunteers. The ratio of regular volunteers to

beneficiaries must be balanced and are able to meet the minimum

manpower requirement for visitations to take place.

ii) The RVP can be implemented for the whole duration of the academic year

(i.e. 1 August - 31 July)

iii) The RVP Committee Members can have the flexibility to plan for activities

and events for the beneficiaries.

iv) The programme requires funding from NUS CSC to support activities and

events planned by the Committee Members.

Project A.C.E. (Aspire our Community of Elderly)

Project A.C.E had a total of 16 sessions for AY 21/22. Visitations were held on

a weekly basis on Saturdays during the first half of the term. However, due to

restrictions from their Partner Organisation - Tembusu Senior Activity Centre

(Tembusu Active Ageing Centre), visits were held on Thursdays for a few

sessions during March 2022. Ultimately, Project A.C.E managed to come into

an agreement with the Partner Organisation to hold their sessions during

every second and fourth Saturdays of the month.

Project A.C.E is also the only RVP under the elderly sector which manages to

hold their regular visitations in a hybrid format mainly due to the resources

provided by the Partner Organisation and guidance from the staff. As the

COVID-19 restriction relaxes in June 2022, Tembusu Senior Activity Centre

has expressed interest in resuming fully physical sessions without limiting

the number of volunteers to enter to the centre.

A total of three meetings were held with Project A.C.E. in regards to the

review of the RVP:

1) With Project A.C.E’s Chairpersons: to check on the workload of both

Chairpersons as well as getting sentiments from the leaders.
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2) With Project A.C.E’s Committee Members: to get the committee

members to reflect together as one as well as being transparent in

discussing the sustainability and viability of the RVP.

3) With Project A.C.E’s Chairpersons and Partner Organisation: To

express our interest in continuing the partnership with them as well

as detailed future plans such as fixing visitation timing, having

frequent volunteer training, mode of visitations, actions to be taken

to enhance beneficiaries and volunteer experiences, etc.

Special Olympics-NUS (SO-NUS)

SO-NUS had a total of 7 sessions for AY 21/22. Visitations were held on a

monthly basis on Saturdays. The main reason for the low frequency of

visitation is mainly due to the fact that the focus of the RVP is on sports,

however, due to COVID-19, SO-NUS are not able to have physical sessions

with the athlete leaders.

Hence, SO-NUS organised a few workshops through zoom such as

environmental sustainability, awareness on physical disabilities, financial

literacy and science experiments. In the breakout rooms on Zoom,

volunteers and committee members would facilitate discussion and guide

beneficiaries in the completion of the tasks set. It is important to

continuously encourage the committee members to take greater initiatives

in planning and pushing for different activities. With the resumption of

physical activities, SO-NUS should be able to increase their visitation

frequency as well as engage the beneficiaries and volunteers better.

A total of two meetings were held with SO-NUS in regards to the review of

the RVP:

1) With SO-NUS’ Chairpersons: to check on the workload of both

Chairpersons as well as getting sentiments from the leaders.

2) With SO-NUS’ Committee Members: to get the committee members

to reflect together as one as well as being transparent in discussing

the sustainability and viability of the RVP.

Continuation of Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled (BHID)

Due to the unfortunate circumstances of COVID-19, there were no volunteering

sessions conducted in BHID for the entirety of AY20/21 and hence no incoming

committee was recruited for AY21/22, with the foresight that volunteering sessions

may not be able to resume anytime soon. In AY21/22 Semester 2, with the relaxation
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of COVID-19 restrictions, CSC resumed partnership with BHID and online sessions

were resumed at the start of the resumption.

The programme would be firstly implemented for a period of three to six months

and the VPRP had reviewed the programme at the end of the trial period.

Chairpersons recruited were asked to draft up a proposal to plan for activities/events

for the beneficiaries for at least three months as well as a budget proposal. The

below are the pointers for the proposal:

● Objectives of BHID

● Activities and breakdown

● Goals and measurement of success

● Safe Management Measures

● Ideation Process and rationale

● General timeline

● Budget Proposal

● Logistics required

● Initiatives

● Both online and offline considerations

A total of eight committee members have been recruited for BHID. As the RVP

initially started as online, BHID did not recruit additional volunteers in order to

match the beneficiaries to volunteer ratio. Hence, the volunteer pool only consists of

its main committee members. As the programme transitions to physical, BHID is

encouraged to recruit for volunteers as the beneficiaries base expands. With the

guidance of BHID’s alumni and comprehensive training held by the Partner

Organisation, BHID has been able to have stable and fruitful programmes for both

the beneficiaries and volunteers.

b) Committee and Sub-Committee Positions

As of AY21/22, the available RVP Committee positions are as follows:

I. Chairperson (Internal)

II. Chairperson (External)

III. Chairperson

IV. Vice-Chairperson

V. Secretary

VI. Treasurer

VII. Volunteer Management Head

VIII. Deputy Volunteer Management Head

IX. Publicity Head

X. Programmes Head
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XI. Deputy Programmes Head

XII. Logistics Head

XIII. Welfare Head

XIV. Marketing Head

The AY21/22 RVPs have the flexibility to decide the roles required to support the

growth of the RVP and whether a committee member can hold two or more

positions at the same time. Moreover, Chairpersons are also given the flexibility to

recruit new committee members during their term as the workload increases with

the growth of the RVPs and beneficiary base. In AY21/22, L-derly Befrienders has

recruited an additional Deputy Volunteer Management Head to assist the current

Volunteer Management Head and Dayspring has recruited an additional Publicity

Head to support in their new fundraising initiatives.

Committee members are encouraged to recruit sub-committee members to assist in

Special Events and Major Outings planning especially if physical and larger scale

events would most likely be resuming next year as the COVID-19 restriction relaxes.

Sub-committee positions provide a lower barrier of entry to the inner workings of a

Regular Programme and opportunities for regular volunteers who are not in the

committee to step up to plan for activities/events. This encourages the

diversification of programmes and also inculcates a greater sense of ownership and

belonging for regular volunteers that may not be actively involved in the planning of

regular volunteering sessions.

c) Volunteer Count

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, RVPs that carry out face-to-face volunteering

sessions had to limit the number of volunteers who could attend. For example,

Dayspring’s partner organisation only allowed two volunteers to attend each session,

culminating in their low overall attendance rate and other RVPs which are only

allowed to cap the volunteers at a maximum of five per group during the first half of

their term. Some RVPs, especially the Elderly sector, could not carry out non-contact

sessions as their beneficiaries do not own technology devices or are not tech-savvy.

Hence, certain RVPs like L-derly Befrienders have sought telebonding as a form of

engagement with the seniors.

The table below details the number of volunteers for each Regular Programme in

AY21/22, with figures rounded to the closest whole number:

*Numbers as of 31 July 2022
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Sector RVP

Volunteer Count

Average
Attendance

Over 50%
Attendance

Over 75%
Attendance

Children/Youth

Clementi Youth Sparks 10 12 6

Dayspring 2 0 0

TEACH! 20 15 13

Yishun Reading
Odyssey

36 34 32

Elderly

Havenue 3 0 0

L-derly Befrienders 18 11 3

T.H.E.Seniors 20 17 4

Project A.C.E 9 15 10

Persons with
Intellectual
Disabilities

Bishan Home for the
Intellectual Disabled

7 7 7

MINDSville@Napiri 7 6 2

Project heART 12 11 9

SO-NUS 5 18 5

As seen from the breakdown, most RVP volunteers are from the Children and Youth

sector followed by Elderly sector and PWID sector. As observed from prior years’

trend, the Elderly and PWID sectors have been facing volunteer retention issues as

compared to the Children and Youth sector. Hence, it is important for future VPRPs

to work on ways to improve volunteer retention under these sectors. This can be

done through identifying gaps and upskilling of volunteers. For instance, if not many
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students are confident in volunteering with the seniors due to their improficiency in

dialects, the VPRP can consider having dialect workshops and classes to help these

volunteers to gain confidence. On the other hand, if many students are not confident

in interacting with the PWID beneficiaries, the VPRP can also consider having

workshops and training sessions to better guide volunteers in the interaction with

the beneficiaries as well as how to communicate and bond with them.

d) Regular Sessions and Special Events Count

COVID-19 has resulted in many regular sessions and special events being cancelled

for the AY as large gatherings are banned. Some RVPs, like T.H.E.Seniors and L-derly

Befrienders, used their special events budget to purchase welfare packs for their

beneficiaries. During the second half of the term when the COVID-19 restrictions

were mostly lifted, some RVPs like T.H.E.Seniors and Project ACE made use of their

budget and the Engagement fund to host small scale outings with the seniors. THES

brought the seniors and volunteers out for the Singapore Flyer visit while Project ACE

brought the seniors out to have a picnic and walk around Botanic Gardens.

The following table details the number of regular sessions and special events (e.g.

camps, major outings, or mini celebrations) that each Regular Programmes had in AY

21/22:

Sector RVP Regular Sessions Special Events

Children/Youth

Clementi Youth Sparks 19 1

Dayspring 40 0

TEACH! 43 0

Yishun Reading Odyssey 22 0

Elderly

Havenue 24 0

L-derly Befrienders 28 1

T.H.E.Seniors 27 1

Project A.C.E 16 1

Persons with

Intellectual

Disabilities

Bishan Home for the

Intellectual Disabled
13 0

MINDSville@Napiri 33 2

Project heART 16 0

SO-NUS 7 1

Total 288 7
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3. New initiatives, Continuation of Past Initiatives & Recommendations

(a) Check-ins and reflection session with RVP Chairpersons

RVP check-ins were conducted via Zoom in September 2021 and subsequent check-in

sessions were done through Whatsapp messaging platforms. A total of 20 check-ins

were conducted individually for each of the 12 active RVPs where all RVP committee

members were involved. More check-ins were done on RVPs that were previously on

growth track or just resumed with a new set of committee members - Project A.C.E,

SO-NUS and BHID.

Overall, this session helped the VPRP and Deputy General Secretary (Regular

Programmes) to have a better understanding of the RVPs’ context and motivated the

RVPs to look forward to the academic year through reflection. The meeting plan

consisted of:

1) Self-introduction and Ice-breakers

2) Introduction to CSC and MC

3) Bridge between RVP committee members and MC members

4) Introduction to CSC SOP drive

5) Knowing more about your RVP

6) 20th MC initiatives

7) Possible ideas for your RVP

8) Setting SMART goals

(b) Removal of Growth Track

Growth Track was established to allow NUS CSC to explore new volunteering

programmes for NUS students. Growth Track is conducted on a shorter term (i.e. 3 to

6 months). If successful, the VPRP can consider adopting and scaling up the

programme under Regular Track.

However, since the start of the 20th MC, growth track was combined with regular

track programmes to prevent misleading the volunteers that programmes under

growth track are unstable. Further, having a growth track may give extra workload

for VPRP and divert focus away from current programmes that may need help

especially during COVID-19 when the situation is less stable. Since one of 20th MC’s

directions is stability, growth track RVPs were combined with regular track RVPs.

(c) Engagement Fund

The Engagement Fund is a revised version of the Empowerment Fund proposed by

the 18th MC VPRP with the addition of collaboration elements between RVPs.
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The Engagement Fund is initiated to allow RVPs to propose ideas that incorporate

the value of empowerment and engagement. The budget allocation is approved on a

case by case basis. Each RVP can propose more than one idea.

Below are the revised guidelines for Engagement Fund:

i. Any activities that tap on the strength of the beneficiaries. Eg. Beneficiary

to teach a skill, be a station master for the activity or be a planning comm

member etc.

ii. Any activity that allows beneficiaries to give back to society. Eg. Making

gifts for their fellow peers/staff/parents or neighbourhood/beach clean up

etc.

iii. Activities that teach beneficiaries to become more empathetic towards a

certain group of people. Eg. Conducting elderly simulation activities to let

children/youth understand the physical changes that elderly faces or build

terrariums in the dark to let beneficiaries understand how the visually

impaired feel etc.

Iv. Any activities that involve two or more RVPs that teaches beneficiaries to

become more empathetic towards the other RVP beneficiaries. Moreover, it

teaches the committee members on how to work together with another

group of committee members with different interests. E.g. An elderly RVP

could collaborate with a Children/Youth RVP to curate a joint programme for

their beneficiaries such as making handmade Christmas gifts for each other.

Below are ideas proposed by some RVPs:

Dayspring - The committee members intended to use the engagement fund

to purchase customised merchandise such as mugs, coasters and

cardholders to raise funds for their Partner Organisation, HCSA.

CYS x Havenue - To create awareness among the students of the daily

difficulties faced by the seniors to develop greater empathy and

understanding. Havenue intended to engage with an external organisation to

host a hand sanitiser workshop for the children and seniors. However, it

failed to happen due to the strict COVID-19 restrictions raised from the

Partner Organisation.

Project A.C.E - The committee members intend to use the fund to bring the

seniors out to Botanic Gardens for a picnic and walk.
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The next VPRP is encouraged to continue the Engagement Fund. The funding of

$1,200 is sufficient for this AY but is underutilised. Although some adjustments may

be required given that physical sessions would slowly resume, future VPRPs should

continue the effort in promoting and encouraging the usage of this fund.

(d) Dialect Workshops

Dialect workshops hosted by CSC are one of the first to be done in NUS. These

workshops help to tackle the dialect and language barriers faced by existing

volunteers especially those serving in the elderly sector. Most volunteers could not

speak dialect and hence are not able to connect and bond with their beneficiaries

especially seniors. As such, volunteers could not have as meaningful or deep enough

conversations and this affects the relationship volunteers have with the seniors

which would subsequently affect the volunteer retention rate.

Certain RVPs like T.H.E.Seniors, L-derly Befrienders and Project A.C.E are only relying

on the few volunteers that are fluent in that particular dialect for visit and this deter

rotation of seniors and over reliance on the minority of volunteers that are fluent. As

such, a survey was conducted at the start of the semester to understand the

volunteers’ needs. Through the survey, we manage to find out the dialects and

languages which are most demanded as well as topics that they are interested to

learn. On top of the lecture-style teaching, a comprehensive handbook on the basic

phrases and pronunciation to a certain dialect and language was also disseminated

to the participants for their pre-reading and future references.

In 20th MC, a total of three dialect workshops were conducted with two being

Hokkien workshops and one being Cantonese workshop. All workshops were

conducted online.

The breakdown of the attendance is seen below:

Dialect Date

Attendance

(Volunteer

Instructors)

Attendance

(Volunteers)

CSC Non-CSC Total

Hokkien 9 Jan 2022 5 29 38 67

Hokkien 2 Jul 2022 5 9 56 65

Cantonese 23 Jul 2022 6 15 67 82

Total 16 53 161 214
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The instructors were mass recruited from the NUS student population. The workshop

is hosted in such a way that it encourages participants to unmute themselves so that

the instructors can correct their pronunciation and intonation. After each topic,

instructors would introduce pop up quizzes, games or videos in order to recap the

topic and consolidate the learnings. Each workshop consists of an average of five to

six topics such as personal pronouns, greetings, daily lives, body parts, animals, food,

weather, numbers, date and time, colours, taste and emotions.

Small breakout rooms with facilitators were also introduced so that participants can

practice speaking with small groups of people. Before the end of the workshop,

participants would also participate in the kahoot quiz which acts as a final test for

them to revise and apply their learnings.

Given that the workshops are extremely well-received and there were many positive

feedbacks received, the next VPRP should continue this initiative and think of how to

implement the workshops such that it is long-term and follow-up on the participants’

learnings. Feedback has also suggested that the dialect lessons can be categorised

into basic, intermediate and advanced levels. Since most of the participants were

non-CSC volunteers, it is also important for the next VPRP to brainstorm how to

reach out to more CSC volunteers for the workshop and how to convert non-CSC

volunteers participating the workshop into CSC volunteers.

(e) Cross collaborations between arms and outside of CSC

(i) NUSSU Valentine’s Day Fundraising - Project heART x Project R.A.I.S.E

The NUSSU Valentine’s Day Fundraising event was held in February at UTown. Project

heART and Project R.A.I.S.E collaborated and shared a booth to sell different

merchandise in order to raise funds for their projects and Partner Organisation.
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Both Project heART and Project R.A.I.S.E came up with a joint proposal for the

physical fundraising event and sold Valentine’s Day cards as well as temporary

tattoos to the NUS student and staff population.

(ii) Dayspring x HCSA Fundraising

HCSA Community Services, the headquarter of Dayspring’s Partner Organisation -

HCSA Dayspring Residential Treatment Centre has approached Dayspring for an

online fundraising event in order to help to raise funds for HCSA Community

Services.

The Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of Dayspring then spearheaded the

fundraising event by creating publicity materials for the fundraising period in order

to not only raise funds but also awareness of the organisation.

For the sale of merchandise, customisable mugs, coasters and cardholders were sold

with all proceeds donated to HCSA via the giving.sg platform.

(iii) Mindsville x NUS Korean Cultural Interest Group (KCIG)

In the spirit of collaboration, the idea was promoted and strongly pushed to RVP

chairpersons. As a result, Mindsville has expressed their interest in collaborating with

KCIG Dance Team (KDT) to invite the dance crew members to teach the residents in

Mindsville simple Kpop dances.

KDT then came up with a proposal as well as the choreography for the committee

members of Mindsville. In this process, the committee members of Mindsville get to

discuss operational plans of the sessions, changes in difficulty level of the

choreography in order for the residents to better follow, potential difficulties to be

faced for the remote teaching sessions etc.

(iv) Project ACE x NUS Biomedical Engineering (BME) Club

During the term, NUS BME club has also approached CSC with the interest to

collaborate with an elderly volunteering programme to showcase the different

medical devices for the seniors. Throughout the process, CSC was able to tap on their

expertise to share with seniors the use of heart rate monitors and blood pressure

monitors which the seniors very much appreciated.

(f) Apeiron - Sector-based brainstorming sessions

Apeiron serves as a mid-point check in and Engagement Fund brainstorming session.

This session is opened up to all RVP committee members by sectors. Hence, a total
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of three sessions were held separately for the Children/Youth, Elderly and PWID

sectors.

Activities that were carried out are as follow:

● Ice breakers: As it is the first time RVP committee members are meeting

others from different RVPs, it is important to break the ice first before going

in depth to the session.

● RVP introduction: A brief description of each RVP under the particular sector

was also given so that the committee members have a better understanding

on the nature of the different RVPs.

● RVP Sharing: Committee members from the different RVPs were grouped

into breakout rooms to brainstorm ideas on a shared platform - Miro. Ideas

were categorised into - Festival-specific activities, Physical activities, Ideas

their RVP have tried before, Casual activities, Ideas they would like to try,

Ideas they are afraid to try and potential challenges they might face.

Through this cross-sharing session, RVP committee members can learn the

strengths and from the challenges/failures that each RVP face-identify new

programmes, reflection methods and volunteer bonding ideas to adopt.

Evaluation of the activities conducted:

● RVPs that are struggling would find this session beneficial as many ideas

were brainstormed through the session. Some ideas shared have been tried

and proven to be feasible.

● RVPs under the elderly sector have also learnt new ways to revamp their

programmes in the times of COVID-19 when physical visitations are

impossible and online visitation is difficult due to the elderly being less tech

savvy.

(g) Individual RVP Meetings

Individual RVP Meetings cum review meetings were useful in developing and

bridging the VPRP and individual RVP Chairpersons. During the start of the semester,

the VPRP met with committee members from all RVPs individually. The focus was on

development and issues that specifically pertained to each RVP and personal growth

of RVP committee members. In the meeting, matters related to the working

relationship among the RVP Committee, and with the Partner Organisation, concerns

and feedback that they had for the VPRP and/or MC in general, were explored as

well. In addition, an introduction to CSC and MC structures were given as well with
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the purpose to increase awareness among the committee members and instil a

sense of belonging in them. Through the meetings, it has allowed the VPRP to

understand the RVPs and to get to know the committee members on a more

personal level.

The individual RVP meetings were also supplemented by regular online

conversations through WhatsApp to aid individual RVPs to better cope with the

challenges they were facing. The online group chats also served as a direct platform

for communication for the VPRP and the General Secretary (Regular Programmes) to

communicate with the RVPs.

4. Revamping of RVP Outreach

CSC Outreach - Physical

For this year, RVP Outreach was revamped to be CSC Outreach so as to raise awareness for

projects under Special Projects and Exploratory Programmes. This year CSC Outreach was

done physically over two days at UTown Sports Hall.

Before the physical event, a new CSC e-booklet was created with sign up links of the different

RVPs in order to boost the sign up rates as well as allowing new volunteers to know more

about CSC programmes and projects. CSC Outreach also enlisted the help of MC members

and both incoming and outgoing Chairpersons to help answer queries and share about their

programmes via Instagram questions or during the physical booth. There were around 150

students who turned up for the physical outreach event.

RVP Outreach was to be conducted during the second week of school for two days. Each RVP

has set up their own booths to attract new volunteers for signing up. On top of that, 15

minutes were given to each RVP to present their own programme. This time, we have gotten

both the outgoing and incoming Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons to plan for their booths

and talks together so that the outgoing RVP Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons can guide

the new Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons using their expertise and experience.

Overall, there were around 100 sign ups for RVPs for AY22/23 during the physical outreach.

RVP Outreach - Online

On top of the physical CSC Outreach, RVP Online Outreach was also conducted in order to

attract more students and gain awareness about the RVPs. To recruit more volunteers for our

RVPs, we included initiatives such as RVP flow charts and flyers in order to allow the

prospective volunteers to gain a more in-depth understanding about each RVP. RVP Outreach

also enlisted the help of MC members and current chairpersons to help answer queries and

share about their programs via zoom, with participants being able to jump around the
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various breakout rooms to ask questions as well. A total of 52 participants attended the RVP

Online Outreach.

Overall, there were a total of 466 sign ups for RVPs for AY22/23 from both the online and

physical outreach.

The breakdown of the sign ups is seen below (as of 4 Sep 2022):

Sector RVP Number of sign ups

Children/Youth

Clementi Youth Sparks 31

Dayspring 45

TEACH! 54

Yishun Reading Odyssey 25

Elderly

Havenue 55

L-derly Befrienders 83

T.H.E.Seniors 35

Project A.C.E 52

Persons with Intellectual
Disabilities

Bishan Home for the
Intellectual Disabled

- no recruitment -

MINDSville@Napiri 29

Project heART 29

SO-NUS 28

Total 466

5. Administrative Matters

(a) Budget standardisation, allocation and transfers

It is also important to review the budget standardisation and allocation processes to

ensure that the RVPs’ operations are sufficiently funded while not over-relaxing the

guidelines in an unsustainable manner in the long run. The next VPRP and Finance

Secretaries could relook into the basis of allocating funds to the different RVPs. For

instance, RVPs with larger volunteers and beneficiaries base could potentially get a

higher amount of budget as compared to RVPs with lesser volunteers and

beneficiaries base. Not forgetting, it is important for RVPs to set aside a fund for

volunteer appreciation and bonding events in order to increase the sense of

belonging in the regular volunteers so as to improve the volunteer retention rate.
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Ever since the outbreak of COVID-19, larger scale events like Major Outings have

been forced to be cancelled. Since Major Outings are the largest source of

expenditure for RVPs, the unutilised funds could be locked inside without having the

chance to be utilised in other areas. Hence, the transfer of funds from a cancelled

event to an existing or new event is a practical move but has to be carefully managed

to sustain fairness vis-à-vis other RVPs’ events.

Moreover, as suggested by the 20th MC Finsects, another way is to also set up a

Major Outing fund that is tagged to the MC WBS so that RVPs can tap into this

funding should they decide to hold a major outing for the beneficiaries.

(b) RVP Handover Package

On top of the refined RVP Handover Package by the 13th MC VPRP which includes

committee reviews from the outgoing RVP committees reflecting on their roles and

responsibilities, experiences and major takeaways for their term. These valuable

insights could be shared with the incoming RVP committees which they could refer

to when devising their directions and plans for the next AY.

However, as observed during the recents years, only the AGM reports are easily

accessible for the RVP Chairperson through platforms like their own Google Drive or

CSC website. As for the committee reviews, it is unlikely to be shared with the

committee members or easily accessible for them. Hence, it is important for the next

VPRP and RP Sect to communicate the presence of such resources.

Moreover, although the timeline for each RVP may differ depending on their

programmes and event planned, a specific handover period was given to the

outgoing committee to conduct the handover.

(c) Encourage RVPs to apply for grants

Although RVPs are not facing any budget constraints during the year, it is still

important for RVPs to seek alternative sources of funds to maintain healthy finances.

More efforts should be put in to promote the importance to actively source for

grants and sponsorships. The next VPRP or Welfare Relation members can consider

providing a platform for the sharing of such donors among the RVPs so that CSC

should not be the sole source of budget for them.

(d) Inter-RVP bridging and bonding

In light of the focus on programme diversification in the RVP landscape in AY21/22,

more attention was placed on developing RVP’s programmes as well as external

collaborations. Moving forward, more attention can be placed on strengthening the
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linkages between various RVPs, as each RVP has their own valuable assets and

experiences to share. Although through Leadership Retreat and Sector-based

Brainstorming sessions, RVP committee members were able to exchange their

expertise and experiences, more effort can be put in to encourage and promote

participation in welfare events spearheaded by the MC WR cell as well. Future VPRPs

can think of how to motivate RVP Chairpersons and their team to participate more in

CSC events at club level and to promote the spirit of CSC Family.

6. Advice to next VPRP

The next VPRP should consider the following:

● Improve on efforts to raise awareness about RVP beneficiaries

● Continue to encourage programme diversification and collaboration for RVPs

● Continue to implement Engagement Fund as it provides a platform for RVP

leaders to propose new ideas. Recommend to implement it at the end of

Semester 1 when RVP leaders are more familiar with the RVP programme

and have a better understanding of the needs of the beneficiaries.

● Strive a balance for RVPs to be both volunteer and beneficiary centric.

Certain RVPs may be beneficiary centric such that volunteer appreciation

and volunteer bonding are neglected. The next VPRP should encourage the

different RVP leaders to invest a certain portion of their budget in volunteer

appreciation events and activities.

● Increase sense of identity and belonging among RVP volunteers. Since RVPs

are very independent and self-sustainable, most RVP volunteers and even

committee members do not associate themselves with CSC. Hence, the next

VPRP should continue working on building a sense of belonging among RVP

volunteers in order to build the family spirit.

● Strengthening reflection culture. Since the outbreak of the COVID-19

pandemic, most RVPs have been shifted online and the weakening of

reflection culture can be observed. It is important for the VPRP to instil the

reflection culture by encouraging the different RVP leaders to have a short

reflection for the volunteers after each visit.

● Work closely with the Management Committee on the following matters:
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Management Committee Areas to work on

General Secretary

To update RVP Chairpersons on the status of their
logistics. Most RVP leaders are not aware of the
logistics they are currently holding, hence, giving
them an update would reduce unnecessary
spendings and wastage of resources.

To communicate with the RVP leaders on their
preferences in physical or digital certificates.

Financial Secretary

Set a Volunteer Appreciation budget per volunteer.

Give RVPs the flexibility to transfer their funds within
the budget especially when an event is cancelled due
to COVID-19. RVPs would then require the flexibility
to transfer the funds to other areas.

Set appropriate cap for meals, volunteer and
beneficiary welfare for RVPs.

Publicity

Publicise RVPs more on Instagram and share about
their Special Events or volunteer recruitment.

Consider creating posts relating to the different
beneficiary groups that RVPs are serving in order to
raise awareness.

Share with RVPs publicity skills and tools.

Volunteer Management

Strengthening reflection culture. Come up with
reflection topics that are focused on social issues,
not just on beneficiaries.

Encourage RVPs in holding frequent volunteer
reflection sessions.

Check in with RVPs their volunteer retention rate
during the end of Semester 1. Help RVPs with poor
volunteer retention rate to recruit volunteers.

Share with RVPs tips on volunteer retention issues as
well as volunteer appreciation ideas.

Welfare Relations
To collate mini celebrations and major outings
sponsorship requests from RVPs.
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To prove a list of past successful sponsorships for
RVPs to explore.

To come up with more bonding sessions at the arm
level so that RVP volunteers can bond more with
each other.

Share volunteer bonding ideas with RVPs and follow
up with them.

Reported by:

Yap Shu Fen (Ms.)

Vice-President (Regular Programmes)

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VICE-PRESIDENT (SPECIAL PROJECTS) REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Vice-President of Special Projects (VPSP) oversees and manages the running of the seven

Special Projects (SPs) of the Club. The VPSP also supports the President in the management of the

Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings with NUS Offices, NUS

Students’ Union, NUS Volunteer Network, and external partners and organisations.

1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the VPSP are mainly to be in charge of recruiting and providing guidance to

Project Directors (PDs) in the running of the various Special Projects. This year, we also

placed a huge emphasis on promoting interaction and bonding across the SPs to promote the

CSC Family spirit, which is one of the club’s directions this year.

The seven Special Projects that were in place in this academic year are namely -

Paint-A-Home, CSC Day, Project R.A.I.S.E. (Raising Awareness in Society through

Engagement), Project WAO (We Are One), Ethelonter, Grant-A-Wish and Project C.A.N.

(Collection in Aid of the Neighbourhood).

2. OVERVIEW

In AY21/22, all seven Special Projects of the club were successfully implemented. Due to the

Covid-19 pandemic, Paint-A-Home was postponed and brought over from the previous

academic year, which resulted in the extended project duration. As such, the timeline for

Special Projects was a little different from previous years. The Special Projects are outlined

herein for a broad snapshot:

Special Project Timeline Details

Paint-A-Home XXII March 2021 - December

2021

● 16 beneficiaries served

● 2 partner organisations:

Care Corner Senior Activity

Centre (Toa Payoh, Block

5), Tembusu Senior Activity

Centre (Eunos)

● 43 volunteers

CSC Day XVI October 2021 - February

2022

● 101 beneficiaries served

● 4 partner organisations:

SHINE Youth and Children

Services, Tembusu Senior

Activity Centre, Movement

of Inclusivity, Bishan Home
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for the Intellectually

Disabled

● 83 Volunteers

Project R.A.I.S.E.

XVIII

October 2021 - March

2022

● 20 beneficiaries served

● 24 volunteers

Project WAO October 2021 - May 2022 ● 146 migrant brothers

engaged

● 4 partner organisations:

Humanitarian Organisation

for Migration Economics

(HOME),

ItsRainingRaincoats,

Migrant Workers’ Centre

(MWC) and Alliance of

Guest Workers Outreach

(AGWO)

● 50 volunteers

Ethelontêr XVIII February 2022 - June 2022 ● 229 Beneficiaries

● 6 partner organisations

● 16 OGLs

Grant-A-Wish XIX February 2022 - August

2022

● 84 wishes granted

● 3 partner organisations:

Joyful Hearts, Pertapis

Children’s Home, Xin Yuan

Community Care

● 55 volunteers

Project C.A.N. XIX February 2022 - August

2022

● 2 partner organisations:

HCSA Spin and Daughters

of Tomorrow

● 44 Volunteers

● 29 Beneficiaries

3. DEVELOPMENTS

a. Rethinking relevance of several Special Projects

At present, CSC SPs are all between a decade and two decades old. Some of the prior

underlying reasons which gave rise to some of our SPs have since faded away. The

volunteering landscape is changing rapidly with the times and there remains an

urgent need for CSC to keep up with regards to its SPs.
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The needs of beneficiary organisations are shifting with the changing times.

Meanwhile, non-profit organisations have sprung up in the past decade or two that

serve to fill existing service gaps in society. These phenomena contribute to the

dynamic and rapidly changing volunteering landscape. In our term, we have

reviewed the relevance of several SPs by fine tuning the directions of the projects in

view of the current volunteering climate and taking into consideration existing

societal needs.

Project R.A.I.S.E.: This year, we placed a huge emphasis on beneficiary

empowerment for the marginalised groups in society. Unlike conventional years

where we held physical fundraising via tin can donations in the NUS Campus, this

element of empowerment was incorporated through the selling of physical

merchandise made by the visually impaired and Guide Dogs Singapore during the

NUS internal roadshows for fundraising purposes.

Grant-A-Wish: Instead of fulfilling the wishes of multiple sectors such as elderly,

persons with intellectual disabilities, and children, project directors have decided to

focus solely on fulfilling the wishes of children this year. Reason being, we believe

that the project can better bring joy to the children, instead of the elderly, who

would prefer companionship that can be better addressed through regular weekly

vistations.

Project C.A.N.: Unlike previous iterations where we typically work with community

clubs to help the less financially privileged families registered under ComCare

Assistance, project directors in this iteration have decided to help less privileged

families and single-parent families.

b. Bonding activities for the SP Project Directors

One problem we have identified at the start of our term was how project directors

are usually very involved in their individual projects, but are usually not cognizant of

what is happening in the other Special Projects.

Coupled with the fact that several special projects happen concurrently throughout

the course of the academic year, we realised that it will be beneficial for project

directors to interact with others from different projects, and show support for one

another’s volunteering events. Since project phases usually happen around the same

period, we foresee that there may be clashes in the volunteer recruitment dates,

publicity dates, booking of venues and overlapping efforts in reaching out to

sponsors.
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Therefore, we organised a bonding session for the Semester 1 Projects - CSC Day,

Project WAO and Project R.A.I.S.E. during the winter break for them to forge stronger

friendships with one another. By making them more comfortable with each other, we

hope that they will be more willing to reach out to one another should they require

any help which helps bridge communication. However, due to the tight timeline and

clashing timetables for the project directors in Semester 2, we did not manage to

arrange a bonding session with them.

c. PD Recruitment via NUSync Forms

Previously, Project Directors had to email their project proposal directly to the VPSP

email whenever they were interested in applying for the role of Project Director /

Assistant Project Director. However, we wanted to promote consistency among CSC

Recruitments (such as when applying for LEAP projects and volunteer recruitment

opportunities in general) and better tracking of the applications.

By utilising the NUSync platform, reviewers of the form will be able to receive email

notifications directly. This reduces the possibility where the VPSP misses the email,

or is unable to find the submission in the inbox.

d. Interview rubrics for PDs to use during OC Recruitment

We understand that project directors may not have prior experience leading the

project and may not be aware of what to look out for when choosing their organising

committee members. As the OC recruitment typically spans over a few weeks, it may

be hard for project directors to recall how the initial interviewees performed.

To streamline the interview process for project directors, we came up with an

interview rubric for project directors to take reference from and tweak it based on

their individual project’s needs. This saves them the trouble of having to create it

from scratch and will have something to work on.

e. Special Projects (SPs) Calendar for the Project Directors

Based on our experience with the Semester 1 projects, we realised that the projects

occasionally have clashes in their volunteering dates, which could have undesirable

implications such as insufficient publicity blast slots to accommodate all projects,

booking of venues as well as inadequate volunteer count for the respective projects.

Hence, in the subsequent semester (Semester 2), we created a common calendar

shared across the project directors to help facilitate communication among them so

that they are aware of when other projects have volunteering events, and can work

around one another whenever possible.
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f. Post-Project Reports (PPRs)

At the start of every SP, it was strongly encouraged that all PDs and OC members

should read their SP’s PPR. The PPR comprises a wealth of useful information from

the previous runs of the SPs, and it was deemed that reading the PPR would facilitate

the OCs’ planning in their SPs while minimising preventable errors at the same time.

The PPRs also included ideas for future developments that the new PDs could choose

to take up or expound on.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Rethinking SPs

While we have attempted to make some changes in our term to some of the special

projects, we believe that there is a continual need for future VPSP to reconsider the

existing structures of SPs and constantly re-evaluate the type of beneficiary groups

that each project is serving.

Given that we are progressively transiting back to physical volunteering sessions in

the post pandemic climate, future VPSP can also think of ways to encourage project

directors to create greater engagement and promote volunteer-beneficiary

interactions during the volunteering phases.

b. Timelines of SPs

Given the numerous programmes under CSC, the timeline of SPs continues to be

very tight and this might implicate the workload of the rest of the MC. Specifically, it

is also important to coordinate the blasting of PD recruitment and OC recruitment,

through meticulous planning with the VPRP, VPEP and across all SP PDs. This will

ensure that there will be a sufficient recruitment of volunteers and volunteer

numbers will not be compromised.

c. Developing Leaders

The future VPSP can think of ways to empower the project directors more without

compromising on their autonomy of the project. For instance, they can consider

sourcing for workshops or courses under CFG or external vendors which PDs can

attend for free but will not overlap with the content covered in CSC Leadership

Retreat. These courses can be conducted twice, one in each semester after the

respective project directors have been recruited. These courses would equip PDs

with more leadership skills and thus, greater confidence to take on their roles. These

courses should also cover more topics such as team bonding or other effective

leadership skills.
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d. Creating more volunteering opportunities for NUS undergraduates

Volunteering in the post pandemic climate, where restriction on the volunteering

group size was imposed previously, has created the expectation among organising

committees that they are able to conduct the volunteering sessions without much

volunteer recruitment opportunities.

As we progress back to the physical volunteering sessions, it is especially important

for future VPSP to remember the goal of SPs, which is to create more volunteering

opportunities for NUS undergraduates since we usually have ad-hoc events that are

larger scale in nature as compared to regular volunteering programmes. Therefore,

future VPSP can consider emphasising this to prospective project directors so that

they are able to take this into consideration when planning for their volunteering

sessions.

Reported by:

Chua Yan Jie Atricia (Ms.)

Vice-President (Special Projects)

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VICE-PRESIDENT (EXPLORATORY PROGRAMMES) REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Vice-President of Exploratory Programmes (VPEP) oversees and manages the running of the

eight Exploratory Programmes (EPs) of the Club. The VPEP also supports the President in the

management of the Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings with

NUS Offices, NUS Students’ Union, NUS Volunteer Network, and external partners and organisations.

1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the VPEP are mainly to oversee recruiment and guide Project Directors

(PDs) and Chairpersons in the running of the various EPs. Additionally, the VPEP has the

larger overarching objective of growing the club. In the first two years, the focus of growth

has been internal-focused i.e. generating ideas to rejuvenate the programmes and ensure

they remain relevant to beneficiaries’ needs. Together with the Deputy General Secretary of

Exploratory Programmes (DGSE), the VPEP oversaw eight EPs in this AY as expounded in

Section 3. There were three LEAP Projects, three CPs, SparkSeed and Project ALIVE.

In the second iteration of the role, the VPEP is still an ambiguous role which has yet to reach

clarity in its exact scope. There may never be a concrete answer on the extent of the role as

it is exploratory in nature and there will always be room for improvement. Hence, it is crucial

future VPEPs find comfort in this uncertainty. For a deeper understanding on how EPs was

first developed, the 19th MC AGM VPEP Report can be referenced.

2. DIRECTIONS

The VPEP directions followed that of the overall directions of the club namely Stability,

Empowerment and CSC Family (elaborated in the Presidential Report). The section below will

highlight how the directions guided the developments in EPs over the year.

(a) Stability

There was greater emphasis on stability and programme development rather than

devising new groundbreaking initiatives for EPs. Stability refers to processes,

structures, SOPs and guidance for leaders and not the nature of the programmes

itself. Moreover, overtime the reliance of the programmes on the VPEP and DGSE

should be reduced such as in the case of SparkSeed. While it may not be possible to

become as self-sustaining as SPs and RVPs, it is possible for EPs to have some level of

SOPs set for leaders to rely on. Each sub-arm under EPs required greater

strengthening in terms of stability as explained below.
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● SparkSeed had completed one iteration via Zoom with the VPEP and DGSE as

the PDs so naturally, the second iteration was bound to be far more unstable

with less processes set in stone, transition to outsourced PDs and lack of prior

physical run.

● Although LEAP Projects and Collaborative Programmes had precedence in CSC

prior to the launch of EPs in 19th MC, they were unstable in nature due to the

novelty of these initiatives as well as the COVID-19 situation.

● Unlike SPs and RVPs which are self-sufficient, LEAP Projects will continue to

be reliant on the MC for its development as these projects are pitched from

the ground-up, typically by new student volunteers.

● Collaborative Programmes (CPs) were relooked at and adapted to serve

volunteers more purposefully.

Before developing and expanding the arm and in turn the club further, it was

essential that a solid foundation was set in place first for future years.

(b) Empowerment

The direction of Empowerment guided various initiatives for EPs in order to establish

richer guidance for EP leaders. This includes Leadership Workshops, YCS Needs

Analysis’ Workshop, Leadership Reflection Booklets, and Sector Consultants. Not

only will such empowerment allow for the growth of the leaders, but it also

strengthens the knowledge of leaders upon which they can create more intentional

programmes. There was also an emphasis on the empowerment of beneficiaries

which was emphasised through the workshops and the sharings of EP ideas with

other programmes in CSC.

(c) CSC Family

The last direction of CSC Family sought to strengthen the relations through a

three-pronged approach: (i) intra-EP (ii) inter-arm and (iii) alumni. Initiatives such as

bonding sessions, dinners, Project ALIVE and club-wide events such as Leadership

Retreat and Volunteer Appreciation Events.
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3. EPs AT A GLANCE

The EPs in AY 21/22 are presented below to provide a broad overview of the arm.

Exploratory

Programme

Description Details

Project Luna

[LEAP Project]

Timeline: Oct 2021 - Apr 2022

It aims to provide Persons on the Autism Spectrum

with positive experiences and exposure to soft

skills. Volunteers went down weekly to befriend

students and clients with the intention of planning

an outing or on-campus event for them at the end

of the project.

● Partner Organisation(s): St Andrew’s

Autism Centre

● Number of Committee Members: 15

● Number of Beneficiaries: 102

● Number of Volunteers: 15

Project Polaris

[LEAP Project]

Timeline: Oct 2021 - Apr 2022

It aimed to instil life skills in children from rental

flats through weekly activities and provide

opportunities to discover their interests. It also

aimed to provide emotional support through

providing companionship and improve bonding

between children and parents.

● Partner Organisation(s): Blessings in a

Bag

● Number of Committee Members: 16

● Number of Beneficiaries: 20

● Number of Volunteers: 34

Project

Wellderly

[LEAP Project]

Timeline: Oct 2021 - Apr 2022

Project Wellderly aimed to improve mental health

of elderly seniors through incorporating social,

psychological, environmental and physical

dimensions of mental wellness in their

engagement with them.

● Partner Organisation(s): TOUCH@AMK

433

● Number of Committee Members: 15

● Number of Beneficiaries: 10

● Number of Volunteers: 18

SparkSeed Timeline: Jan 2022 - Jul 2022

An annual ideathon for students to pitch new ideas

to solve problems in the volunteering scene which

helps to ensure our programmes constantly

remain relevant and serve beneficiaries’ needs.

● Partner Organisation(s): MINDS, Youth

Corps Singapore, St Andrew’s Autism

Centre, SHINE, Impart, VOX @

Children’s Society, Lion Befrienders,

Apex Harmony Lodge, Kwong Wai Shiu

Hospital, Care Corner Singapore
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● Number of Committee Members: 20

● Number of Beneficiaries: Number

unstated

● Number of Participants: 31

Project ALIVE Timeline: Jan 2022 - Jul 2022

Project ALIVE is a one-day volunteering event for

CSC alumni which aims to create a meaningful

experience for beneficiaries & forge close bonds

with our alumni.

● Partner Organisation(s): STARdy Kaki,

Xin Yuan Community Care, Blessings in

a Bag

● Number of Committee Members: 7

● Number of Beneficiaries: 36

● Number of Volunteers: 55

● Number of Station Masters: 15

Project In My

Heart

[Collaborative

Programme]

Timeline: Jan 2022 - Oct 2022

Volunteers interact with IMH patients through

social, recreational and physical activities

● Partner Organisation(s): Institute of

Mental Health

● Number of Committee Members: 7

● Number of Beneficiaries: ~50

● Number of Volunteers: 29

SGSS Study

Buddy

[Collaborative

Programme]

Timeline: Jan 2022 - Oct 2022

Tutoring secondary school students who are in

need of additional academic support

● Partner Organisation(s): Serangoon

Garden Secondary School

● Number of Committee Members: 6

● Number of Beneficiaries: ~70

● Number of Volunteers: 18

KRSS Study

Buddy

[Collaborative

Programme]

Timeline: Jan 2022 - Oct 2022

Tutoring secondary school students who are in

need of additional academic support

● Partner Organisation(s): Kent Ridge

Secondary School

● Number of Committee Members: 5

● Number of Beneficiaries: 25

● Number of Volunteers: 10

4. GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS OF EPs

This section details the general developments of EPs as a whole over this AY. The rest of the

VPEP report serves to evaluate the individual EPs from the perspective of the VPEP and

provide overall recommendations for future development of EPs and the club. To find out the

specific details on LEAP Projects and SparkSeed, the individual project reports may be found

after the MC Reports in this document. The Project ALIVE report was absorbed into the VPEP

report as the PDs were the VPEP and DPSE. Collaborative Programmes’ AGM Reports may be

found in the next AY as they have yet to complete their programmes and will only end in

October 2022.
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a. Myriad of Workshops for Leadership Empowerment

As the core objective of LEAP Projects is to develop fresh leaders and provide them

with close guidance, the VPEP and DGSE rolled out numerous workshops to

supplement PDs’ learnings. Some of these were extended to other EP and/or CSC

Leaders where deemed suitable. The workshops are listed as seen below:

Workshop Details

General

Leadership

Workshop

● Conducted internally within EPs by the VPEP and DGSE for EP

leaders to instil general leadership knowledge in them to

prepare them for their leadership journeys.

● Learnings gathered from Centre for Future Ready Graduate

Workshop attended in AY20/21, Mission X, online research

and personal experiences.

● Although initially meant for LEAP PDs, the learnings could be

adapted and applied to Semester 2 leaders.

● Topics covered: communication styles, communication

strategies, time management, problem solving, conflict

resolution strategies, spreading the workload, motivating

members, coping with dropouts, managing various

stakeholders, principles for an effective partnership.

Youth Corps

Singapore (YCS)

Needs Analysis

Workshop

● As LEAP projects are ground-up projects, it is salient that PDs

evaluate the needs of the beneficiaries appropriately.

● VPEP and DGSE reached out to YCS to conduct the workshop

for CSC leaders and worked closely with them to curate the

content for the workshop.

● This workshop was deemed suitable for other leaders too as

they could evaluate their own programme and question the

relevance of their programmes for their beneficiaries.

● Topics covered: community needs assessment, empathy

canvas map, collaborative solutioning

Tutoring

Workshops

● Tutoring workshops were proposed to enhance the skills of

SGSS Study Buddy and KRSS Study Buddy Chairpersons. VPRP

was also keen on conducting this workshop as it would

benefit TEACH!, CYS and YRO volunteers. Volunteer

Management cell spearheaded this and reached out to NIE
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Service Learning Club to conduct the workshop.

● Topics: tips on how to teach effectively, ways in which tutors

could provide additional support for students struggling with

academics, ways to build relationship beyond tutor-student

and teaching resources for volunteers

● After meeting with us to understand our volunteers’ needs,

NUS Business School students conducted another workshop

as part of their module. Although the workshop was an

external workshop, some CSC volunteers were in attendance.

● Topics: rapport building and tips and tricks to engage tutees.

An emphasis was placed on teaching special needs students,

specifically dyslexic students.

Leadership

Retreat

● The EPs segment during Leadership Retreat sought to

encourage cross sharings and exchange of ideas amongst EP

leaders.

● Topics: Challenges faced and how it was / how it could be

overcome, enhancing and leveraging on the rest of the club.

b. Reflection Sessions and Leadership Reflection Booklet

The reflection sessions from the previous iteration were continued with the addition

of the Leadership Reflection Booklet to supplement the sessions and allow EP

leaders to express themselves and formulate their thoughts ahead of the sessions.

The booklet is split into three reflections which follows the three reflection check in

sessions we have with each programmes’ leaders. Within each reflection, it is further

split into three aspects: reflection on the individual, team and the community. There

are prompt questions for every aspect of every section to encourage leaders to think

deeper and evaluate their leadership abilities. As a result, we found that leaders

were far more introspective and intentional about their leadership journeys this year

compared to the previous year where reflection check ins were done more casually.

The formalisation of these reflections into booklets also enables leaders to look back

on their growth and determine the progress of their growth and possibly encourage

them to work harder to attain their goals. The reflection check ins and booklets have

been received well amongst EP leaders.
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c. Integration of Ideas Into the Club

As many solutions have been ideated in the past two years of EPs (2020 - 2022) and

in the prior two years of LEAP projects (2018 - 2020), we attempted to integrate

these ideas into the club. The following efforts, albeit inadequate, were done:

● Leadership Retreat: SPs and RVPs shared with their leaders potential ideas

from EPs which could be used to enhance their programmes.

● RVP AY 22/23 Chairperson Induction: Similar to Leadership Retreat, the

20MC VPRP shared with the new leaders potential ideas from EPs which

could be used to enhance their programmes. Project Wellderly was invited

to conduct a sharing for elderly RVPs in order to incorporate the aspect of

mental wellness into elderly RVPs.

d. Leaders’ Bonding Sessions and Dinners

As described above under Directions, PD Bonding Sessions and Dinners were held to

promote intra-EP bonding. For more organic bonding and connection, VPEP and

DGSE had dinners with each of the EP programmes’ leaders. Additionally, after the

Leadership Workshops conducted by VPEP and DGSE, a dinner was held to allow EP

leaders to connect with one another in an organic manner as well.

5. DEVELOPMENTS AND EVALUATION OF LEAP PROJECTS IN AY 21/22

LEAP Projects are a scheme introduced to allow volunteers to propose their own ad hoc

projects with guidance and funding provided by the club. To understand the objectives of

LEAP, differences between LEAP projects and SPs and the long term implementation of LEAP

Projects into CSC, please read the 19th MC VPEP AGM Report.

a. Developments for LEAP Projects

● Criteria for LEAP Projects: Adapted to include feasibility in the Covid-19

context.

● Templates/SOPs: More were created to assist LEAP PDs more in their

leadership: Project Brief and Programmes Proposals

● Timeline: LEAP Projects were shifted to Semester 1 when they have been

conventionally held in Semester 2

● Reflection Culture: Stronger reflection culture through Leadership Reflection

Booklet and reflection session check ins.
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● Workshops: More workshops to boost their leadership skills.

● Sector Consultants: Engaged sector consultants for needs analysis of LEAP

projects.

b. Evaluation of Individual LEAP Projects

Project Name Long Term Implementation into CSC

Project Luna Although it was not the original intention of the project, the

engagement sessions ended up being regular in nature. This was

because the PO felt that the beneficiaries required time to warm up

to the volunteers before hosting outings. This is much like our RVPs

which focus on regular befriending and occasionally hosting major

outings.

In the future, if the PWID sector is expanding or renewing its

programmes, Project Luna is a strong contender for an RVP.

Alternatively, the outings Project Luna had are good suggestions for

PWID RVPs’ major outings.

Project Polaris Project Polaris’ activities could be utilized by future CSC

programmes which target children, particularly ones focusing on

empowerment of beneficiaries.

Project

Wellderly

Project Wellderly had long term plans in mind right from the

beginning in that one of its objectives was to incorporate the

objectives of Project Wellderly into the elderly sector RVPs in CSC.

The PDs shared with the incoming RVP Chairpersons on the impact

of sharing aimed to do this by sharing their programmes and

initiatives to inspire Chairpersons to do the same in their RVPs. In

the long run, hopefully the mental health of our elderly beneficaries

improves and there is more awareness of mental wellness in society

through the incorporation of Wellderly.

If CSC has the ability to grow, Project Wellderly could be an RVP on

its own as well given its befriending nature.

c. Suggestions for Future Development of LEAP Projects

● Review Timeline: The timeline was rather tight in Semester 1 as the new MC

only took over in early September 2021. With the added difficulty of
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COVID-19 restrictions, LEAP Projects had to extend their projects quite a fair

bit into Semester 2 due to COVID-19 restrictions. Furthermore, LEAP PDs

take a longer time to adjust into their roles as they are often new to the

volunteering scene and/or CSC. As a result of the timeline extension, there

were many recruitment clashes for Semester 2 projects. Therefore, the

timeline for EPs and the club should be relooked at to ensure there is more

time to grow the PDs without having to rush, prevent clahses with other

projects and for the general coping of VPEP and DGSE.

● Increase Budget: As seen in the recent few years, most LEAP projects utilise

grants to execute their projects. Provided the budget in the club is spread

better to accommodate to the likely expenditures of each programme, LEAP

projects could perhaps be allocated more budget to reduce the

administrative effort required in applying for numerous grants. In reducing

the administrative effort, PDs will also be freed up to focus more on the

needs of their beneficiaries and programme development. A suggested

amount would be $800 for each LEAP project which ameans the projects

would have to apply for at most one grant to complement their CSC funding.

Alternatively, CSC can allocate an overall funding for LEAP Projects e.g. $2400

and vary the distribution of the funding based on the needs of the projects.

● Volunteering and Interarm Discussion to Facilitate Needs Analysis: LEAP

PDs could perhaps volunteer with their target group prior to finalising the

proposal so they are able to accurately fill in the empathy canvas map.

Additionally, there could also be a cross-arm sharing to shed light into the

needs of beneficiaries. This sharing does not have to be formalised and can

even be done over a meal or after a volunteering session.

● Set Expectations Clearly with POs: All three POs engaged this year by the

LEAP projects were keen on converting into long term programmes within

CSC. While we can’t be sure if this was attributed to a lack of expectation

setting with the POs or if the POs insisted on continuing the relationship

despite knowing the projects were adhoc this iteration. Clearer expectations

could perhaps be set in the future between the PDs and the POs. For POs

which would still like to explore a long-term relationship with CSC, a

conversation could be held with them with no guarantees of a collaboration.

● Form of Engagement: This year, all three of the LEAP projects engaged a

regular base of volunteers as opposed to adhoc recruitment of volunteers.

All were keen on building long-term relations with the beneficiaries.

However, given the short timeline and limited sessions LEAP projects have, it

brings into question whether the nature of LEAP Projects should shift away

from projects with long-term objectives and instead have more of an adhoc

focus. Furthermore, it also compromises the outreach to the NUS student
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population and limits the volunteering opportunities available. On the other

hand, if LEAP projects were to restrict itself to merely ad hoc programmes, it

may be difficult to find suitable ideas which match the nature of RVPs. This

should be further deliberated and assessed by the next VPEP and DGSE.

● In-depth Analysis of Beneficiary Sectors: One issue which arose was the

difficulty in assessing the feasibility of a sector in terms of engagement i.e.

single parent children. We had to consult community partners to understand

whether it was feasible but ultimately, ended up accepting the project

before we had an in-depth understanding. Upon feedback over the course of

the project, the sector was rather hard to identify and target. It also

highlighted the underlying assumption that children from single-parent

families are automatically less privileged whereas they could be contented

and comfortable. Hence, the PDs had to adapt their target sector to

single-parent children from low income families. This also proved to be

difficult to identify as the PO targets low income children in general of which

some are from single-parent families. Hence, earlier research would have

helped us reach this conclusion earlier.

● Continue Current Leadership Initiatives: The present initiatives for the

empowerment of LEAP PDs seem to be effective in their development and

should be continued by future VPEPs and DGSEs.

● Timeline of LEAP Workshops: The workshops have to align with the stage in

which the leaders are at. The leadership workshop should be conducted as

soon as all the PDs are recruited and they have a rough idea of the project

formulated. Then, the needs analysis workshop should be conducted while

the PDs are attempting to craft out their proposals.

6. DEVELOPMENTS AND EVALUATION OF CPs IN AY 21/22

CPs core objective is to provide additional volunteering opportunities to meet the high

demand for volunteering programmes and further promote the spirit of volunteerism

without taking an additional toll on manpower and other resources on the Club. The

objectives of CPs and categorisation of CPs in CSC may be found in the 19th MC VPEP AGM

Report. A summary of CPs this AY is provided as there are no AGM Reports published by any

of three CPs.
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a. Summary of CPs in AY 21/22

Collaborative
Programme

Description of Programme

Project In My
Heart

Project IMH was continued this year due to the popularity of the mental health sector despite the

concerns about the online sessions with beneficiaries raised in the 19th MC VPEP AGM Report.

Sessions have been held entirely online thus far due to the onset of COVID-19 and MOH guidelines.

However, despite the easing of COVID-19, volunteers continued to prefer online over physical

volunteering due to the inconvenience of the location, despite the qualms raised about the online

mode. Overall, there were fewer sessions this term due to a lower number of minimum volunteering

hours expected. There are plans for one physical session to be held in this AY.

A large majority of the programme remains unchanged with the exception of volunteer reflection

initiatives such as weekly reflection prompts and volunteer bonding efforts such as BBQ sessions with

the volunteers. There were more awareness efforts as well such as the social media posts as well as

the booklet shedding light on what mental health is and coping with one’s mental health which was

specially made by the chairpersons for the volunteers.

SGSS Study

Buddy

Programme

SGSS Study Buddy continued to support students in their respective subjects who required additional

academic support. Sessions were split into two modes i.e. physical and online as there were

chairpersons did not want to make it compulsory for everyone to attend physically. There were two

cycles, each of which only had 3-4 sessions, which is far less than planned (at least 10 sessions). This

was as a result of delayed recruitments and communications with the POs.

KRSS Study

Buddy

Programme

In AY 21/22, the VPEP and DGSE reached out to KRSS for a potential partnership once again to which

they indicated positive interest. Initially this was supposed to be a fourth CP under CSC but due to the

Project ASPIRE’s halt, the chairpersons recruited for it were keen on managing this programme instead

given its similar objectives in tutoring youth. As a result, the timeline was delayed since discussions

only began in mid-February. There were delays on the PO side as they were rolling this out for the first

time with this department. The first session took place in August 2022 and will be commencing till

October 2022. Sessions were held physically on a weekly basis.

Project ASPIRE Project ASPIRE has conventionally worked with MWS’ Girls’ Residence (MWSGR) and Singapore Boys’

Hostel (SBHL) for the past few years. Due to the small role CSC played in the partnership with SBHL,

the relationship with them ended at the beginning of the term. Project ASPIRE continued to remain in

CSC with MWSGR as the sole PO.
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As our longest running CP, it was assumed that Project ASPIRE would continue every year. However,

after recruiting Chairpersons for the programme, the PO informed us that they were not under the

same impression and hence, did not inform us in advance that they do not have the bandwidth to take

this programme on. As a result, Project ASPIRE had to be cancelled for this AY. The Chairpersons

recruited were directed to KRSS Study Buddy as elaborated above.

As COVID-19 worsened, physical sessions were suspended and the programme instead transitioned to

online tutoring sessions for both hostels. SAs communications were harder on online video calling

platforms, the tutor to tutee ratio was reduced and sessions were spread out through the day instead

of just being in the evening. This ensured that the tutoring sessions remain helpful to the

beneficiaries.

In 19th MC, volunteers were recruited separately for MWS’ Girls’ Residence and Singapore Boys’

Hostel as their timelines differ. The programme with MWS’ Girls’ Residence takes place from March to

October while the programme with Singapore Boys’ Hostel takes place from June to October.

b. Developments

● Structure: The previous CP structure was such that the VPEP and DGSE

handled all the liaison with the POs, volunteer management, volunteer

recruitment, volunteer briefing, etc for every CP. However, a structure so

reliant on the VPEP is unsustainable in the long run and therefore, it was

reviewed at the start of AY 21/22. In addition to the unsustainability, there

were several other issues with the prior structure. Volunteer coordinators /

ICs had no sense of ownership or accountability over the programme and

only handled the administrative matter while volunteer experience was

being compromised. Apart from club-wide appreciation efforts, there were

no initiatives within the programmes to show gratitude to volunteers. This

limited the quality and expansion of CPs as well as EPs as the VPEP and DGSE

had less time to focus on the rest of the programmes. Hence, a new

structure was introduced as seen in the figure below. For exemplary

purposes, Project ASPIRE and Project In My Heart (IMH) were used.
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The new structure introduced two chairpersons for each programme akin to

RVPs. The chairpersons essentially replaced the roles of VPEP and DGSE from

the previous AY. However, their role was envisioned to be more holistic and

meaningful in that the experience of volunteers and beneficiaries would

improve. The VPEP was freed up to focus more on the bigger picture role

and oversee the leaders managing CPs which would have allowed EPs to

expand further.

● Templates/SOPs: It was created to assist new Chairpersons and provide

more tips and guidance in their roles. Templates include: Induction Slides,

Proposal Template, AGM, PPR and more.

● Budget: Each CP was provided with a budget of $150 mainly to encourage

expenditure on volunteer appreciation initiatives.

c. Evaluation of CPs as a Whole

● More Taxing on MC: Upon scrutiny and discussion, the new structure has

resulted in greater issues than benefits such as becoming more taxing on the

MC (VPEP and DGSE still had to provide guidance, Finsect had to handle

budgeting matters, Publicity had to handle more recruitments, etc.) and

minimal changes in the programme developments even though chairpersons

had taken over the programmes.

● Limiting Growth of Programmes: Furthermore, the programmes were

restricted and held back by the meagre budget and manpower and could not

spend on much apart from their volunteers. This compromises the

experience of not only the beneficiaries but also the volunteers who may

possibly have less enriching volunteering experiences.

● Challenging to Distinguish RVPs and CPs: The difference between CPs and

RVPs had always been a blurry line as highlighted in the 19th MC VPEP AGM
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Report but with the new structure and budget, CPs teetered between the

two, making it harder to distinguish RVPs and CPs.

● Unsuitable Fit Under EPs: The rationale for placing CPs under EPs was

questioned more this AY as it seemed as though CPs were conveniently

placed under EPs when a new arm was being created. The growth element

of EPs is unclear in CPs. It would seem more intuitive to place CPs under

VPRP due to the similarity in programmes but that would be unmanageable

for the VPRP.

d. Termination of CPs under CSC

This new structure was trial and tested in 20th MC and failed. While we could have

reverted to the previous structure in 19th MC, due to the above reasons as well as

the added reason of it not being sustainable in the long run if the VPEP and DGSE

were to be directly in charge of CPs. Furthermore, the termination of CPs would also

allow the VPEP to focus more on growth-aspects of the club.

e. Future of Existing Programmes

The existing CPs, as we know it, will be coming to an end under CSC. However, plans

for the future of these programmes are in discussions and will be determined by the

21st MC VPEP and DGSE as CPs will be handed over to them. The relationships and

future of the individual programmes (Project IMH, KRSS Study Buddy, SGSS Study

Buddy and Project ASPIRE) should ideally be discussed with the CP Chairpersons,

Presidential Cell as well as the POs. While we will no longer work as closely with the

POs, we can offer other forms of support:

● Revert back to the original form of support in the form of publicity, via our

CSC NUSync EDMs. This time, we can also assist with the recruitment of

leaders to manage the programme externally and not only volunteers, but

they would not be managed by us. This still meets the original objective of

providing additional volunteering opportunities but now without any

additional effort from our end.

● Provide tips on volunteer management and recruitment processes so they

are able to manage this change.

● Absorb into CSC as an RVP if CSC has the sufficient resources.

● Sharing of EP ideas for their growth and enhancement.
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7. EVALUATION OF SPARKSEED IN AY 21/22

SparkSeed was outsourced to external Project Directors in AY 21/22 which was facilitated by

the VPEP and DGSE. To support the PDs in ideating their problem statement, a survey was

done together with them to understand the issues faced by programmes currently and what

solutions they would like to see. The survey is similar to that of which was sent out last year.

Please refer to the SparkSeed AGM Report for more information.

a. Recommendations for SparkSeed

● Problem Statement Ideation: As there was less involvement of MC members in the

ideation of the problem statement, it was less targeted at solving issues in the club

but rather in society in general. In order to bring these ideas back into CSC, the

ideation of the problem statement could be worked on closely with the VPEP and

DGSE. The VPEP and DPSE could also consult Presidential Cell members on the

relevancy of the problem in the club. Furthermore, a form may be insufficient to

understand the underlying issues in the club and it would be helpful if a Focus Group

Discussion was held to understand their sentiments better.

● Recruitment Timeline: Due to SparkSeed still being a relatively new concept in NUS,

there is a lack of awareness and hence, low sign-ups. There should be more focus on

raising awareness of SparkSeed and as a result, the recruitment timeline needs to be

extended over a longer period of time.

● Prize: As observed in the previous iteration, there are many passionate individuals

who wish to execute the projects after SparkSeed. Hence, future iterations of

SparkSeed could tap on into this passion and focus on providing grants for the teams

to execute their projects rather than focusing on extrinsic rewards (e.g. $500 cash

prize) which has been the focus of the first two iterations.

8. Project ALIVE

Project ALIVE stands for Alumni Volunteering Event and was held over the period January to July

2022. As highlighted in the 19th MC VPEP AGM Report, Project ALIVE was conceived in 18th MC in

order to provide a platform for alumni to volunteer with CSC and in turn, strengthen the club’s

alumni relations. However, due to COVID-19 restrictions, Project ALIVE could not be executed in the

last two years. Tapping on the groundwork set by 18th and 19th MC Project ALIVE Committees, 20th

MC was able to execute the project. To ensure the sentiments remained the same amongst alumni, a

pre-event survey was conducted to gather interest. The Project Director (PD) and Assistant Project

Director (APD) were the Vice-President of Exploratory Programmes (VPEP) and Deputy General

Secretary of Exploratory Programmes (DGSE) from 20th Management Committee respectively. As the
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project was in its trial phase, the organising committee consisted of the two Project Directors, three

Welfare Relations cell from 20th Management Committee and two CSC alumni members. CSC alumni

were involved to provide feedback on the programmes based on their rich experiences in the

volunteering scene as well as more in-depth perspective on what alumni would enjoy.

Project ALIVE was the first event in CSC targeting CSC alumni specifically. The main objective of the

project, apart from helping beneficiaries, is to strengthen the club’s alumni relations which will

potentially help the club grow in the long run. The one main day event was conducted in tandem

with CSC birthday which was held right after Project ALIVE. The main day event saw beneficiaries

from STARdy Kaki, Blessings in a Bag and Xin Yuan Community Care. The event attendance included 7

organising committee members, 36 beneficiaries, 15 station masters and 55 volunteers (of which 44

were CSC alumni). The focus of the programmes was skills-based in nature so as to tap on the

strengths of alumni when empowering beneficiaries. The positive interest and high attendance from

alumni suggests that there is much untapped potential in alumni relations. Hopefully, the first

iteration has set sufficient precedence for future iterations and possibly, other alumni-related

initiatives.

Although the project is similar to Special Project (SP) in that its ad hoc in nature, Project ALIVE should

continue to remain under the Exploratory Programmes (EPs) arm as it’s an experimental domain in

the club which should continue to grow and not be restricted to merely one ad hoc event per year.

a. Objectives

Sector Objectives

Elderly Sector ● Providing opportunity for social interaction with the younger

generation

● Allowing seniors to interact with those outside of their social circle,

whom they may not have chances to

Children Sector ● Instilling positive values in children such as empathy and

intergenerational harmony

● Making them feel included in society, facilitating genuine

interactions with volunteers and within the children

Volunteers/Alumni ● Improving CSC Alumni Relations and tap on their network

● Testbed for future alumni events

● Reinvigorate the volunteerism spirit
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b. Organising Committee

Name Role

Pooja Ramesh Project Director

Pietro Ng Run Kang Assistant Project Director

Loo Chuan Jie Prologs Member

Jovan Teo Jun Howe Prologs Member

Thiam Yun Yi Prologs Member

Ong Sin Yee, Jasmin Publicity-Marketing Member

Karina Loo Kai Ling Publicity-Marketing Member

c. Overview of Project ALIVE

i. Programmes/Events

Name Event Description Timeline Venue

Main Day

Event

A series of games and activities were prepared for the

beneficiaires, all of which aimed to impart meaningful

skills and values to them. The skills and values will

hopefully stay with them beyond the main day event.

9 July

2022

NUS MPSH 2

ii. Summary of Programmes

Both Beneficiary Groups Children Elderly Alumni Volunteers

● Arts and Crafts

activity: promote

intergenerational

harmony and

bonding

● Superhero Drawing:

Promote creativity

and break the ice

between volunteers

and beneficiaries

● Scavenger hunt:

Instil empathy for

marginalised groups

in Singapore such as

● Super Dance Off:

Zumba dance to

promote physical

wellbeing and break

the ice between

volunteers and

beneficiaries

● Memory Master:

Strengthen memory

power of seniors

● Volunteer

Pre-and-Post Event

Reflections

● Sharing of

sentimental video

with interviews

from beneficiaries,

current volunteers

and alumni
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the visually

impaired

● Money Money

Money: Providing

real world scenarios

to prepare them

and equip them

with financial

literacy skills

● Recyclops: Educate

children on the

importance of

recycling

● Cup Trouble:

Encourage them to

work together as a

team and learn the

importance of

communication

while tapping on their

wisdom and

encouraging them to

share their

experiences at

popular places

● Seated Floorball:

encourage teamwork

and social

connections amongst

seniors

● Price is Right: test

their knowledge of

everyday items

iii. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary (Partner Organisation) Number

Xin Yuan Community Care 14

Blessings in a Bag 18

Stardy Kaki 4

iv. Volunteer Statistics

Breakdown Number

Volunteer Count for Main Day 55

Internal Volunteers (NUS Students) 0

External Volunteers (CSC Alumni) 44

External Volunteers (Volunteers from Partner

Organisations)

11

Total Volunteer Count 55
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v. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name of Sponsor Sponsor Items

Kingdom Food Group 80 vouchers

Royal Banner Assortment of snacks

Khong Guan 140 packs of biscuits

The Escape Artist 80 vouchers

BBQ Wholesale 80 vouchers

Singapore Kindness

Movement

Assortment of stationeries, mask, totebag

Cloversoft 60 hand sanitizers

Sapore 144 bottled water

Dr Anywhere 140 sets of thermometer, covid test kits,

vouchers

Old Town Express 80 vouchers

Popular Rent A Car Free van rental

Events Partner Discounted rate for tables and chairs rental

vi. Financial Statement

Total Amount

Allocated

$600

Total Sponsorship/

Donation

$5317

Grants:

1. Temasek Foundation OSCAR Fund

2. National Youth Council Youth Changemakers’ Grant

Total Expenditure $5214.70

Surplus/ (Deficit) $702.30
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d. Challenges faced

● Committee Size and Allocation of Work: As mentioned above, due to this year being

its first run, the committee size was small. However, the project’s objectives were

rather ambitious for such a small team which resulted in exhaustion amongst team

members. Furthermore, most cell members were taking on dual roles: PD was

Volunteer Management, APD was secretary-treasurer, programmes cell Members

were also in charge of logistics and publicity and marketing was done in conjunction.

Additionally, due to the differing commitments amongst members especially during

the summer period (full-time jobs, internships, travel, etc.), many of our members

could not help with the collection of sponsored items which often occur during

weekdays. Lastly, plans were set in place assuming alumni could commit the same

amount as students in the organising committee but it proved to be difficult as

alumni have much more responsibilities to uphold at their workplaces.

● Last Minute Changes in Beneficiary Attendance: Despite having set the deadline for

attendees to be a few weeks in advance, our Partner Organisations (POs) made

numerous changes to the attendance up till the day of the event. As POs did not

enforce the attendance of the event after signing up for the event, many

beneficiaries pulled out in the days leading to the event or on the day itself.

Furthermore, as the event was held on the eve of Hari Raya, an oversight on the

team’s end, some of our Muslim benefiairies were unable to attend the event. As a

result of the lower-than-expected attendance, multiple last minute changes had to

be made to the groupings. This resulted in confusion amongst the station masters

and volunteers which was raised in the post project event form.

● Shortage of Logistics for Arts and Craft Activity: There was a shortage of logistics

needed for the arts and craft activity such as UHU glue. This resulted in the glues

needing to be shared, hence slowing down the process of the activity. A less effective

craft glue had to be used instead, which diminished the quality of the drawstring

bags.

● Station Masters Varying Understanding of the Programmes: Due to the differing

experiences of the station masters, there were some who retained more information

and were able to sufficiently explain the table activities to the volunteers and

beneficiaries while some who could not. There were station masters who altered

activities in a manner which changed the objectives as they could not understand

the purpose. As a result, the experiences of the volunteers and beneficiaries varied,

depending on their station master.

● Balancing Meaningfulness and Enjoyment of the Programmes for the Beneficiaries:

The general sentiment was that the programmes were meaningful based on

feedback from the POs and volunteers. However, it seemed that children
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beneficiaries were not as keen on learning but rather having fun. Hence, it was

challenging to balance meaningfulness and enjoyment during the event.

● Large Age Range of Children: The initial age range of children we aimed to target

was lower primary school children which expanded upon our POs' requests.

However, this impacted the programmes’ impacts as children of different ages have

different calibres. For instance, the financial literacy game was far easier for the

older children while younger children found it more difficult.

e. Suggestions for Future Developments in Project ALIVE

● Check in on Beneficiary Attendance Prior to the Event: Although there were regular

check ins in the days leading up to the event on the attendance, there could have

been better communication with the PO to understand the finalised number of

beneficiaries on the day itself. In the future, perhaps POs could encourage

attendance more and deem it as compulsory if they do not inform us two days in

advance of their change in attendance or have a valid excuse. This is to ensure there

is better planning on the administrative front. PDs could confirm the numbers the

night before so that it provides them with sufficient time to make the necessary

adjustments to the groupings which will minimise confusion amongst the

participants and allow for a smoother event flow.

● Acquire a Buffer of Logistics: For our iteration, we did arts and crafts activity which

required glueing using UHU glue. However, we underestimated the usage which led

to a shortage. In future, for any procurement of logistics, it would be good to get a

buffer to account for any over-usage of logistics that could possibly lead to a

shortage. This especially holds true for arts and crafts activities where we are unable

to control the usage rate by the participants.

● Larger Committee: Due to the shortage in manpower and dual roles our committee

had to uphold, it is suggested future committees have a larger committee and have

more cells (fewer dual roles) of at least three persons in each cell to lessen the

workload. However, it is perfectly fine if dual roles are deemed necessary as they are

synergetic. The marketing cell could potentially be involved in welfare of the

participants such as planning of goodies bags or even planning bonding amongst

committee members. It would also be preferable to have members who are not on

internship especially within the marketing cell to facilitate sponsorship collection. A

suggested committee size for a project of the same nature would be: 2 Project

Directors, 1 Secretary-Treasurer, 3 Volunteer Management, 4 Programmes-Logistics,

3 Marketing-Welfare and 2 Publicity. A committee of this size would also allow the

project to achieve more and make a larger impact.

● Alumni as Consultants rather than Committee Members: Alumni in the team

communicated that in the future alumni should be consultants rather than
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committee members as it is difficult for them to commit to the same extent as

students in terms of sharing the workload and attending the frequent meetings. As

consultants, they would still be able to provide feedback on the programmes and

what alumni would enjoy. However, they would not be obligated to complete tasks

within a tight deadline allowing for greater flexibility on their end. Future

committees may decide whether the role should be formalised or in-formalised.

● Expand Outreach of Committee Recruitment: In this iteration, the committee was

formed internally. Moving forward, the committee (apart from PDs) can be recruited

externally. The management committee perspective, which is necessary for an event

targeting alumni, would be provided by the PDs who would continue to be the VPEP

and DGSE. Alumni consultants could also provide that additional perspective. There

should ideally be committee members who have experience in CSC and alumni.

● Select Station Masters More Intentionally: Station Masters were selected based on

commitment on the actual day and there was no further selection process. It is

suggested that station masters should be selected more intentionally with a certain

level of volunteering experience so they are able to sufficiently provide insight into

the activities’ objectives and are able to carry out the programmes with their

intended objectives.

● Have an Additional Engagement Session with Alumni: As the focus of Project ALIVE

is on volunteering, it is difficult for alumni to connect as much during the event itself.

CSC Birthday helped to facilitate this bonding and interaction. In the future, a short

engagement session could follow Project ALIVE to engage alumni specifically.

Perhaps current CSC leaders could attend the engagement session and assist in the

facilitation of the event so as to establish direct bonds with alumni instead of VPEP

and DGSE acting as the middle parties.

● Recruitment of Current CSC Members as Volunteers: Current CSC members could be

recruited as volunteers as well to allow them to interact and mingle with alumni for

the core objective of strengthening alumni relations within the club. If the event

solely targeted alumni, they would mingle amongst themselves resulting in limited

opportunities for them to interact with current members. While the experience of

current members should not be compromised, it is crucial that the alumni still form

the majority and the event is focused on them. If there are low sign ups amongst

alumni despite persistent publicity efforts, perhaps more current members could be

recruited to ensure there is a 1:1 ratio with beneficiaries.

● Explore Collaborations with Alumni: In the post-event feedback form, 4 out of 12

alumni indicated interest in collaborating with CSC in terms of sponsorships,

collaborations with their companies and consultancy. The relationships built with

these alumni and the rest should not stop at this iteration and should be

strengthened and tapped on by the next VPEP and DGSE. There is much room for

development in this area of alumni relations.
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OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EPs AND THE CLUB

a. General Recommendations

● Greater Awareness Through EPs Hopping: Similar to MC members going for SP and

RVP hopping, Presidential Cell members should highly encourage EP hopping

amongst MC members, SP Members and RVP Members. During MC meetings, the

VPEP can invite MC members to reflect on their experiences volunteering in EPs so

as to encourage more MC members to join EPs and also help them understand EPs

better. This can also be encouraged within SPs and RVPs by the leaders. Not only will

EP hopping create greater awareness, but it will also establish a stronger CSC family.

● Integrating Ideas into CSC: Many ideas have been generated and left untapped by

other programmes. Continuously ideating serves little purpose to our club if we are

unable to inject these ideas into our programmes. There is much to improve in this

area and it is suggested that the next VPEP focuses on this especially because the

VPEP should have more bandwidth to handle this after the removal of CPs. The VPEP

would have to work closely with the Presidential Cell in order to achieve this and

should be open to ideas on how to go about it. It is highly suggested the VPEP

volunteers actively in CSC to have a ground sensing of how the ideas could possibly

benefit beneficiaries.

● Inter-Arm Bonding: In order to foster stronger relations between arms in terms of

CSC family and collaborations, it would be in the interest of the club to have more

casual bonding sessions e.g. dinners between leaders to foster strong bonds.

● Outreach of EPs: The outreach of EPs to volunteers should be evaluated to assess

whether it should expand and what that would mean, particularly for our LEAP

projects.

● Collaborations: Provided the VPEP has the bandwidth, they can explore more

collaborations beyond internal collaborations. More can be found on this under the

19th MC VPEP AGM Report.

Reported by:

Pooja Ramesh (Ms)

Vice-President (Exploratory Programmes)

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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SECRETARIAT CELL REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Secretariat Cell manages the club’s logistics and documents and provides support for the

Presidents and respective Vice-Presidents in record-keeping and administrative matters. The cell also

facilitates booking of venues, clubroom management and other logistical matters such as clubroom

access and first-aid.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To assist in venue bookings for the management committee and

projects/programmes;

b. To manage clubroom’s logistics and loaning of logistics to projects/programme;

c. To collect, store and maintain the Club's documents, including Minutes of Meetings

(MOMs), letters, Post-Project Reports (PPRs) to ensure the smooth operation of the

Club in matters of administration;

d. To assist the respective Vice-Presidents in being the main point of contact between

the Management Committee and respective projects/programmes

2. OVERVIEW

a. Number of MC meetings: 7

3. DEVELOPMENTS

3.1 Revamped Logistics List

The logistics list was updated constantly according to the items being borrowed and added to

inventory. In previous MCs, it was observed that projects did not have a clear idea of where

different logistics were stored and the quantity available. Hence, to counter that, we decided

to label the logistics list together with the respective segmented locations in the clubroom.

For example, the storeroom shelves were labelled together with the shelving level (e.g,. A1,

A2, B1, B2 etc.) This facilitated the extraction and returning of logistics.

3.2 SOP Drive

A clean up of the SOP drive was done, which included proper segmentation of documents

into different folders. This helped projects to be able to find the required documents or

information with greater ease. A SOP mindmap was also implemented, which essentially is a

document that outlined all the different documents present in the SOP. This aided projects to

identify which folders their required information are in.
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3.3 Meeting Minutes template

Two new meeting minutes templates (for internal project meetings and meetings with

external organisations) were created to encourage different projects to adopt a more

consistent format of record-keeping. An additional section of ‘guiding questions’ were

provided on the template for meetings with external organisations to facilitate a more

meaningful and fruitful discussion between project committee and external organisation.

3.4 Phased Certificate Printing

Certificates were printed using Royal Banners Pte Ltd at a price of $1.50 per certificate. As

Special Projects and Exploratory Programmes are held on a semester long basis, projects

under these arms ended in the same period. Regulatory Volunteering Programmes ended

along with Semester 2 Special Projects and Exploratory Programmes. While there were no

bulk discounts given for the printing of the certificates, the Secretariat Cell sent the

certificates for mass printing, since collection was only at Tampines.

3.5 Allowing OC members to choose if they want e-certificates or physical certificates

Certificates of Appreciation are printed for every Organising Committee member of Regular

Volunteering Programmes, Special Projects and Exploratory Programmes. However, we

noticed that many volunteers do not collect their physical certificates from the clubroom.

Thus, Chairpersons and Project Directors have been asked to collate their members’

preference for E-Certificates or physical certificates to prevent wastage. It was noted that the

majority preference was softcopy to be emailed to them at the end of the project.

3.6 Shifting of Clubroom

Given the upcoming YIH renovation, the CSC club room has to be cleared out and all logistics

have to be stored temporarily at old Science Library Level 3 (Dungeon and Bay’s logistics) and

5. Before the packing of logistics, projects were encouraged to dispose of logistics that were

not in use or donate them to the club. Old and dried paints from projects were also safely

disposed of with the help of external vendors. Project’s logistics were then packed into

individual boxes and labelled with their project’s name. A total of approximately 80 boxes

were shifted from the clubroom to the science library in July with the help of movers

recruited. Logistics in the student lounge, dungeon and the bay were also packed into boxes

and shifted to the old Science Library. Other clubroom’s logistics included approximately 20

chairs, 4 long tables and a small fridge. The logistics in the boxes were unpacked and

arranged according to the projects, with segregation from shared resources in CSC.

Cardboard boxes were returned without deface to encourage environmental friendliness.
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3.7 Telegram Group for Logistics Borrowing and Venue booking

Two Telegram groups were created for Logistics Borrowing and Venue Booking respectively,

where all Logistics Heads and Secretary-Treasurers were added into the respective Telegram

Groups. In each group, the Logistics Heads and Secretary Treasurers are to inform the MC

Secretariat Cell if they would like to borrow items or book meeting rooms. The purpose of

the Telegram Groups is to consolidate all requests into a single platform, such that the MC

Secretariat Cell would be able to identify any clashes in resources, allowing the respective

General Secretaries to source for alternative solutions in time. Additionally, at the end of

each project, the Logistics Heads would send a list of items leftover from their project such

that the other Logistics Heads would be able to claim the leftover items for their ongoing

projects or programmes.

3.8 Log book

A new update logistic list was created to facilitate record-keeping of resources. The logistic

list was created on an excel sheet and was made available to the different projects for their

reference. The logistic list was organised based on the different storage areas in the

clubroom e.g., stationery cupboard, entertainment cupboard and storeroom.

Logistic/welfare heads from different projects were strongly encouraged to refer to the

logistic list to check that the logistics they need are available for loaning before making a

loaning request in the common Telegram group. The secretary cell will then record the

necessary details i.e. collection date, project name, name of person to contact, items

borrowed and their quantity, intended borrowing duration. One of the secretaries will then

verify the request and input the return date once the logistics have been returned. The

project may also take a photo to show that the logistics have been returned promptly.

3.9 Catering of Food for Leadership Retreat and CSC Birthday

The MC Secretariat cell was also tasked with sourcing for food caterers for the various events

of CSC. For Leadership Retreat, we have engaged with Kate’s Catering and ordered the Value

Meal Box at $3.96 per bento. Food from Kate’s Catering was satisfactory. For CSC Birthday,

we have engaged with Four Seasons Catering and ordered the Summer Menu at $15.95/pax.

However, despite ordering more than the number of pax present, the amount of food given

by Four Seasons Catering was insufficient to cater to everyone present.

3.10 REBOKs system

Secretaries can also book venues such as multipurpose sports halls through the online facility

booking system REBOKs. TheSecretaries were granted access to the system as CSC

representatives (require staff advisor approval) to allow for easy booking. This booking

system allows the secretaries to check the availability of certain venues easily off-campus.
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For booking of venues not within the REBOKs system (such as UTown venues and lecture

theatres), an email is to be sent to them directly to check for availability and for booking. For

facilities at UTown and for booking of venues for major events, a proposal is usually required

with the staff advisor’s approval for the booking request to be approved.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

4.1 Future Booking of Rooms

With the renovation of YIH, rooms at YIH will no longer be available for the upcoming year.

Hence, other venues will need to be sourced. Some suggestions will be faculty rooms and LTs

such as Science, Engineering and Business. Below are some rates of venue booking in NUS.

Rates of Science LT/rooms for booking:

9 LTs are each charged @S$35/hour for the first two hours and @S$30/hour for the

subsequent hours. Only LT27 is charged @S$50/hour for the first two hours and @S$30/hour

for the subsequent hours.

Each seminar room (less than 50pax) is charged @S$20/hour. Those above 50 pax are

charged @S$25/hour.

Rates of Engineering LTs and Tutorial Rooms

For booking of LTs and Tutorial Rooms within Engineering, a fee will be charged as shown in

the table. Staff advisor approval also has to be seeked. However, Engineering students are

able to book Tutorial Rooms for free using the Aces system. We recommend that the 21st MC

General Secretariat Cell book all three E-CUBE rooms for Organising Committee meetings.

Please note that bookings have to be done at least 2 weeks in advance.

Rates of UTown LTs and Tutorial Rooms

UTown Seminar Rooms can also be booked for free. Staff advisor approval needs to be

seeked before submitting the request to book the seminar rooms. We may refer to the
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online booking schedule to check if the rooms/space are available for booking before

sending an email request to book the venue. However, as the UTown Tutorial Rooms may be

used for tutorials, they will not be available for booking until Week 3 onwards. For LTs within

UTown, a rate of $44/hr will be incurred.

4.2 Segregating Storage Space in Science Library

As we shift to the temporary space in the Science Library, storage space at Level 3 and Level

5 will need to be segregated. In similar fashion to how it was done previously in the YIH

clubroom, it can be segregated by projects, or by project arms depending on which is more

suitable. Having a segregated space can ensure that projects keep to their allocated space

and fairness is maintained. Projects can also inform the General Secretary if they need to

store items so that an area can be allocated for them beforehand. This prevents any potential

conflict that may occur.

4.3 Procurement of Shelves from IKEA

Additional shelving from IKEA can also be considered to add to our storage area. However, do

check with OSA on whether that is allowed before procuring them.

4.4 Updating Logistics List

During the shift over to the Science library, many of the logistics were discarded as they were

deemed to be past their useful life. Hence, another round of stock taking for logistics will

need to be done. Once updated, do inform the new projects of the new list and similar

booking procedures will follow.

Reported By:

Winnie Zhang Wei (Ms.)

General Secretary

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Pietro Ng Run Kang (Mr.)

Deputy General Secretary

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Yap Shu Ting (Ms.)
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Deputy General Secretary

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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FINANCIAL SECRETARY CELL REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Financial Secretary Cell monitors and manages all finances of the club, in accordance with the

financial guidelines laid out by NUS Office of Finance (OFN).

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To project the expenditure of club’s projects and plan their budgets accordingly;

b. To manage and monitor budgets club’s overall expenses;

c. To assist and advise projects and programmes on all financial matters;

d. To be the main liaison between the projects, programmes and Office of Finance

(OFN);

e. To endorse financial documents and submit to the OFN for payment of all bills of

expenditure, properly incurred in accordance with the approved budget.

2. OVERVIEW

a. Please refer to the Financial Report 2021/2022.

3. DEVELOPMENTS

3.1 Improvement to Treasurers’ Induction Slides

One of our initiatives was to revamp the induction slides for newly recruited treasurers so

that the information presented to them would be more concise and intuitive. We

reorganised the slides deck to achieve a smoother flow. Previously, halfway through going

through what should be on the RFP form, the concepts of receipts, invoices and invoices that

are considered as receipts was touched on, before moving back to going through the details

which should be included on the RFP form. This caused some confusion to some treasurers

as the information flow was rather unstructured. Hence, we structured our induction slides

to ensure that everything relating to a particular topic is covered first before moving on to

the next topic. In addition, information that is not extremely applicable has been removed

from the slides. For instance, procedures on grant reimbursement have been omitted, since

these are information that would only be relevant to Special Projects or Exploratory

Programmes that apply for external grants and the treasurers would only need this

information at the end of the project.

3.2 An integrated platform for claims submission

Previously, we had differing platforms for claims submissions, namely Google Forms (for

RVPs) and email (for SPs and EPs). This made it more difficult to track the submission of RFP

forms. Hence, we established the Google Forms platform as the sole platform for treasurers

to submit their claims to us. Treasurers now compile their RFP forms and supporting
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documents into one PDF file and upload it to the submissions form, after which we would

receive a notification informing us on the submission. This made it easier for us to track

whenever a project intended to make claims.

3.3 Revision of Invoice Submission Guidelines

Throughout our term, we experienced many invoice submissions and we agree that it is not

easy for such invoices to be submitted and paid within the agreed 30 days. The treasurers

would need to submit the invoice to us within a short period of time and we would have to

submit it urgently to OFN provided the RFP form has no mistakes. In addition, one of the

projects did not manage to have their invoice paid within 30 days by OFN as the vendor they

engaged with had not worked with NUS before, hence OFN needed more time to register

their details into the finance system for payment to be processed. In addition, such payment

of invoices adds uncertainty to the payment process, as OFN does not inform us when or

whether the invoice would be paid. Therefore, we have updated the invoice submission

guidelines, such that we would only submit invoices to OFN if the amount on the invoice is

more than $1,000. This is so that those who are unable to afford to pay the invoice

beforehand can still request for OFN to pay for the invoice. We would also check with the

project beforehand if the vendor they engage with has been registered in NUS’ finance

system. If not, we would have to request the project to work with another vendor that has

been registered, or pay for the invoice whatever the amount.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

4.1 Start-of-Project Meetings with Project Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers

Reflecting on common mistakes made by previous Project Directors, Chairpersons and

Treasurers, one issue that has constantly surfaced is with regard to grant reimbursements.

We understand that many CSC Projects, typically SPs, seek alternative sources of funding

apart from the CSC Budget allocated to them – and very often, these projects would apply to

more than one grant. As different grants impose different restrictions and conditions, Project

Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers can get very confused given how complicated grants

reimbursements can get.

We propose that the upcoming Finance Secretaries conduct a start-of-project meeting with

the Project Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers before they start to work on grants

application matters. From our past experiences, we are aware that some of them might not

be very well-versed with certain restrictions imposed by the grants. Therefore, it would be

good for them to run through with the Finance Secretaries, by providing a breakdown of how

they intend to claim from the various grants they intend to apply to. From there, Finance

Secretaries can brief and offer guidance to the Project Directors, Chairpersons and

Treasurers. It will also be easier for them to clarify any misconceptions and confusion that

they may have with the finance secretaries.
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4.2 Revision of Claims Submission Portal

Even though we have implemented an integrated platform for the submission of claims, we

find it to be unorganised on our end as the folder which stores all these claim documents

now accumulates to more than 200 documents. This makes it difficult for us to track

whenever there is a submission of claim and whenever these claims need to be amended

and require multiple submissions. Hence, we suggest that the incoming Finance Secretaries

set up a Google Forms that is tagged to each specific project or arm, rather than having one

Google Forms for all the claims of all projects. This would make it easier for the Finance

Secretaries to track which specific project has submitted a claim instead of having to log into

Google Drive to do so, improving efficiency of checking whether the claim documents are

acceptable.

4.3 Enhanced Mode of Relaying Information

Our term utilised Whatsapp and Telegram groups to disseminate information across all

projects. This resulted in multiple groups (one for each project) being created, which

required the sending of messages to each group when we had an announcement to make.

This led to spam for the respective vice-presidents of the projects who were in the groups as

well as the respective secretaries. Through our observation, we also realised that many

treasurers chose to message us privately instead of using these groups to ask their questions

and that many of these groups remained unused other than our announcements for

biannual workshops and claim submission deadlines. For convenience, we propose the

future Finance Secretaries to use a platform to blast announcements such as a Telegram

channel.

4.4 Further Revision of Invoice Submission Guidelines

Even though our introduction of new invoice submission guidelines reduces communication

errors between CSC and OFN, our initiative was not met with high acceptance. Several

treasurers and MC members have said that the amount stipulated for an invoice submission

to be accepted is too high and members may not have the funds to pay for the amount.

Hence, they would really need to rely on OFN to make payment for the invoice. Thus, we

have tried our best to accommodate their requests if projects have feedback that they were

unable to make payment due to the amount being too high. Hence, we propose that the

future Finance Secretaries update the invoice submission guidelines after deciding on an

acceptable amount as the cut-off amount. In addition, they can also work with OFN to find

out what and how long would be the procedures if a vendor was not found to be registered

in the finance system.
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4.5 Revision of RVP Budget

During our term, we realised that the expenditure made by all Regular Volunteering

Programmes (RVPs) in general has been lacklustre. Most RVPs have not been spending as

much as we intend them to and thus, there is a significant amount of leftover budget tagged

to the WBS accounts of each RVP. We understand that it may be due to the impact of the

COVID-19 pandemic, as about half of our term was affected by various restrictions and safe

distancing measures. Hence, these RVPs were not able to organise Major Outings for their

beneficiaries, which has been the largest source of expenditure. Even though we agree that

there is an increased possibility of RVPs resuming the planning of such Major Outings in the

coming term, we cannot deny the fact that we are still in a world affected by COVID-19 and

CSC does have beneficiary groups that are vulnerable to the virus. To prevent an

underutilisation of the budget allocated to RVPs, we suggest the future VPRP to revise the

budget of all RVPs to reflect the following: (1) decrease the amount of budget allocated to

RVPs in the coming term to reflect their expenditure progress in this current term, and (2) set

up a Major Outing fund that is tagged to the MC WBS so that RVPs can tap into this funding

should they decide on organising a major outing for their beneficiaries. We also suggest the

future VPRP to better think about how the Engagement Fund can be utilised, as it is another

source of significant underutilisation of the allocated budget.

Reported by:

Liaw Zheng Kai (Mr.)

Finance Secretary

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth (Ms.)

Deputy Finance Secretary

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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FINANCIAL REPORT AY 2021/2022

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT*

*Figures are indicative only.

FOR FINANCIAL PERIOD AS AT 31 AUG 2022

OCT 2020 - SEP 2021 OCT 2021 - AUG 2022

OPERATING INCOME

Subscription Fees $37,999.00 $38,923.00

Other Income $13,130.98 $39,187.86

Total Income $51,129.98 $78,110.86

OPERATING EXPENDITURE

Total Expenses $34,635.87 $52,988.21

Surplus for the Period $16,494.11 $25,122.65

Additional Notes:

- The budget term for AY21/22 has not ended at the time that the figures are recorded, hence

September 2022 has been excluded.

- Other income for AY 21/22 is significantly lower due to pending reimbursements from grants

for the following projects - Project WAO III, Project CAN XIX, Project GAW XIX, Project

Sparkseed II, Project ALIVE
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WELFARE RELATIONS CELL REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Welfare Relations Cell aims to liaise good relationships with existing sponsors as well as explore

new partnership opportunities with interested partners, all with the sole intention of boosting the

welfare of our volunteers and organising events to foster the CSC family spirit.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To secure sponsorships (both long term and short term) for the CSC and its activities

b. Uphold and represent the branding and image of CSC, together with the marketing

cells of SPs, RVPs and EPs in order to establish a sustainable working relationship

with corporate sponsors

c. To assist and induct SPs, RVPs and EPs in attaining sponsorships by guiding the

marketing personnel in obtaining the relevant skills in engaging sponsors

d. To provide a platform for all volunteers to interact and bond across the various SPs,

RVPs, EPs and the MC

e. To show appreciation towards all volunteers for their contributions, through

appreciation gifts and planned events

f. To develop a sense of identity towards the club and foster a sense of togetherness

amongst volunteers

2. OVERVIEW

Total number of welfare events/initiatives (WR cell-initiated): 5

2.1 Volunteers’ Appreciation Cards

The budget allocated for this was $300. For our initiative, the Volunteers' Appreciation Card,

we bought writing materials in various colours, appreciation cards, and decorative stickers

online. This initiative's goal was to make it possible for CSC leaders to express their gratitude

to their exco members and/or volunteers by writing thank-you notes on cards that will be

provided by WR. Since SPs and EPs have different project timelines, it was difficult to

determine when to implement this initiative because we would need to get in touch with the

leaders to do so. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, we were unable to successfully

implement this initiative. The Volunteers' Appreciation Card was not our top priority due to

many of the larger-scale initiatives that WR had. As a result of CSC leaders' natural

appreciation and gratitude for their exco and/or volunteers, many of them have made it a

habit to buy cards of appreciation using money from their own pockets or program or project

funds. We encountered an unforeseen circumstance when there was a shipping delay

because the materials were ordered online. Many of the projects and programs had already

come to an end by the time the materials arrived. Fortunately, our colourful writing materials

could be used for many of the CSC 20th MC's events.
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2.2 Internal Project Bonding Day

This was carried via zoom. Programme: Internal Project Bonding Day aims to facilitate

bonding between OC members and volunteers within their projects/programmes. Given the

tightening of COVID-19 restrictions, WR proposed to the leaders of the projects/programmes

i.e chairpersons and project directors to hold the session online at any appropriate time or

during the winter break and for SPs/EPs, before the commencement of their projects. WR

have provided guides and templates of activities includes self-introduction, spectrum game

and bingo sheet. WR have identified the need for SPs and EPs members to be acquainted

with each other as the OC and volunteers do not have curated time spent together prior to

the beginning of the projects’ event. Hence through this platform would allow them to be

acquainted, and enable a more fruitful and comfortable time volunteering together. We have

also held a contest for individual projects to win grab vouchers should they screenshot their

bingo sheet and post and tag NUSCSC on IG. However, the turnout rate was not desirable.

Additionally, WR held a business induction on 21 December 2021 comprises of the marketing

cells of RVPs and took the opportunity to introduce this initiative to the leaders. It also serves

as an ice breaker amongst ourselves!

2.3 CSC BOOST 1

This event was held on 4 Nov 2021 with a turnout of 150 volunteers. This is the second year

that BOOST 1 welfare pack has transformed into an online version, given the rise of

COVID-19 cases. There were exciting e-vouchers from merchants collated together and

encouragement/appreciation notes put together by fellow volunteers on a padlet. The

e-vouchers were sent out via email in the first semester to our volunteers before reading

week, to give them a boost and encouragement for exams.

2.4 MC Birthday Celebration

This event was held on 5 January 2022 from 7 to 9pm at Yusof Ishak House Student Lounge.

An excel was created to collate all respective MC members’ birthdays. This helps us to

identify birthdays in each semester and appropriately celebrate their birthdays during the

retreat. Every month on the day of the MC Member’s birthday, a Canva e-greeting card will

be created for each of the MC members for their birthday. MC members will then write their

well wishes for the person. Every term, Birthday celebrations will also be held as a mass

celebration. In term one, we celebrated the Aug - Dec birthdays during our MC Retreat 1.

During the Retreat, WR cell came out with a games night as well as dinner and birthday cake.

Funds were collected from all MC members to purchase dinner while the birthday cake in the

form of a Puff tower was sponsered by The Patissier.

In term two, we celebrated the Jan - Aug birthdays during our second retreat through bbq

and games.
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2.5 Volunteers’ Appreciation Week (VAW) (Skating + BOOST 2)

This is a two-part event.

Part 1: CSC Volunteers’ Bonding Day in collaboration with NUS Skating Club was held on 7

March (Monday) and 8 March (Tuesday) 2022 from 6:15pm to 9:30pm at Multi-Purpose

Court @ NUS (near UHC) with a turnout of 50. We were allocated a budget of $450

(Refreshments: $2 * 50 = $100, Skate Rental: $7*50 = $350). NUSCSC Volunteers'

Appreciation Week's (VAW) aims to show appreciation to our dedicated CSC volunteers for

their commitment as well as an opportunity to foster bonding amongst volunteers through

bonding activities. For this year VAW, NUSCSC collaborated with NUS Skating Club to provide

our volunteers a platform to bond as well as learn how to skate. We rented the skates and

equipment from NUS Skating Club. As we have limited pax capacity due to COVID-19

restrictions, selection will be on a first-come-first-serve basis and only 20 slots are available

each day. Refreshments such as energy bars, 100 plus and sweets were provided for our

volunteers during the event.

Part 2: Volunteers’ Appreciation Boost 2 was held on 21 (Monday) & 22 (Tuesday) March

2022 from 11am to 5pm at NUS Yusof Ishak House, Student Lounge, Level 4 with a turnout of

170. We were allocated a budget of $335.00 (Grab vouchers: $5* 28 = $140, polaroid * 100 =

$95, incentives (snacks & stationeries) = $50, board for appreciation = $50). CSC Boost is our

club’s signature welfare pack that is specially curated for our volunteers every semester. It

acts as a form of appreciation to the volunteers for their tireless contributions across all our

regular volunteering projects, special projects and programmes. It also acts as a form of

encouragement for their upcoming final examinations. Through our welfare packs, we hope

our student volunteers will develop a greater sense of belonging to the CSC family and

continue to serve the community. As the COVID-19 restrictions loosen, we were able to hold

Boost 2 physically.

Alongside with the distribution of the welfare packs, there’s also a booth where participants

can expect lucky draw, photobooth and attractive prizes to be given away! For Semester 2

Boost, we had a special method of showing appreciation to our volunteers. A NUSCSC

Appreciation Boost Padlet - Doodleward was created. Volunteers can doodle fellow CSC

friends and write them an appreciation note~ They will choose a polaroid of a volunteer then

sketch out their faces (with/without mask). Afterwhich, they will type a message out and

upload it together with the doodle onto the padlet. Participants who participated in

Doodleward, will stand a chance for a round of lucky draw.

Link for Doodleward: https://padlet.com/nuscscrelations/uv69wdd8pl5jfrlt

In conjunction with Boost 2, an online Instagram giveaway was also held. 18 random lucky

winners also stand a chance to walk away with $10 grab/grabfood vouchers. Participants
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must be a current CSC member and follow @nuscsc Instagram page. Winners were randomly

chosen by NUSCSC.

Total number of inter-cell events/initiatives: 1

2.6 Project ALIVE

The WR cell participated in this initiative to invite CSC alumni back for a meaningful and

sentimental volunteering experience under the direction of VPEP. The committee was small

because Project ALIVE was new, and WR's roles in Project ALIVE were limited to prologs

(programs and logistics) or marketing and publicity. Due to the heavy workload of these two

roles, we collaborated with two CSC alumni to spread out the workload. These two new

positions presented a challenge because WR's primary areas of focus were marketing and

welfare. We also found it difficult to balance the workload of publicity and develop

high-quality content for the programs. We quickly and successfully adapted to our new

position with the assistance of the alumni, PD, and APD. Both physical meetups and online

Zoom meetings were held to plan the event's logistics and talk about how to improve the

programs. We conducted numerous station game dry runs with station masters in charge of

each station in order to better prepare for the execution day. One of the partner

organisations was able to attend our dry run and provided insightful feedback for better

performance on the actual day. WR's duties include directing the programs, standing in for

absent station masters, emceeing, and distributing t-shirts to volunteers and beneficiaries on

the day that project ALIVE is carried out. Naturally, there were some setbacks on the actual

day, but the dry run helped us prepare for circumstances that we might not have anticipated.

Project ALIVE was successful as a result of this future-focused mentality.

Total number of business events/initiatives (WR cell-initiated): 4

2.7 Collaborations with Business Partners

There were 2 existing long term sponsorships that WR had continued for the duration of

AY21/22. The first partner we collaborated with is Popular Rent a Car, a van rental company

that has been a sponsor for multiple SPs and EP. Our informal agreement included a

guarantee of the availability of vans for our projects for AY21/22. Due to the increased

physical events led by the lifting of COVID-19 restrictions, our projects have engaged them

several times this AY.

We also continued our partnership with Royal Banner (RB), a company offering printing

services, from the previous AY. With this partnership, it gave our projects an option of

cheaper printing services for certificates, brochures and OC t-shirts and standee etc. RB has

also kindly provided additional complimentary flyers to our CSC open day event and

sponsored Project ALIVE some snacks as part of their goodwill.
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WR also managed to secure a new informal partnership with Trendlink, a manufacturer of

t-shirts whose services are prompt. Inquiries about past t-shirt orders had been sent to

responsible parties of SPs and RVPs to enquire about the usage of t-shirt printing services.

Due to high demand for this activity, WR reached an agreement with the sponsor to provide

lower prices for CSC t-shirts that are printed through them and during marketing induction,

recommended business and welfare OC to consider using their service. WR will be the

middleman between the projects using the service and the sponsor. Projects are free to

move ahead with the sponsor or find another manufacturer.

2.8 Summary of WR Sponsorships

Event List of Sponsors and items

CSC BOOST 1 Popular Lens - 150 evouchers

Kimage - 150 evouchers

MGP Label - 150 evouchers

Tsuta - 150 evouchers

Mrs Pho - 150 evouchers

Kind Kones - 150 evouchers

Kingdom Food Group - 150 evouchers

The Soy Inc - 150 evouchers

Anya Active - 150 evouchers

Yishion - 150 evouchers

CSC BOOST 2 +

Volunteers’

Appreciation

Week (VAW)

Yishion - 170 tote bags

CHAT IMH - 170 stationeries

NHB - 170 stationeries

Dominos - 170 vouchers

Nandos - 170 vouchers

Oldtown Express - 170  vouchers

Rooki Beauty - 170 vouchers

Kingdom - 170 vouchers

MC Retreat -

MC Birthday

Celebration

The Patissier - 1 Puff Tower

Project ALIVE Kingdom Food Group - 80 vouchers

Royal Banner - assortment of snacks

Khong Guan - 140 pack of biscuits

The Escape Artist - 80 vouchers
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BBQ Wholesale - 80 vouchers

Singapore Kindness Movement - assortment of stationeries, mask, tote

bags

Cloversoft - 60 hand sanitizers

Sapore - 144 bottled water

Dr Anywhere - 140 sets of thermometer, covid test kits, vouchers

Old Town Express - 80 vouchers

2.9 Streamlining of Marketing Processes

Streamlining of Marketing Process by changing into single tab instead of multiple categories

tab was to allow the different marketing cells to navigate in an user friendly excel. This

refinement to the existing list helps to streamline the different processes for marketing cells

to obtain sponsorships for their projects.

Individual Marketing Cells are to share their individual sourced contact list to WR for us to

track their progress and this list is being shared to other marketing cells too. They do not

need to segregate into different categories, instead an additional column to state the items

they are. This process allows everyone to easily sourced for sponsors that have collaborated

with us.

2.10 Involvement with RVPs

We joined the WR-created Telegram group and added each RVP's chair and vice chair to it.

The main goal of the Telegram group chat is to share helpful information and clear up any

misunderstandings regarding marketing or welfare that might help them find sponsors and

show appreciation to both volunteers and exco members. Due to their finances flowing from

their WBS account, they did not feel the necessity for RVPs to be knowledgeable about

securing sponsors during past business cell iterations. This was established to be true up until

recently, when one of the RVPs contracted with a sponsor for financial support. This example

demonstrates how beneficial the initiative to train the leaders of the RVPs in marketing is

and how it enables them to look into alternative sources of funding in the event that the

monies in the WBS account are insufficient. Additionally, this telegram group enables WR to

share any welfare-related activities or projects, such BOOST 1&2, and Internal Project

Bonding Day. We strongly believe that WR should carry on with this effort in the upcoming

academic years.
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3. CELL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Internal Project Bonding Day

WR has identified the gap of members of SPs and EPs not having enough opportunity to

bond prior to the start of the event hence, we have proposed this initiative in hopes to get

the members to be familiarised with each other and foster the CSC family spirit. However, as

a means to track the execution rate by the leaders to hold this activity, we have encouraged

them to post a picture of their screenshots of the activity on IG to stand to win some

vouchers. Unfortunately the responses have not been fruitful as projects did not participate

in this giveaway. The lack of response could be due to repeated online engagement during

covid-19 periods and the initiative not being enforced. The next WR cell could look into how

to encourage projects to participate in bonding activity, especially now with current

unrestricted covid-19 measures and ability to gather in large groups.

Project ALIVE

WR served on the Project ALIVE exco, which was presided over by the VPEP. Due to the small

size of the committee, WR members were required to fill the positions of either prologs

(programs & logs) or publicity. We had to successfully transition into these new roles in a

short amount of time even though we were used to managing marketing and welfare.

Additionally, Project ALIVE and CSC's 20th anniversary fell on the same day, necessitating

preparation for both occasions. Our time management and meeting and brainstorming

efficiency improved as a result of these arrangements. We succeeded in carrying out the

duties of our new roles, which contributed to the success of Project ALIVE. These newly

acquired abilities will come in handy when organising significant events in the 20th MC.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Inter-club collaborations

The collaboration with NUS Skating Club for VAW tapped onto others’ CCAs expertise to

enable volunteers across all projects to bond, learn a new sport and have fun together. The

inter-club collaborations in future could help to promote cross publicity efforts and serve as

good opportunities to extend CSC's reach to potential volunteers and further expand our

active volunteering community. With the attraction of new volunteers, CSC can also serve

other sectors of the community that require care.

4.2 Contact List Template

We attempted to push for a contact list template at the beginning of our WR iteration so that

all projects and programs would adhere to it. When we combine the contact lists from all

programs and projects together, it will make bookkeeping simpler. As the volunteers in
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charge of the contact list would like to add items that we did not account for, we did make

flexibility provisions in our template. Despite our repeated reminders during our orientation

about the things they are and are not allowed to change on the template, a number of

programs and projects ultimately decided not to use our contact list template. We had a lot

on our plate, so we did not have time to see if they used our template when they began

looking for sponsors. It was too late to make any modifications when we brought it up to the

leaders because it would need a lot of work. The contact list template can be enforced more

strictly in the future by following up with the volunteer in charge, especially when they are

beginning to look for sponsors. Close relationships with the leaders and familiarity with each

program's and project's timeframe are necessary for achieving this goal.

Reported by:

Jasmin Ong (Ms.)

Welfare Relations Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Thiam Yun Yi (Ms.)

Deputy Welfare Relations Directors

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Jovan Teo (Mr.)

Deputy Welfare Relations Directors

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT CELL REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Volunteer Management (VM) Cell aims to meaningfully engage and support both Volunteer

Management Cell members of projects and volunteers in the work they do. Through our term, we

aimed to come up with ways to help volunteers grow more and get the most out of their time as a

volunteer and to cultivate a reflection culture among NUS students. On top of the goals we set out

for ourselves, the VM Cell also onboards new VMs and manages volunteers’ information for various

purposes such as for the Residence Admission Scheme, and for endorsement purposes. We also

manage NUSync related activities such as creation of Events and Forms for CSC Projects.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To orientate new Volunteer Management Cell members from the Regular

Volunteering Programmes (RVPs), Special Projects (SPs), and Exploratory

Programmes (EPs);

b. To manage and facilitate certain processes such as:

i. The extraction of required volunteer information, predominantly for sending

to the respective RVP, SP, and EP VMs.

ii. The compilation of required volunteered data such as volunteering hours for

endorsement purposes and final compilation into the VM database;

iii. The sharing of volunteering opportunities with interested volunteers;

c. To work closely with the RVP, SP, and EP Volunteer Management Cells to ensure a

smooth-flowing process in managing volunteers’ information;

d. To ensure that all CSC projects adhere to the PDPA guidelines in order to protect the

privacy of the volunteers;

e. To handle all endorsement-related matters for all CSC volunteers;

f. To strengthen the reflection culture across CSC projects;

g. To work hand in hand with Colours Award team to recognise the contributions of

various members or volunteers of CSC projects

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs)

The breakdown of RVP volunteers is as follows. Out of a total of 464 volunteers, 462 are from

NUS and 2 are non-NUS, excluding RVP Committee members. Graduates are counted as

non-NUS volunteers. The period accounted for is from August 2021 to 31 July 2022. Due to

COVID-19 restrictions, opportunities for non-NUS volunteers were limited to online sessions,

especially during the first half of the academic year.
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RVP Committee Members NUS Non-NUS Total

Bishan Home for the Intellectually
Disabled (BHID)

8 - - 8

Clementi Youth Sparks (CYS) 4 30 - 34

Dayspring 4 21 - 25

Havenue 6 69 - 75

L-derly Befrienders (LB) 8 132 - 140

MINDSville @ Napiri 8 33 - 41

Project heART 7 5 - 12

SO-NUS 6 25 - 31

TEACH! 5 13 - 18

T.H.E. Seniors 9 58 - 67

Yishun Reading Odyssey (YRO) 7 66 - 73

Project A.C.E. 9 10 2 21

Total 81 462 2 545

Note: The numbers account for volunteers who commit to any number of hours with any

RVP, excluding Committee Members.

2.2 Special Projects (SPs)

The breakdown of SP volunteers is as follows. There were a total of 888 NUS volunteers

excluding Organising Committee (OC) members. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, opportunities

for non-NUS volunteers were not available for SPs).

SP OC NUS Total

Grant A Wish XIX 24 188 212

Paint-A-Home XXII 25 106 131

Project C.A.N. XVIII 17 61 78

Project WAO 23 62 85

Project RAISE XVIII 14 65 79

Ethelonter XVIII 25 256 281

CSCDay XVI 30 150 180

Total 158 888 1046
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Note: The numbers are unique. Volunteers who attended multiple events for one SP would

be counted accordingly.

2.3 Exploratory Programmes (EPs)

The breakdown of EP volunteers is as follows. There were a total of 135 NUS volunteers and

52 non-NUS volunteers, excluding the organising committees and subcommittees. Graduates

are counted as non-NUS volunteers. The period accounted for is from 1 Aug 2021 to 31 July

2022. KRSS Study Buddy only began their volunteer sessions in August and hence, volunteers

for the project were not accounted for in this table.

EP OC/Subcomm NUS Non-NUS Total

Project In My Heart 7 29 0 36

KRSS Study Buddy 5 NIL 0

SGSS Study Buddy 6 18 0 24

SparkSeed II 20 19 12 51

Project Wellderly (LEAP) 15 18 0 33

Project Luna (LEAP) 15 0 0 15

Project Polaris (LEAP) 16 34 0 50

Project ALIVE 7 17 40 64

Total 91 135 52 273

2.4 Volunteer Records

A total of 173 volunteers requested for their CCA records from CSC in AY 2021/2022.

3. DEVELOPMENTS

3.1 A comprehensive ‘VM Induction Booklet’ to the existing ‘NUSync Guide Booklet’

The existing ‘NUSync Guide Booklet’ serves to guide VMs through the basic functions of

NUSync and how to create forms for their projects. It introduces VMs to NUSync Forms and

Events, NUSync Reviewer function, and PDPA guidelines.

However, in our 1-year of service as MC VM, we continue to receive queries from the

different project’s VMs regarding NUSync Forms and Events creation, as well as regarding the

filling in of the attendance template. Thus, the following new additions and refinements are

made based on the different queries we have gathered from these VMs. We hope that with

this induction booklet for all future batches of VMs, this can serve to address most of the

potential queries they may have, thereby easing their transition into their VM’s role, and
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easing MC VM’s workload in attending to these queries. We also seek to make the process of

liaising with MC VM in regards to NUSync Forms and Events Creation smoother and more

efficient.

The new additions and refinements are as follows:

- NUSync Forms Creation guide

- NUSync Events Creation guide

- Specifying the 5 compulsory information to collect

- NUSync Reviewer Function Guide

- ‘Attendance Template’

The addition of the ‘NUSync Forms and Events Creation guide’ is because there is no existing

NUSync Forms and Events Creation Guide, and some VMs have raised this up to us. Also,

regarding NUSync Forms Creation, most VMs only send in the Google Form link, and MC VM

need to check in with these VMs again on who they want to add as reviewers (and getting

them to join CSC as member in NUSync first), and the deadline to close form sign-ups. This

back-and-forth liaising between MC VM and the respective VMs can be quite inefficient.

Thus to ease the process of NUSync Forms creation, the respective VMs just need to fill up a

template, and read all the relevant instructions in the ‘VM Induction Package’ before sending

in their NUSync Form creation request to MC VM.

There are 5 compulsory information that all VMs will need to collect from their volunteers in

order to fill in the ‘Attendance Template’. However, most VMs are currently unaware, and

thus may miss out on collecting a few of these information. Thus, the addition of this list is to

make it explicit to all VMs the compulsory information to collect.

We replaced the screenshots in regards to the NUSync Reviewer function, due to the recent

upgrading of the NUSync web page interface, which made the previous screenshots

irrelevant.

This ‘VM Induction Booklet’ will be sent to all VMs, and MC VM will be going through this

booklet with VMs during their induction session as well.

3.2 Streamlining the process of NUSync Events Creation

We split the existing one Excel file which contains 2 sheets: “Event Guidelines” and “Event

Proposal”, into one excel file which contains the “Event Guidelines” sheet only, and one word

document file which contains the template for the “Event Proposal”.

This is because creation of NUSync Events requires uploading of the Event Proposal word doc

to NUSync, so splitting into 2 separate documents will remove the need for MC VM to copy

paste from the excel file into Word doc, thus easing the process of NUSync Events Creation
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for MC VM.

3.3 Refinement of Endorsement Guidelines

This refinement is due to some CSC leaders and volunteers holding different conceptions of

what can be endorsed and not. Thus, we want to standardise and make explicit what can be

endorsed and not. We will release the below official endorsement guidelines on the NUS CSC

endorsement webpage.

Can be endorsed Cannot be endorsed

Organising Committee (OC)’s position role (eg.
PD/APD/Chairperson, etc.)

Volunteering hours for external volunteering
events blasted in CSC Telegram group
- These will usually have the header of

“[External - xxxxxxx]”

Volunteering hours Organising Committee (OC)’s planning hours
- Only the OC’s position role will be

endorsed

Training workshop hours*

Dry Run hours*

*Note: For volunteers seeking endorsement for their SEP application, while CSC endorses

these hours, it will be up to the discretion of the SEP’s committee whether they count and

award points for these hours. For further clarifications, please contact the SEP’s committee

directly.

Some further notes regarding endorsement:

- For involvements that are still ongoing at the point of endorsement, this will be

indicated with eg. “13 August 2022 – Present* (*As of 27 August 2022)”

- This will be the endorsement statement for the following category:

- Volunteering: “Volunteered for __ hours”

- Dry Run: “Participated in Dry Run for __ hours”

- Training workshop: “Attended Training Workshop for __ hours”

With this specification of what can be endorsed and not, this will also be reflected in VM’s

attendance template. In the attendance template, it will be specified under what category

those hours fall under.

3.4 Introducing Pre/Mid/Post-Volunteering Reflection Form initiative

The purpose of introducing the Pre/Mid/Post-Volunteering Reflection Form initiative is our

attempts at inculcating the reflection culture among VMs and fellow volunteers. With this
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initiative, it offers VMs a means to conduct reflections with their volunteers. Also, by

encouraging volunteers to reflect over the different time points in their volunteering journey,

it will offer volunteers a chance to look back at their volunteering, and see how much they

have grown in this journey.

3.5 Conducting Reflection Workshop for CSC VMs

A reflection workshop was conducted for the VMs across all ongoing projects on 1/8/2021.

This workshop was held with the aim of empowering VMs in conducting reflections by

equipping them with tips and insights on ways they could go about conducting their own

reflection sessions with volunteers. During this session, we structured our slides such that

they were more application-based rather than information-based. The details imparted were

mainly from the 18MC reflection guidebook and the Youth Corp Singapore’s reflection

workshop.

The workshop was a 1.5h session and generally had a positive impact on the VM’s perception

of reflection. While the majority of participants (78.6%) felt that the duration of the

workshop was just nice , a portion of participants (21.4%) felt that the duration of the

workshop was a bit too long and future VMs could consider cutting down the duration of the

workshop. The breakdown of the 1.5h was as follows:

7.50PM: invite participants to enter zoom

7.50PM - 8.05PM: ice breakers

8.05PM - 8.10PM: Mandy officially start introduction

8.10PM - 8.20PM: [breakout room activity 1] Jamboard activity on personal opinions

8.20PM - 8.30PM: reflection theory

8.30PM - 8.40PM: how to conduct reflections

8.40PM - 8.55PM: [breakout room activity 2] Jamboard activity on questions that can be

used during reflection

8.55PM - 9.00PM: designing reflection activity

9.00PM - 9.20PM: [breakout room activity 3] role playing

9.20PM - 9.30PM: final tips + feedback form

Based on the feedback form participants filled, some felt that they would have preferred

longer breakout room sessions where they could spend more time practising the skills we

taught and some also felt that it would have been good if anecdotes were shared during the

workshop as well. Some have also given feedback saying that role play on how to handle

harder-to-work-with dynamics during the role-playing session would have been a good

addition to the workshop as well. Lastly, some also felt that it would be good to differentiate

the different reflection sessions based on the different beneficiaries.
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3.6 Introducing Check-ins and Telegram Group

The main aim of this initiative is for MCVM to build rapport with the VMs of all projects,

which we felt was vital in ensuring the success of our initiatives. Through our term, we

intended to implement 3-4 check-ins and these check-ins are done at various times

throughout the year depending on the time frame of the project and was mainly done

through google forms. The first meeting with the VMs included induction into the VM role

(such as how they should go about with NUSync matters, attendance and endorsement), as

well as introduction to our initiatives for our term. Afterwhich, we sent google forms to the

VMs to check in with them by asking how they were coping with their workload, rating how

well they were doing and problems they were facing (if any).

We also broadly grouped different programs based on their duration and the period of time

in the AY in which the projects occur. As such, our telegram groups were as follows:

- RVPs

- Sem 1 EPs + SPs

- Sem 2 EPs + SPs

These groups helped with quick dissemination of information and were a good platform for

us to send reminders to the VMs when needed, such as on occasions when we needed help

with boosting CSC’s posts or when VMs were reminded to upload various documents.

3.7 External Organisations’ Volunteer Training Workshops

These workshops were organised with the aim of empowering VMs and volunteers by

upskilling them and equipping them with the skills they may need to better carry out their

project. These workshops were also sourced to help build confidence among volunteers,

which would thereby promote volunteer retention.

As such, during our term, we managed to work with 3 different organisations to upskill

volunteers in different areas.

1. SIGNapse

The SIGNapse workshop was one of our most successful workshops with over 90

interested applicants despite the limited slots of 50. In this workshop, we worked

with NUS SIGNapse to teach participants how to converse using basic sign language

as well as to help answer queries on the hard of hearing community. This was a 1.5h

workshop but there were several participants who felt that this was too short of a

time to grasp the content taught. Even so, there was generally positive feedback

towards this workshop and we highly encourage future VMs to work with SIGNapse

once again to conduct future workshops.
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2. Brahm Centre (Elderly)

This 2-hour workshop was spearheaded by Brahm Centre and aimed to educate

participants on the importance of mental wellness of both volunteers and elderly, as

well as teaching participants on ways in which they could interact with elderly

beneficiaries. There was mixed feedback about the duration of this workshop where

some participants felt that the duration was too short while others felt that the

workshop was too long. Brahm Centre’s staff were very informative during their talk

and many felt that their session was informative and easy to follow.

3. NIE SLC

We also reached out to NIE SLC students based on past feedback that a workshop on

how to teach students would be beneficial to volunteers who tutor as part of their

programs. The students over at NIE SLC were very easy to work with and they shared

tips on how to teach effectively, ways in which tutors could provide additional

support for students struggling with academics, ways to build relationship beyond

tutor-student and NIE SLC also shared teaching resources which volunteers could use

for their future tutoring programs. We faced some difficulties in trying to schedule a

time for the workshop with NIE SLC and had to reschedule the workshop from early

in the year to June. Even so, there were over 40 NUS students who indicated interest

in attending the workshop and we also encourage future VMs to reach out to them

to work with them once again.

3.8 Changes to Hearts-In-Motion Initiative

Hearts-In-Motions 3.0 is a continuation of the 19th MC’s initiative. It aims to serve the

following objectives:

- Promote reflection culture amongst volunteers who have completed their services

- Provide information and raise awareness of the various projects and programmes to

attract new volunteers to join CSC

- Increase engagement on social media platform

The initiative wishes to empower fellow VMs to take accountability of their own respective

projects and programmes to think of innovative ways to achieve the objectives as mentioned

above. VMs are tasked to do up an instagram story series introducing their respective

projects and programmes, sharing fun facts, descriptions, activities, experiences and contact

details. They are posted on NUSCSC Instagram channel on a fortnightly basis throughout the

academic year.
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3.9 Introducing Questions of the Month initiative

Questions of the Month (OFTM) is a new initiative intending to strengthen reflection culture

through prompting a reflection question on a monthly basis to form a habit. It aims to target

existing followers on NUSCSC instagram account who have a passion for volunteering and

encourage them to go a step further to continue their self development journey. By posting

on instagram story and highlight, the initiative wishes to take advantage of the active use of

social media amongst students to bring up their reflection consciousness on a light hearted

note.

Attached is the list of questions retrieved from volunteer guidebook to be posted monthly:

Oct Did you face any challenges in this experience? How do you intend to overcome it?

What do you hope to improve/ learn from the next visit? How can you achieve this?

Nov What did you learn about yourself from your time volunteering?

What will you do differently in the next session?

Dec How did your view of the beneficiary group you were serving change?

What are some concerns you have prior to the session? Do you still have these

concerns? Why?

Jan What is one thing new you discovered about the beneficiaries? (their responsiveness

to activities, mood)

How do you think you can better bond/interact with the beneficiaries?

Feb What is one thing you would like to appreciate yourself for?

What new skills or knowledge have you acquired from this experience?

Mar What problems were you previously unaware that this beneficiary struggled with?

What was your initial impression of the beneficiaries and how have your views on the

sector changed after the volunteering session?

April After understanding more about the beneficiaries, what can be done to better meet

their needs in future sessions?

In your team, what can be done to improve/increase the engagement with the

beneficiaries?

May What are some of your strengths which you think can empower the beneficiaries?
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What would you say to those uncertain about whether to volunteer?

June What were the goals you set for yourself? Have you achieved these goals?

What challenges (day to day) do beneficiaries face? How do you think you can help

them overcome/improve on it?

July How has your volunteering experience changed you as a person? (eg. Perspectives/life

lessons/qualities)

What goals are you working on currently?

Aug What is one strength that you applied in your volunteering experience?

What do you think are the aspects of the sector which you are working with which

lacks awareness? Do you have any ideas on how to raise awareness?

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

4.1 To further inculcate the reflection culture

Our newly initiated initiative ‘Pre/Mid/Post-Volunteering Reflection Form’ had some

limitations. While participation rates at the beginning were rather high, we noticed a fair

amount of attrition over the months. Also, despite our attempts and reminders in getting

respective CSC Project’s VMs to conduct their own reflection session for their volunteers, not

many VMs proceeded to do it.

We considered some possible reasons for this:

- Could be due to COVID restrictions so less volunteering sessions, and some are held

online, so VMs may lose incentive in conducting reflections in such a volunteering

setting. However, since moving forward, volunteering sessions are resuming to be

physical, one suggestion is to then make it mandatory for each VM to conduct at

least 1 reflection session.

- It is also worth considering how much importance do these VMs themselves place

on reflection. Also, how feasible do individual VMs find it to conduct reflection?

Perhaps the reflection initiatives introduced by MC VM may not be aligned or

feasible for some of the CSC projects. Thus, moving forward, to better promote and

inculcate the reflection culture in VMs themselves, we could have one-to-one

sessions with each VM to find out their thoughts about conducting reflection, and

empower and enforce them to do it within their own projects.
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4.2 Increase intercommunication with VMs on initiatives

For both HIM and QOTM initiatives, it has been observed that there is low engagement rate

amongst students, which reflects its ineffectiveness in enhancing reflection culture. One

possible reason may be the lack of intangible steps to achieve the intended quantitative

results. Therefore, one suggestion would be to work closely with the VMs on a monthly basis

to relay down the information through the various channels such as telegram chat groups

and physical sessions apart from just on Instagram in order to cultivate a reflection culture.

For example, VMs can send reminders to their fellow volunteers on these initiatives to reflect

together so it is more engaging and purposeful. Moreover, VMs can also select a few

reflections from their members and spotlight them on social media channels to justify their

achievements and commitment, hence motivating others to reflect as well.

Reported by:

Tng Jia Lin Mandy (Ms.)

Volunteer Management Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Liang Qiliu (Ms.)

Deputy Volunteer Management Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Ashley Pek Shui Feng (Ms.)

Deputy Volunteer Management Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY CELL REPORT AY 2021/2022

The Publications and Publicity Cell aims to raise awareness for NUS CSC and manage all publications

and publicity initiatives of the club for our volunteers.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To raise general awareness of the club and promote volunteerism within the NUS

student population;

b. To manage the club’s online and offline publicity platforms which includes updating

and maintaining the club’s website and social media platforms;

c. To assist in all the publicity and creative initiatives of Publicity teams within each of

the Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVP), Special Projects (SP) and Exploratory

Projects (EP).

d. Liaising with internal stakeholders in NUS (i.e. NUSSU Communications Cell).

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 Maintenance of Telegram Channel (t.me/nuscsc)

We maintained a Telegram channel to publicise CSC’s events and reach out to interested

volunteers. Given that Telegram is a common communication application, it is an effective

outreach platform as subscribers will immediately be notified whenever an event or

recruitment drive is posted on the channel. We have achieved an increase of 1000 new

Telegram subscribers this academic year from 3,014 (on 17 August 2021) to 4,014 (as of 5

September 2022). We have increased the rate of shares per post by 14.29% since the

beginning of the academic year.

2.2 Maintenance of Instagram Account (@nuscsc)

The Instagram account was periodically updated to showcase our different RVPs, SPs and EPs

through Hearts in Motion, CSC in a nutshell (new initiative this AY for event roundups) and

Faces of CSC. Instagram was also used to promote the club during CSC birthday, Student Life

Fair 2022, 20th Management Committee Introduction and CSC Outreach at the end of the

academic year. Instagram stories were used to provide live updates of events, sponsorship

spotlights and feature volunteer recruitment posters. Certain stories were stored as

highlights to provide followers who missed out the live update a glimpse of what various

events covered was like. Instagram stories were also utilised to cross-promote posts of the

different CSC projects as well as external projects related to volunteering. We monitored the

engagement insights of each post to understand what content type works with the target

audience. The NUS CSC account achieved an increase of 496 followers this academic year

from 2,160 (as of 17 August 2021) to 2,656 (as of 5 September 2022).
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2.3 Maintenance of Facebook Page (@nuscsc)

The Facebook page, linked to our Instagram page, was constantly updated with

announcements, photographs, videos and posters to promote CSC’s internal events, as well

as opportunities from external organisations. We have noticed that the reach and

engagement rates for posts on Facebook is not as high as Telegram and Instagram. This is a

channel that can be further reviewed to evaluate if it is still a viable channel for NUS CSC.

Posts on this platform do not garner any ‘likes’ and/or engagements. The page shows a dip in

likes (4,656) and follows (4,804) as of 5 September 2022 as compared to its previous figures

on 17 August 2021 at 4,693 likes and 4,842 follows.

2.4 Maintenance of YouTube Channel (NUSCSC Publications and Publicity)

The YouTube Channel was mainly used for the archival of CSC related videos such as the

promotional video for NUS CSC Open Day and promotion of Project Ethelonter.

2.5 Maintenance of Website

Dedicated web pages were created for new projects and the Exploratory Programmes arm.

We updated the web page content for existing projects, sponsors, club structure and the

management committee and also revamped the website from

https://www.nus-csc.org/main/index.html to https://nus-csc.org/.

2.6 Design and Publication of Love Tuner

After disseminating an interest poll on NUS CSC telegram channel to gauge the number of

volunteers who are keen on getting a physical copy, it has been concluded that the majority

are for the digital version of Love Tuner (77% chose Digital, 23% chose physical). Hence, this

year’s love tuner will be published exclusively in a digital version and forgo the production of

a physical copy. This edition of Love Tuner has adopted a nostalgic yearbook concept with

pops of colour and scrapbook-like graphics. The soft copy will be made publicly available on

the NUS CSC website in pdf format and a version on fliphtml5 will be promoted on Telegram,

Facebook and Instagram.

2.7 Event Coverage

MC pubs have been involved in various major CSC event coverages which includes Student

Life Award 2021, LEAP leadership Workshop, YCS Need Assessment Workshop, MC Retreat,

Leadership Retreat, NUS Open Day, Volunteers’ Bonding Day, Welfare Boost and CSC’s 20th

Birthday. These event coverages were then publicised on NUS CSC’s instagram and Facebook

pages under the segment “CSC in a nutshell” which were posted one week after the event

had occurred.
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2.8 Preparation for Student Life Fair

One MC Publicity member was assigned to the planning of the Student Life Fair (SLF). SLF is a

university-wide annual event where student organisations all over NUS come together to

recruit new members and promote the vibrancy of NUS student life. As part of SLF, CSC aims

to expose freshmen as well as current NUS students to the various volunteering

opportunities under CSC, as well as to spread awareness about our club. The publicity cell

facilitated publicity strategies such as Instagram giveaways, Instagram posts (introducing

what each project under the different arms is about), announcement posts as well as the

designing of publicity collaterals such as the SLF Brochure. The member also oversaw the

content schedule across all CSC platforms and NUSSU blasts to spread awareness about our

club’s SLF programmes to the NUS community. This year, SLF has also reverted back to a

physical event where physical pop-up booths were set up to attract NUS students to find out

more about what CSC is and the various volunteering opportunities that CSC offer. The

member was in charge of overseeing the SLF team that took charge of both publicity (as

mentioned above) and booth initiatives. For the booth, we decided to implement mini-tasks

via the form of a Plinko machine where NUS students can complete various corresponding

tasks that relate to the core mission of CSC before redeeming prizes (which includes

sponsored items such as food and vouchers). MC members on booth duty also shared more

about CSC and our opportunities through collaterals like flyers and promotional videos.

2.9 Preparation for CSC Outreach

One MC Publicity member was allocated to provide support for CSC Outreach. The outreach

is meant for freshmen or current NUS students to learn more about the various volunteering

and leadership opportunities CSC has and also to recruit them to join our regular

volunteering programmes as volunteers. Support provided with regards to publicity

strategies included designing of publicity collaterals such as the CSC Info-booklet and CSC

Outreach Publicity Materials i.e. poster. We also managed and coordinated the content

schedule for all of the CSC platforms and NUSSU blasts to spread awareness about the

outreach programme to the NUS community. This year, we have decided to conduct two

series of CSC Outreach: one physical event at UTown to promote all projects under CSC and

an online version for RVPs. Mini-booths were set up for the physical event where various

student leaders shared more about what each programme and project entails. CSC Bingo was

introduced during the physical run to encourage participants to explore more booths and

discover more opportunities with CSC. RVP leaders also shared more about their

programmes via scheduled talks.The publicity member overseeing the event also had to brief

the leaders on what to prepare and liaise with them on the event details. The online run of

RVP outreach was conducted over Zoom where RVP leaders shared about their programmes

for those who might have missed out on the physical run.
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3. DEVELOPMENTS

3.1 Updated Publicity Induction Package

This year, we have re-organised and updated the induction packages with relevant materials

and resources based on each arm’s needs and requirements (ie. shared folders renamed to

“RVP Tool Kit”). We also included the new general CSC taglines for future ‘generic’ events

that are under a specific category or MC cell (e.g. Colours Awards). In addition, we also

updated the information included in the publicity induction deck to include more recent and

relevant examples, as well as publicity strategy ideas and resources (e.g. free Canva and

Adobe resources, marketing strategy tips and ideas, etc).

3.2 New Instagram Initiatives

This year, we had a New Event Roundup series called ‘CSC in a Nutshell’ which featured and

summarised the events held by NUS CSC and its various projects (both physical and online).

Our posts include pictures and some key takeaways from the event and they are published

one week after the event. To ensure consistency, these posts also have a standardised

template and graphic style (edited on Canva). We also continued the Hearts in Motion

campaign (with Volunteer Management cell) through Instagram stories. Hearts in Motion

focused on introducing or expanding on the social issues under the different CSC projects.

Sponsorship Spotlight (collaboration with Welfare Relations cell) was also done as a form of

sponsor servicing to recognise and thank sponsor companies for their generous sponsorship

and support for different CSC activities and initiatives (for example Boost and Student Life

Fair). The different Instagram story posts were added to a dedicated Instagram highlight

folder for sponsor companies featuring and providing publicity for our sponsors (as part of

the agreement).

3.3 Revamp NUS CSC Website

We shifted from HTML site to Wordpress site to ease maintenance of the website in the long

run, with no need for knowledge in HTML. We used simple and clean design to create a more

user-friendly and pleasant experience when browsing the website. We also Included all

pages on the menu for easier navigation around the website and created a web page for

Love Tuner to increase visibility of the publication.

3.4 Strengthening relationships with other clubs’ publicity teams

We established an all-pubs Telegram channel involving publicity to ease communication and

directly disseminate announcements, requests and answer any queries since e-mails can be

hard to keep track of or can get lost in the spam folders. We also publicised other clubs’

volunteerism-related initiatives on our Instagram story and the Telegram channel was also

helpful in keeping our socials active, especially during the “quiet” periods.
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3.5 NUS CSC NUSync Email Blast

The MC pubs leveraged the NUSYNC email feature (started in June 2022) to send weekly

email blasts to our volunteers featuring external events and recruitments that we receive.

We have realised that mixing both internal and external blasts on our telegram channel may

create spam and reduce the number of impressions for CSC-related events, recruitments and

announcements.

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

4.1 Social media

During our term, a few campaigns such as the Faces of CSC and Hearts in Motion series, as

well as ad-hoc posts (e.g. welfare initiatives) were posted to social media. We suggest that

more content can be posted on Instagram consistently to increase engagement with current

and potential CSC volunteers. Instagram could be a good platform to leverage on in order to

increase CSC’s online presence and to provide welfare or increase more engaging content

output for our volunteers. We suggest that there can be more inclusion of what CSC does

throughout the academic year (e.g. posting pictures from major events) and other relevant

materials (e.g. did you know facts, tips for volunteering, etc).

Furthermore, additional features of the Telegram channel could also be optimised for the

ease of subscribers. For example, utilising the pinned message feature to list down all of the

ongoing recruitments. There can also be more polls or engaging content posted on Telegram

occasionally as Telegram is currently the most popular platform with the greatest outreach to

the student population. Future MC pubs can look into other similar student organisations'

Instagram platforms to seek inspiration for how to engage better with our current audience

base and potentially look into exploring new publicity platforms like TikTok or revamping

existing platforms to be more interactive and increase outreach like YouTube.

4.2 Administrative Duties

MC Pubs faced some difficulties with collection of publicity materials from the different

publicity heads. This could be attributed to several reasons: unresponsive publicity head,

short timeframe/deadline for submission and confusion between the different publicity

materials required among other reasons. In order to mitigate this issue, we set up a Telegram

chat with all publicity heads and sent in reminders for publicity material collection, polls

were also done to ensure that there was easier tracking of materials and private messages

were sent as a last resort. Additionally, google documents with detailed instructions were

also sent in these groups.
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We suggest looking into streamlining materials collection which can include sending a mass

collection drive to collate all materials needed for different CSC events and initiatives (such

as LoveTuner and website update) to avoid confusion and additional workload.

4.3 LoveTuner

LoveTuner has traditionally been developed as a throwback to what different CSC

programmes and projects have achieved over the past academic year. This serves as a good

memento for memory keepsake and for volunteers to find out more about CSC in a

retrospective manner. However, readership and audience engagement with LoveTuner can

be looked into. As the readership of LoveTuner is not as high as desired with many volunteers

unaware of LoveTuner, future MC pubs can look into promoting LoveTuner and increasing

the interactive elements of LoveTuner.

Reported by:

Lina Shahirah Azhar (Ms.)

Publicity & Publications Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Ong Kai Ting, Erin (Ms.)

Deputy Publicity & Publications Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

Grace Poh (Ms.)

Deputy Publicity & Publications Director

20th Management Committee

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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CLEMENTI YOUTH SPARKS (CYS) REPORT AY 2021/2022

Clementi Youth Sparks (“CYS”) is an academic tutoring programme that works with youth from SHINE

Children and Youth Services. We aim to motivate the youths to achieve their academic potential,

inculcate good study habits and build confidence in themselves.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Provide academic support to youths who are at low to medium risk of juvenile

delinquency;

b. Provide enrichment programmes to engage youths who are at low to medium risk of

juvenile delinquency

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson (External/Internal) Keh Koon Seng Sherman

Vice-Chairperson Nicole See Yong Lin

Publicity Head Nur Atika Mikaail Ooi

Volunteer Management Head Venkatachalam Alamelu

b. Volunteers (as of 9 July 2022)

● Average number of volunteers: 10

● Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 12

● Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 6

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 19

b. Special Events1: 1

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1,275

Total Amount Spent $80

*Welfare packs for beneficiaries and volunteer appreciation

for volunteers used the previous year’s budget

Breakdown of expenses

Games Day with SHINE and CYS $80

1 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS2

a. Collaboration with beneficiaries outside of the night study sessions. Although our

intended audience was youth beneficiaries in night study sessions, we extended the

participant pool to children beneficiaries in SHINE as well. Known as “Games Day

with SHINE and CYS”, this event was held via zoom during the March holidays for

these students to enjoy during their holidays.

i. Games Day with SHINE and CYS was a 3 hour long event where the sequence

of events were as follows; Introduction, Ice-breakers and Mini games, Mass

games and Closing + Feedback.

ii. Participants were supposed to be divided into groups where they would earn

points for all the games, and the top 3 teams would win special prizes.

However, there were not as many sign ups as we expected so we decided to

award every participant with the prize ($10 movie voucher) instead.

iii. During the introduction, Nicole shared about SHINE’s night study program

and ran through the flow of events for the Games Day.

iv. Thereafter, minigames such as Spyfall, Gartic Phone, Codenames and

Unscramble the word and Pictionary were played.

v. Moving on to mass games, participants played the “Zoom immersive view

game” (Similar to musical chairs but on zoom immersive view), Charades,

Scavenger Hunt, Kahoot and Haxball.

vi. After the event, more information about the Night Study Programme was

shared and feedback on the Games Day was gathered from the participants.

b. We wish to explore the idea of bringing beneficiaries to other volunteer activities

such as engaging with the elderly. We planned to organise this activity during the

March holidays, but did not have the chance due to COVID-19 restrictions. This idea

could be explored further. Other volunteering ideas could be food distribution or

beach clean up.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Conduct occasional reviews with the EXCO team to understand the needs of the

volunteers and provide these volunteers with a more meaningful experience in CYS.

Due to COVID-19, volunteers did not have the opportunity to interact with each

other and it may get extremely mundane when volunteers only head down to teach

with beneficiaries. Hence, the review is crucial to understanding what injections can

2 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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be included in our weekly night study sessions or other events that can be hosted to

enrich the experience of the volunteers as well.

b. Take the opportunity to spend the welfare funds for the volunteers and beneficiaries.

Be it an experience for the participants or a physical item that they can keep and

reminisce about in the future, these funds can definitely be utilised wisely to provide

participants with a more wholesome experience.

Reported by:

Keh Koon Seng Sherman (Mr.) & Nicole See Yong Lin (Ms.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

Clementi Youth Sparks AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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DAYSPRING REPORT AY 2021/2022

Dayspring reaches out to teenage girls who have experienced trauma and abuse. We aim to equip

them with essential life skills by playing games and organising events for them.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Finding Our Purpose Volunteering with Dayspring

Dayspring already has the necessary resources (e.g., governmental support,

donations, tutors). Therefore, we struggle to find what areas we can value-add or

contribute to. Our only value is that we are of similar ages to the girls and can act as

mentors/friends/seniors to them and better relate to them. However, we are unsure

of how we can play these roles in the capacity of a Dayspring volunteer. Alternatively,

NUS CSC can consider volunteering with other organisations in more need of the

resources we can provide.

b. More Volunteering Opportunities

This AY, we did not manage to organise any special events at all (due to COVID-19),

despite our best efforts and planning for it. It is a real pity because it is through these

special events that we form deeper bonds with the girls and they always look

forward to these events. Despite our failure to do so this year, hopefully, the future

committees of Dayspring will be able to organise events for the girls and let them

have fun.

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson Clara Yeo

Vice-Chairperson / Treasurer Teo Jun Howe Jovan

Programmes Head Clara Yeo

Programmes Head Teo Jun Howe Jovan

Publicity Head Kaelynn Yap

Volunteer Management Head Cassandra Yip

b. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2022) : 11 (including committee members)

Average number of volunteers: 2.15 per visit

(Total number of volunteers: 86; Number of visits: 40)

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: N.A.

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: N.A.
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3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 40

b. Special Events3: 0

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $934

Total Amount Spent $553.06

Breakdown of expenses

Regular Volunteering $156.18

Fundraiser $146.88

T-shirt for volunteers designed by beneficiaries $250.00

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS4

a. Bonding Activities

We always had many bonding activities amongst our volunteers but with Covid-19

restrictions, it was hard to do so. In the end, despite our small size (11 volunteers),

we have volunteers who still don’t know each other. We tried to organise numerous

activities (dinners and studying together), but it was really hard to do so. Especially

since Covid-19 made classes mainly online, not many people wanted to come back to

school to have dinner/study together. Next semester, more volunteer bonding

activities should be created and implemented. This would help with volunteer

retention as well.

b. Special Events

We planned for special events but did not have the chance to due to COVID

restrictions. Special events, especially outings, are good for bonding between the

volunteers and beneficiaries. The next committee can try to plan for such events and

include it in the budget in case it can be executed.

4 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.

3 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Working Towards A Post-Covid Norm

I think our programme was greatly affected by Covid-19. We had to create a whole

new programme, had to reduce volunteers to 2 per day (which affected our

recruitment and bonding) and it caused us to struggle a lot. We tried implementing

such a skills-based programme and I think there’s a lot that can be improved on. I

also hope that we will move on from the 2 volunteers/session and have about 4 /

sessions, to allow volunteers more opportunities and to promote volunteer bonding

(this needs to be facilitated via discussions with the Dayspring side).

b. Back-Up Plans for Programmes

The committee had to make some last-minute changes to the programmes (on

Tuesday night after the session, for the next session on the following day) because

we found that some activities were not engaging the beneficiaries. This was a

challenge that we faced and to overcome this, we suggest for the next committee to

plan for some backup activities which do not require a lot of logistics.

c. Volunteer Retention

We struggled with volunteer retention the most for this past AY. Despite aligning

expectations during the recruitment and regular volunteer check-ins, we still found

volunteers dropping out, citing commitment issues. We also think that having a lack

of purpose is a possible reason (as aforementioned, NUS volunteers really do not

have any areas where we can value-add). To improve this, we suggest volunteer

check-ins are each session, more bonding activities and increasing the number of

volunteer pax for recruitment.

Reported by:

Clara Yeo (Ms.) & Teo Jun Howe Jovan (Mr.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

Dayspring AY20/21

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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TEACH! REPORT AY 2021/2022

As a regular volunteering program under NUS Students’ Community Service Club, TEACH! partners

with Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s Home to provide weekly mentoring sessions for children aged

7-17, with disadvantaged backgrounds.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Provide companionship and build a strong rapport with the beneficiaries to bring joy

and encourage greater interest in learning;

b. Ensure a positive volunteering environment such that volunteers can learn through

serving the community and build lasting friendships;

c. Maintain good working relations between the RVP committee and Chen Su Lan

management, so as to open up more opportunities for organising new programmes

and events

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson (External) Ho Cheng Yu

Chairperson (Internal) Tay Yu Jie, Thommy

Secretary/Treasurer Ong Yuk Wai

Programmes Head Terrel Ong Jian Wei

Publicity/Volunteer Welfare Head Teo Wen Yun

b. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2022)

Average number of volunteers: 20

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 15

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 13

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 43

b. Special Events5: 0

5 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1080

Total Amount Spent $136.15

Breakdown of expenses

Volunteer Welfare Appreciation $60

Assessment Books $76.15

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS6

a. Hand Sanitizer Workshop with Havenue

i. Proposed collaboration with Havenue where the TEACH! students and

elderly from Havenue could learn about the use of hand sanitizers together

ii. Did not occur in the end because our PO was not keen on the event because

of the pandemic situation

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. To have more engaging/interesting ways to bond the volunteers on a weekly basis to

retain volunteers such as having more cohesions since Covid-19 measures are more

relaxed now. Having weekly dinner sessions if physical sessions are allowed to

resume is a great way for volunteers to bond.

b. To grow our digital capabilities to adapt to the pandemic context without affecting

our ability to deliver. Physical sessions are much easier to coordinate because you

are able to account for everyone there. We should try to resume special events as

soon as possible while looking out for the safety of the children which is the PO's

main concern.

Reported by:

Ho Cheng Yui (Mr.) & Tay Yu Jie Thommy (Mr.)

Chairperson (External) & Chairperson (Internal)

TEACH! AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union

6 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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YISHUN READING ODYSSEY (YRO) REPORT AY 2021/2022

In Yishun Reading Odyssey (YRO), our beneficiaries are a group of primary school children who have

either slight learning difficulties or are from lower-income families. Our volunteers help the

beneficiaries cultivate an interest in reading and improve their reading abilities while also building

their confidence and communication skills through cognitive games.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To instil a keen interest in reading and build up vocabulary in the children;

b. To develop stronger communication skills in the children

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson Grace Poh

Vice-Chairperson Desmond Loh Huiyang

Secretary & Programmes Assistant Teo Xin Qi Amanda Claire

Programmes Head Goh Kai Ling Krystal

Treasurer & Publicity Head Vanessa Elizabeth

Volunteer Welfare Head John Lim Zhi Hai

Volunteer Management & Yau Wai Ying

Children Welfare Head

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Average number of volunteers: 36

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 34

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 32

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 22

b. Special Events:  NIL

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1110

Total Amount Spent $35.21

Breakdown of expenses

Gifts for Celebration Session $35.21
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS

a. Increased bonding sessions

The committee was initially keen to explore volunteer bonding sessions

physically/more varied online bonding sessions. This includes having dinner together

prior to the actual session and also doing initiatives such as Angel & Mortal to ensure

that volunteers have a chance to interact and bond further. However, because of

COVID-19, sessions were held online and such bonding sessions were limited as it

ended up simply with volunteers coming half an hour earlier prior to the actual

session for simple bonding activities like drawing games or heart-to-heart talks.

Furthermore, some volunteers could not make it in time for bonding sessions so it

affected turnup rates.

b. More intermingling amongst different reading groups

The committee wanted to try encouraging intermingling amongst children and

volunteers alike outside of their own reading group. For example, we had the idea of

combining Group A and Group B’s children for one of the reading sessions so the

children can have increased interaction among their peers and the volunteers will be

able to meet and converse more with those outside their reading group. However,

because of COVID-19, the sessions were held online via breakout rooms and it was

difficult and taxing to implement this idea.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Collaboration with other CSC RVPs for greater engagement during sessions

The committee was keen to work with other CSC RVPs, especially towards the end of

the academic year. This was so that our beneficiaries will have more diversified

interactions with people outside of their age group. For example, Havenue reached

out to collaborate in a clay-making workshop. However, the idea was scrapped due

to administrative and logistical issues. It was also affected by the COVID-19

restrictions. Hence, subsequent committees can possibly look into exploring such

initiatives now that the restrictions are lifted.

b. Volunteer Bonding

When the committee first formed, we intended for our volunteers to be well-bonded

so not only do they look forward to interacting with the children but also with fellow

volunteers. Virtual bonding sessions prior to the actual session were planned but

turn-up rates were not as high as expected (due to timetable clashes) and we feel
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that volunteers tend to stick to their own volunteering group. However, since

sessions are reverting to physical sessions, subsequent committees can look towards

planning more fruitful and meaningful bonding sessions to increase camaraderie and

strengthen bonds.

Reported by:

Grace Poh (Ms.) & Desmond Loh Huiyang (Mr.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

Yishun Reading Odyssey AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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HAVENUE REPORT AY 2021/2022

Havenue is a Regular Volunteering Programme that reaches out to patients with life-limiting illnesses

under HCA Hospice Care. We do weekly visitations at our beneficiaries’ homes and engage them with

different activities.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Together with our partner organisation, HCA Hospice, Havenue aims to build

meaningful friendships between our volunteers and beneficiaries through the

weekly visitations to their homes;

b. Havenue also aims to help bridge the generation gap between our volunteers and

beneficiaries, and help prevent senior isolation

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson Tng Li Lin

Vice-Chairperson Pamela Ee

Secretary Nigel Tan

Treasurer Nigel Tan

Programmes Head Nigel Tan

Publicity Head Tan Cai Tong

Volunteer Management Head Tan Cai Tong

b. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2022)

Average number of volunteers: 3

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 0

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 0

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 24

b. Special Events7: NA

7 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated 113.03 + 874 for test kits

Total Amount Spent 895 + 874 for test kits

Breakdown of expenses

COVID-19 Requirement for Weekly Visit $874

Accompanying HCA’s beneficiary check-up $14.60

Weekly visits $8.99

Cleaning beneficiary’s home $21.55

Ad-hoc event, gift delivery $11.79

Cleaning beneficiary’s home $21.55

Cleaning beneficiary’s home $34.55

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS8

a. More bonding sessions amongst the volunteers and beneficiaries. During regular

visitations, we will conduct activities based on our beneficiaries’ interests and health

conditions. For example, doing art and crafts or the committee team brainstorming

activities such as popular activities which includes making resin or bringing the

beneficiaries for workshops like hand sanitizer or perfume making. Additionally, with

our beneficiary, we usually do art and craft with her or play card games. As she now

likes to play card games during visitations, we have thought of new and different

card games activities. One of them is called “Mind Game” which helps to train and

improve memory. Moreover, we also encourage volunteers who attend our

visitations to suggest any card games or activities that they would like to conduct

with our beneficiary.

b. Taking up more beneficiaries. As we have about 70 volunteers in total, we would

need to match the beneficiary to volunteer ratio by expanding the beneficiaries

base. Hence, we have sought help from the management committee to reach out to

new partner organisations. We are now currently exploring partnering opportunities

with Orange Valley. Previously, we have also contacted HCA Hospice to check if they

have any beneficiaries for us to take up but due to the location where the volunteers

are not convenient to travel to, the take up rate is much lesser. We have also sent out

messages in the group chat to check if the volunteers are interested in a new

beneficiary before we agree to take up. In addition, visitation places in the East are

8 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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not as popular among the volunteers as it might be due to the fact that when we

first recruited them, we only listed locations such as Khatib and Commonwealth. And

as for Orange Valley, there are a few locations but they are looking more into having

volunteers for the one at Changi. Thus, we are still looking into this opportunity and

hoping to first have a trial session to see if it is suitable for our volunteers.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Lack of volunteering activities for volunteers is an issue faced by Havenue. The future

committee could reach out to more organisations in the future, should the issue

persist. Also, consider having smaller groups to one beneficiary and lesser rotations

so that the volunteering is more consistent and will forge a better relationship with

the beneficiary. This can also encourage a more tight-knitted community within the

programme and it would be easier for us to reach out to those active volunteers.

While we tried reaching out to other organisations previously, due to Covid

restrictions, we were not able to partner with them.

a. Volunteer retention is the main issue faced by our RVP. The future committee could

consider organising more bonding sessions amongst the volunteers especially for

those who joined the programme alone as it might be awkward for them to attend

each session.

Reported by:

Tng Li Lin (Ms.) & Pamela Ee (Ms.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

Havenue AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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L-DERLY BEFRIENDERS REPORT AY 2021/2022

L-derly Befrienders is a Regular Volunteering Programme that coordinates with Thong Kheng Seniors’

Activity Centre (Queenstown) to provide welfare for the elderly living in the one-room rental flats

situated at Jalan Bukit Merah.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Providing companionship and emotional support to the elderly beneficiaries;

b. Improving elderly living standards via house cleaning; shopping aid; assisting them

on medical appointments & outings; contacting government agencies; etc.

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson Thanoosh Ravi

Vice-Chairperson Shermyne Chia

Treasurer Amrita Kaur

Programmes Head Lai Jia Yi Amanda

Publicity Head Alex Yeogi

Volunteer Management Head Heng Xin Yi

Assistant Volunteer Management Head         Rachel Ng Jean Hwee

Volunteer Welfare Head Cheo Li Chin Chanah

b. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2022)

Average number of volunteers: 513 volunteers / 28 physical visits = 18 volunteers

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 11 volunteers

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 3 volunteers

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 28

b. Special Events9: 1

9 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1,975.00

Total Amount Spent $1,190.60

Breakdown of expenses

Christmas celebration $81.30

Necessities/ Gifts to elderly $361.01

Volunteer appreciation - Bonding day $164.34

CNY celebration $108.05

First aid course $44.00

LB welfare $42.30

Birthday celebration for beneficiary $127.15

Miscellaneous expenses $21.15

June Major Festival $241.30

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS10

a. Successfully conducted L-derly Befrienders’ first mass physical special event since

2020 (June Major Festival 2022) at Blk 3 Jalan Bukit Merah’s Thong Kheng Seniors

Activity Centre on 25 June 2022 for 27 elderly including those outside our regular

beneficiaries. Several activities and games were conducted, including prize giving and

door gifts at the end. Initially supposed to be a June Major Outing to Gardens by the

Bay, but we postponed that to 2023 due to the continued threat of COVID-19 and

also the elderlies’ reluctance to travel long distances. We also conducted the

Mid-Autumn Festival, Christmas and CNY from August 2021 to March 2022 in small

groups within the elderly beneficiaries' homes. We purchased handicraft and food

such as mooncakes to celebrate.

b. We devised a tele-bonding programme to serve elderlies if there is a spike in

COVID-19 or other diseases such as tuberculosis. Comprises regular volunteers

helping the VM Heads call the elderly weekly; volunteers visiting elderlies fortnightly

if they need urgent aid; volunteers mailing necessities to the elderly.

c. We have also begun negotiations with a new potential sponsor - Great Eastern

International. Could complement LB’s ex-sponsor SG Federation of Youth Clubs.

10 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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d. We also attempted (via NUS CSC) to conduct collaborations with official NUS groups

such as Red Cross and Cultural Activities Club and unofficial student groups such as

Inter-knit and a few Duke-NUS medical graduates. Attempts failed due to COVID-19

disruptions as well as logistical and manpower difficulties.

e. We began a collaboration with Social Gifting (SG), an organisation which helps

vulnerable elderly by teaching them to create handicraft, selling these handicraft on

their website, and transferring the profits back to the elderly. Unfortunately, LB has

been unable to persuade our beneficiaries to create the handicraft due to lack of

interest. Instead, we conducted cross-organization publicity wherein SG posted

about LB and vice-versa. The incoming COMM can deepen relations.

f. Smaller-Scale Welfare Activities for the elderlies and volunteers continued. We

celebrated LB’s first mass physical birthday party for an elderly since 2020, in June

2022 for Aunty Cecilia. We also brought Uncle Lim on a second fishing trip and

organised volunteer bonding / cohesion outings to Mind Cafe and Sentosa.

g. We attempted to resume our partnership with Singapore Federation of Youth Clubs

whereby we volunteered at their August Flag Day in exchange for their $300

sponsorship. However, this failed due to the 2021 COVID-19 resurgence.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. The next L-derly Befrienders committee may want to expand into Blk 121 / 123 Bukit

Merah View branch (currently comprising 3 beneficiaries) and conduct tele-bonding

for Blk 3 Jalan Bukit Merah branch (approximately 12 to 15 elderlies) due to the

current outbreak of tuberculosis at Blk 2 Jalan Bukit Merah.

b. The next committee can also attempt to form new collaborations with NUS or

external organisations and resume our partnership with our ex-sponsor Singapore

Federation of Youth Clubs; deepen our collaborations with Social Gifting; work with

IMDA to conduct digital literacy workshops for the elderly; cooperate with National

Volunteer and Philanthropy centre to increase LB’s publicity & reach outside NUS;

invite other companies to work with us for their social corporate responsibility

projects; etc.

c. The LB alumni are also a good resource. Their connections enabled LB to pursue the

collaboration with Duke-NUS students to organise medical check-ups for the elderly.

They also allowed LB to work with IDS Medical as part of the latter’s corporate social

responsibility programme. They will be reintegrated into LB’s visits now that

COVID-19 restrictions have been loosened.
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d. We should recruit more volunteers and elderly beneficiaries, especially considering

the loosening of COVID-19 restrictions as well as several elderlies’ transfer to Nursing

Homes. The future LB publicity head can consider new initiatives such as NUS-wide

social media contests. Work with Thong Kheng Senior Activity Centers and conduct

Mass Special Events to attract more elderly.

e. The next committee can also consider organising Dialect workshops to help

volunteers communicate with the elderly; sewing or handicraft workshops which can

empower the elderly; first-aid workshops to prepare volunteers for emergencies; etc.

Reported by:

Thanoosh Ravi (Mr.) & Shermyne Chia (Ms.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

L-derly Befrienders AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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TOUCH THE HEARTS OF ELDERLY SENIORS (T.H.E.SENIORS) REPORT AY 2021/2022

We are a regular volunteering programme that provides opportunities for NUS student volunteers to

befriend elderly who live in one-room rental flats in Geylang Bahru. It is a joint project between NUS

Students’ Community Service Club (CSC) and TOUCH Community Services (TCS).

1. OBJECTIVES

a. To create fond memories between the NUS volunteers and the elderly through

celebrations of occasions such as birthdays and festivals;

b. To provide a helping hand to the elderly in their weekly household chores;

c. To empower the elderly by giving them dignity to take charge of their own lives by

listening to them and providing advice on how to cope with their problems rather

than solving for them;

d. To provide support and companionship weekly to make them feel connected to and

valued by society

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

External Chairperson Daniel Wong

Internal Chairperson Goh Jia Yi

Marketing Head/Treasurer Clara Cheong Jie Ying

Programmes Head Joycelyn Tan Hui Juan

Programmes Head Ang Pei Xuan

Publicity Head Lim Ru Wei

Volunteer Management Head Ng Si Qiang

Volunteer Welfare Head Chan Wan Li

Volunteer Welfare Head Lee Jia Xun

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Volunteers (as of end of project): 75

Average number of volunteers per session (including special event): 20

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance (including special event): 17

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance (including special event): 4

Average number of volunteers per session (excluding special event): 20

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance (excluding special event): 18

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance (excluding special event): 8
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3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 27

b. Special Events: 1

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1,775

Total Amount Spent $799.51

Breakdown of expenses

Welfare Packs for Elderly $126.65

Elderly Birthday Celebrations $57.77

Volunteer Appreciation $5.05

Chinese New Year Celebrations $93.74

Outing to Singapore Flyer $516.30

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS11

a. Weekly Themed Visits

Ever since visits resumed in December 2021, we have been arranging more special

activities on the schedule for the elderly every week to keep them engaged. For

instance, we have conducted art and crafts sessions during festive occasions,

provided opportunities for the elderly to observe new technologies at work and also

opened their eyes to tourist attractions in Singapore. We also propose that more of

such activities can be planned to continue helping them to feel connected to society

and to feel valued.

b. Increase bonding sessions between volunteers and the elderly

There are many ways that volunteers and the elderly can bond. We have been

attempting new ways such as bringing the elderly out for a meal near their flats to

bond over food rather than the usual home visits. We have also brought them to the

Singapore Flyer to view attractions with the volunteers. We propose that more

bonding sessions can be done over meals and through other creative means with the

elderly.

11 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Ad-hoc events

THES can collaborate with TOUCH to organise more frequent ad-hoc events. For

instance, we could conduct a 1-day event to bring the elderly out of the comforts of

their homes to explore new places of their interests. We can also consider going

beyond just the regular visits that we usually have and cater to more elderly with

smaller events for deeper personal interactions.

b. Empowerment of the seniors

We could aim to empower the elderly more by first finding out their interests and

strengths and then think of small activities that allow the elderly to impart these

relevant skills to the volunteers. Such could include language, singing, cooking, etc.

At the same time, we could also tap on the talents of volunteers as well to share

their knowledge and skills with the elderly such as sewing, cooking, drawing, singing

or even teaching them languages that they are interested in learning.

Reported by:

Goh Jia Yi (Ms.) & Daniel Wong (Mx.)

Chairperson (Internal) & Chairperson (External)

T.H.E.Seniors AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT ACE REPORT AY 2021/2022

Project ACE at Tembusu Seniors Activity Centre (Eunos) aims to connect NUS youths with the larger

community, through active engagement with seniors on a skill-based spectrum. While engaging

seniors mentally and physically, we also hope to empower them with skill sets that would help them

in their day-to-day living, creating an experience that would be meaningful for both seniors and (our)

volunteers.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Provide a platform for seniors to interact among themselves and with the volunteers.

This helps to keep the seniors socially active and to encourage intergenerational

bonding between the seniors and volunteers;

b. Conduct meaningful activities that effectively engage seniors by imparting new

knowledge or skills to them and encouraging them to be physically active

2.     VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairpersons Wee Jia Tong Amanda

Chairpersons Tan Ing Kiat Matthew

Programmes Head Chung Ler En

Programmes Head Chau Pei En

Programmes Head Ivan Chin Yue Ze

Publicity Heads Mirabelle Sung Harn

Publicity Heads Au Hui Xin

Volunteer Management Head Peh Sue-Ting Crystal Lynn

Secretary-Treasurer Ong Han Ming Edric

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Average number of volunteers: 8

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 10

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 4

3.   PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 16

b. Special Events12: 1

12 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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4.   FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $300

Total Amount Spent $264.80 (as of 15 July 2022)

Breakdown of expenses

Project ACE Regular Sessions $188.30

Major outing $76.50

5.   PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS13

a. Format of sessions

For the first 10 sessions or so, our sessions were still held in a hybrid format with

most volunteers joining us from home due to COVID-19 restrictions. Fortunately,

with the easing of restrictions from April 2022, we were able to conduct our sessions

in real life, which has been extremely beneficial to both seniors and volunteers as we

were able to interact on a more personal basis, forging good relations with one

another.

b. Collaboration with other clubs from NUS

During our term, we were able to collaborate with the Sci@Home team and

Biomedical (BME) Club for our sessions. The Sci@Home collaboration was supposed

to be completed last year, but due to scheduling issues, it had been pushed back to

our term, where volunteers and seniors alike worked together on Arts & Crafts which

tapped on science concepts. As for the collaboration with BME, we were able to tap

on their expertise to share with seniors the use of heart rate monitors and blood

pressure monitors which the seniors appreciated.

c. Major outings

With our sessions going fully online, we organised activities that were conducted out

of the centre, such as a walking tour and a tour to the Botanic Gardens for our

seniors and volunteers to relax and unwind. Light refreshments were also provided,

and the outings proved popular with a bigger turnout among seniors compared to

our usual sessions.

13 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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6.  SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Major events

Apart from having major outings where seniors are able to explore places outside of

the Eunos estate, the next Comm can consider having major events such as a

Carnival Day where seniors and volunteers alike may engage in activities together,

while enjoying some food together as well, with social distancing measures

observed.

b. Collaborations with external agencies

Project ACE can consider collaborating with external agencies who may be able to

provide expertise on different areas such as the use of mobile devices. With the help

of these professionals, seniors and volunteers alike will be able to learn a thing or

two that may benefit them in their daily lives.

c. Volunteer development

Some of the volunteers were not as confident in speaking to the seniors at first,

hence they were paired up with experienced volunteers. While mentoring them and

prompting them to speak up gives them more confidence, it will be good to have

workshops to train them on how to interact naturally and meaningfully with the

seniors. Moreover, many volunteers expressed little confidence in their mother

tongue languages or dialects and hence had trouble communicating with the seniors.

The committee members can provide guidance or lessons on languages so that they

can communicate with the seniors more effectively.

Reported by:

Tan Ing Kiat Matthew (Mr.) & Wee Jia Tong Amanda (Ms.)

Chairpersons

Project ACE AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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MINDSVILLE@NAPIRI REPORT AY 2021/2022

A regular volunteering programme at MINDSville to provide companionship to our beneficiaries with

intellectual disabilities and help them gain confidence in their abilities to perform tasks.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Improve the quality of life of our beneficiaries through weekly interactions and

activities;

b. Impart social and life skills to our beneficiaries to allow them to become contributing

members of society;

c. Promote volunteerism and personal development among our volunteers

d. Increase awareness and advocate for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities (PWIDs)

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson (External) Tan Jia Hui, Rachel

Chairperson (Internal)                                        Long Wei Qi, Shenice

Secretary-Treasurer                                            Liaw Zheng Kai

Programmes Head Jenell Ong

Programmes Head                                              Toh Yu Lin

Publicity/Marketing Head Chermaine Liew Minyu

Volunteer Management Head                          Esther Clare Ng Xin Yi

Volunteer Management Head                          M Farhana

b. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2022)

Average number of volunteers: 7

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 6

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 2

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 8 physical sessions, 25 virtual sessions

b. Special Events14:  0

14 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should
not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $1465.00

Total Amount Spent $1067.89

Breakdown of expenses

Regular project $962.89

Volunteer appreciation $105.00

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS15

1. Development 1 - Programmes

Given the COVID-19 situation, sessions were conducted online for the majority of the

academic year. While this undeniably impacted the quality of interactions our

volunteers had with the residents, it was still a good opportunity for new volunteers

to get acquainted with the programmes and residents before coming down to meet

them in-person. We found that this was especially useful for volunteers who have

not had experience interacting with PWIDs. We also collaborated with KCIG (a K-Pop

dance interest group from NUS), which value-added to our usual programme by

challenging the residents to learn new dance routines that they were unfamiliar

with.

When physical volunteering sessions resumed in April, we came up with different

programmes each week that had a good balance between physical activities

(obstacle course, treasure hunting activities etc.) and more sedentary activities (art

and crafts etc.) to accommodate all residents of various levels of mobility.

2. Development 2 - Volunteer Engagement

We initiated a programme roster whereby we got more regular volunteers involved

in the planning process for the sessions that we were conducting. We had split them

up into 3 groups to take turns to plan the sessions, with two EXCO members

facilitating the group and orienting them with the information they needed to plan

(i.e. characteristics of the residents, previous activities conducted). This increased

volunteer engagement and encouraged more volunteers to show up for sessions as

they were given a different opportunity to plan as well as facilitate sessions instead

of just passively sitting in for online programmes. Volunteers also formed friendships

15 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If the previous term has that
collaboration and during your term, the collaboration continued but on a greater scale or on a different matter, do include
too.
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within their small planning groups and provided opportunities for rapport-building,

which we hoped would lead to an increase in volunteer retention.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

1. Suggestion 1 - Conduct more volunteer orientations and trainings

Most volunteers were new to the programme and had little to no experience with

interacting with PWIDs. It would be beneficial for the EXCO to set clear expectations

at the start that all volunteers would undergo a compulsory orientation so that they

would not be lost and are clear with what to expect during sessions. This would

prevent new volunteers texting every now and then about what to expect/wear/do

during sessions. This would also be a good opportunity for volunteers to get to know

one another through games and light fun activities during orientation and will

provide incentive for them to come more regularly. Having regular get-togethers to

clarify any doubts and receive feedback from the volunteers will also be a favourable

way to gauge where the EXCO can improve upon in the programmes (planning and

execution phases) and also check in on the volunteers’ welfare.

2. Suggestion 2 - Providing incentives for volunteering

Instead of having the Programmes Heads planning all the sessions, it is suggested

that both regular volunteers and other committee members can play a part and plan

some of the sessions using a roster. This allows fresher and newer ideas and also

helps to engage the volunteers. For the volunteers that contribute in planning

sessions, mini incentives could be given to express our appreciation and also

encourage them or other volunteers to join in the brainstorming process for our

programmes. Such incentives could include Grab vouchers or welfare snack packs.

Consequently, getting volunteers involved in both the planning and implementation

of sessions increases their involvement in MINDSville as a volunteering programme,

thereby ideally contributing to a greater level of volunteer fulfilment and retention.

Reported by:

Long Wei Qi, Shenice (Ms.) & Tan Jia Hui, Rachel (Ms.)

Chairperson (External) & Chairperson (Internal)

MINDSville@Napiri AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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BISHAN HOME FOR THE INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED (BHID) REPORT AY 2021/2022

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled (“BHID”) is an initiative that strives to engage and

empower individuals with special needs through various fun and vocational activities.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. BHID aims to provide value to individuals with special needs by giving them support

and activities to expose them to a myriad of experiences to enhance their vocational

and life skills;

b. BHID also seeks to raise awareness about the stigma with regards to special needs

and rethink the idea of inclusivity in our society. We also aspire to help volunteers

realise that they can make a difference by contributing actively to the cause

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson (External) Tai Jing Rong

Chairperson (Internal) Amanda Oh Yi Ling

Secretary-Treasurer Low Li Wei

Programmes Heads Ruth Chong Jie Ning

Programmes Heads Lakshmi Sujeesh

Publicity Head Lim Rui Qi Rachel

Volunteer Management Head Kumaravel Hema Kiruthika

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Average number of volunteers: 7 (all committee members)

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 7

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 7

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 13 per iteration

b. Special Events: NIL due to COVID-19

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $300

Total Amount Spent $61.50

Breakdown of expenses

Regular Sessions - Art materials $61.50
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS

a. In BHID, we have adapted our activities to better cater to the interests of our

beneficiaries. For instance, our beneficiaries enjoyed games such as matching the

cards, identifying the place/country as well as colouring activities.

b. Due to COVID-19, most of our volunteering was held online and that posed some

challenges for us as there was only one device on BHID’s end. Since there are

technological difficulties such as smaller screen and audio issues, we had to ensure

that the programmes planned could be executed simply and easily understood by

the beneficiaries.

c. Currently for our sessions we have been doing more hands-on activities as the bene

seem to enjoy it more than physical activities. Can consider activities like

i. Colouring

ii. Crafting

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. We hope that the upcoming committee can continue to raise awareness for our

beneficiaries with special needs through various initiatives that help to bridge the

knowledge gap between the public and our beneficiaries. For instance, bringing our

beneficiaries on an excursion to explore various areas/events involving the public to

interact with them would be a feasible idea.

i. Past batches have been organising events like bringing them to the butterfly

garden etc

ii. Our committee have been working on planning to bring them on a trip to

explore the landmarks in Singapore so the new committee can explore more

in those areas

b. As the current and previous committees faced many difficulties due to COVID-19, we

hope that the upcoming committee can engage and bond the volunteers more.

i. The upcoming committee can consider giving welfare packs during exam

period as well as conduct a BHID Organising committee bonding day. Simple

things like having as a meal after volunteering would be nice too

c. We also hope that subsequent committees would expand the reach of BHID through

various platforms such as social media and collaborations with other projects or

organisations by involving more stakeholders and even community partners whose

visions are aligned with our initiative.
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Reported by:

Tai Jing Rong (Ms.) and Amanda Oh (Ms.)

External Chairperson & Internal Chairperson

BHID AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT HEART REPORT AY 2021/2022

Project heART is a Regular Volunteer Programme that strives to engage and empower youths with

special needs through art.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Project heART seeks to provide value to youths with special needs by providing them

with support and initiatives to expose them to a myriad of experiences through art;

b. Project heART also aims to raise awareness amongst volunteers about the stigma

with regards to special needs and help volunteers realise that they can make a

difference;

c. Project heART also aspires to be the bridge between youths with special needs and

the NUS student body

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson Tai Jing Rong

Vice-Chairperson/Treasurer Wee Jia Tong Amanda

Programmes Heads Sruti Srinivasan

Programmes Heads Matilda Mag Jia Lin

Publicity Head Riz Patricia Legaspi

Publicity Head Pan Ling

Volunteer Management Head Jolin Chan Gek Hui

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Average number of volunteers: 12 (including committee members)

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 11

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 9

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 8 per iteration; 16 in total

b. Special Events:  Online Fundraising – December 2021
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4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $362.00

Total Amount Spent $236.20

Breakdown of expenses

Regular Sessions - Art materials $217.20

NUSSU Fundraising - Fundraising Materials $19.00

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS

a. Online Fundraising

We held an online fundraising event in December 2021 and sold cards made by our

beneficiaries. We raised $100.90 in total which went to our project’s WBS account so

that we could purchase more art materials for our second iteration in Semester 2.

b. Themed Sessions

In our first iteration, we conducted our sessions via Zoom. For each session, there

would be a specific theme for the art activities conducted. For example, some of the

themes include Animals, Outer Space, Halloween, Superheroes and Nature & Earth.

The art activities then included making rockets and witch hats which align with those

specific themes.

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. We hope that the upcoming committee can continue to raise awareness for our

beneficiaries, youths with special needs, through various platforms such as social

media and collaborations with other projects or organisations. Raising awareness can

also be done through fundraising events in NUS and collaborations with other

projects, whether from the PWID sector or not.

b. As the current and previous committees faced many difficulties due to COVID-19, we

hope that the upcoming committee can engage and bond the volunteers more. With

the improving COVID-19 situation, our VM Head can consider doing volunteer

bonding activities and sessions such as dinner jios and volunteer outings!

c. We also hope that subsequent committees would expand the reach of Project heART

by involving more stakeholders and even community partners whose visions are

aligned with our initiative.
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Reported by:

Tai Jing Rong (Ms.) and Wee Jia Tong Amanda (Ms.)

Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson

Project heART AY21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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SO-NUS REPORT AY 2021/2022

SO-NUS provides an opportunity for NUS students to foster friendships with our peers with

intellectual disabilities. By planning activities to engage them, we hope to befriend and raise

awareness about persons with special needs.

1. OBJECTIVES

a. Befriend and mentor youth with special needs through conducting activities and

workshops;

b. Raise awareness and help NUS students to better understand individuals with special

needs.

2. VOLUNTEERS

a. Committee Members

Chairperson (External) Megan Trixibelle Poh Zi-Yi

Chairperson (Internal) Charlotte Gayondato Yap

Secretary-Treasurer Bryan Woo

Programmes Head Mevin Singh & Dingbang

Publicity Head Chia Hui Lin Evelyn

Volunteer Management Head Aukifa Nishath

b. Volunteers (as of end of project)

Average number of volunteers: ≤5

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 18

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 5

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

a. Regular Visits: 7

b. Special Events:  1

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Total Amount Allocated $300

Total Amount Spent $82.13

Breakdown of expenses

Science Experiment Activities $56.13

Bonding Day $26
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5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS

a. To have more Face-to-face (FTF) sessions/outings with the beneficiaries as well as

within the volunteers

b. In addition to sports, find other areas the programme can look into and offer the

beneficiaries e.g., learning about Science concepts through experiments. Specifically

for the Science experiment, collaborated with sci@home to plan out the session. The

session was easy to carry out thus, committee members facilitated it.

c. For sports competition, the main job scope involved cheering the athlete leaders

when they are competing. Mainly there to support.

d. Committee Bonding

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. To have more Face-to-face (FTF) sessions/outings with the beneficiaries as well as

within the volunteers

b. Engage volunteers in planning the sessions. There can be sessions where volunteers

brainstorm, plan and conduct the sessions. Alternatively, the committee can think of

an idea and allow the volunteers to work on the idea and conduct it specific to their

group.

c. To work together as a committee regardless of which sub-committee they are from.

Have outings as a committee to get to know each other. Can consider involving the

volunteers in these outings. Maybe have welfare packs for the volunteers to be given

during exam periods.

Reported by:

Megan Trixibelle Poh Zi-Yi (Ms.) & Charlotte Gayondato Yap (Ms.)

Chairperson (External) & Chairperson (Internal)

SO-NUS AY 21/22

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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GRANT A WISH XIX REPORT

Project Time Period: 29th March 2022 to 23rd July 2022

As one of the signature special projects under NUS CSC, Grant A Wish (GAW) was initiated in 2003

and has been successful in granting the wishes of our beneficiaries for 18 consecutive years. Every

year, GAW partners with a different beneficiary group. Some of the past beneficiary groups include

children from low-income families and children with chronic illnesses. These projects were made

possible with the help of the NUS population as well as the general public's kind generosity.

1. OBJECTIVES

This year, in its 19th iteration, Grant A Wish XIX (GAW XIX) has targeted beneficiaries

between the ages of 5 to 20. They are children who come from various underprivileged

backgrounds, such as low income, or facing neglect and abuse. During GAW XIX, we set out

to spread joy to them through gift-giving and enable them to feel connected to the wider

community through bonding activities. We also focused on teaching them the spirit of giving

back in order to instil the idea of showing appreciation to others who showed them

kindness.

The main objectives of GAW XIX are as follows:

a. To bring joy and happiness to our beneficiaries through gift-giving and engagement

sessions.

b. To empower both beneficiaries and volunteers by promoting interaction and learning

between them.

c. To raise awareness of the underprivileged amongst NUS students through our

outreach.

d. To spread the spirit of volunteerism among NUS students and the larger public.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Yee Xue Ying, Shirlyn

Assistant Project Director Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth

Assistant Project Director Ong Kai Ting, Erin

Secretary/Treasurer Randall Liu Cheng En

Magistics Head Cheong Jia Ming

Magistics Assistant Tan Jie Min, Jasmine

Magistics Assistant Jacinth Tan Jya Xin

Magistics Assistant Gerald Ho Shao Xian

Volunteer Management Head Tan Teong Yu Owen

Volunteer Management Assistant Cheung Li Qi Lindee

Volunteer Management Assistant Lim Danqi
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Volunteer Management Assistant Lye Pei Ling, Janice

Publicity Head Liu Shuen Qi

Publicity Assistant Sherwin Ong

Publicity Assistant Desiree Goh Shu Ying

Publicity Assistant Nyeow Cai Xuan

Programmes Head Chen Ying

Programmes Assistant Julian Lui

Programmes Assistant Tay Sok Ching

Programmes Assistant Teo Yi Xuan

Wish Head Lum Shi Wen, Gabrielle

Wish Assistant Lim Zi Ying Clarice

Wish Assistant Teh Jie Ren

Wish Assistant Helen Lim Qian Yu

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

a. Programmes/Events

Event Date Time Venue

OC Recruitment
interviews

14 February 2022 to 24
February 2022

Entire Day Zoom

OC Meeting 1 9 March 2022 7pm to 9pm YIH Conference Room

Cell Inductions 12-13 March 2022 Entire Day Zoom

Recce At XYCC 23 March 2022 1pm-2pm XYCC

Recce at Pertapis 26 March 2022 9.30am - 10.30am PCH

OC Meeting 2 30 March 2022 7pm-9.30pm YIH Conference Room

Wish Collection XYCC 9 April 2022 Entire day XYCC

Wish Collection
Pertapis

16 April 2022 Entire day PCH

Cell Heads Meeting 21 April 2022 10pm - 11pm Zoom

Wish Collection
Joyful Hearts

8 May 2022 Entire day NUS UTown Plaza
8 May 2022 Entire day
Global Learning Room

(Level 2)

OC Meeting 3 16 May 2022 7pm-10pm Zoom

Wish Adoption 15 May to 27 May 2022 Entire Day Online

OC Meeting 4 8 June 2022 7.30pm-9.30pm YIH Paris Tokyo Room
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Fundraising 6 June to 30 June 2022 Entire Day NUS FastPay

Gift Collection 9 June to 11 June 2022 11am-8pm CSC Clubroom, YIH
Student Lounge

Wish Engagement
Pertapis

11 June 2022 1.30pm-3.30pm PCH

Wish Engagement
Joyful Hearts

25 June 2022 YIH 2pm-4pm Conference Room

OC meeting 5 7 July 2022 7.30pm-10pm YIH Paris Tokyo Room

Wish Party Joyful
Hearts

9 July 2022 2pm-4pm NUS UTown Plaza TPSR
1&2

Wish Party XYCC 28 August 2021 10am-12.30pm XYCC

Wish Party Pertapis 23 July 2022 1.30pm-3.30pm PCH

Final OC Meeting 31 July 2022 6-9pm Marina Barrage

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

Xin Yuan Community Care 34 children

Pertapis Childrens’ Home 39 children

Joyful Hearts 11 children

c. Volunteer Statistics

Phase Volunteer
sign up

Actual number of
volunteers

Remarks

Wish Collection 15 11 Volunteers were only
recruited for Joyful Hearts

Wish  Engagement 30 17 XYCC’s session was
cancelled

Wish Party 60 44
d.

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events

1. Wish Collection JH: 11

2. Wish Collection XYCC & PCH: 0

3. Wish Engagement JH: 17

4. Wish Party JH: 13

5. Wish Party XYCC: 13

6. Wish Party PCH: 18

ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary)

1. Internal (OC): 24
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2. External: 55 (unique)

iii. Total Volunteer count and unique count

1. Total volunteer count: 79

2. Unique count: 55

e. Collaborations - Nil

f. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Successful sponsors Item type Item quantity

SkyChem PTE LTD Cash $600

BRC Asia Cash $600

Federation of Youth Clubs Cash $200

Association of Muslim
Professionals

Cash $350

Mr Lee Yat Thim Cash $500

KC Group Vouchers 150 Pcs

Playnation Vouchers 150 Pcs

Alcare Surgical Masks + Alcohol
wipes

150 Sets

Cloversoft Hand Sanitiser 150 Pcs

MazIndustries Pte Ltd Custom Printed Lanyards 150 Pcs

Pilot Pen Pens + Highlighter 150 Sets

Renosis Industries Pte Ltd Custom Printed Tote Bags 150 Pcs (Partial Sponsorship)

Popular Rent A Car Vehicle Rental Complimentary Rental for
event dates

MSF SDN Stainless Steel Straw Set
+ Notebook

150 Sets

Global Asia Printings Custom Printed Shirt 150 Pcs (Partial Sponsorship)

Pantrade Pacific Adult wipes, Hand Cream
and Insect Repellent

150 Sets

g. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $1,000
Total Sponsorship/Donation $8,041

Total Expenditure $5,193.3
Surplus/ (Deficit) $3,847.7
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4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

a. Wish Adoption

We decided to merge Wish Outreach with Wish Adoption as we felt it would be

more meaningful for both potential donors to understand the cause they would

be supporting which would better enable them to feel more fulfilled as well as

aware of the impact of their contribution. Donors will be strictly NUS students

as we are planning for the Wish Party to be physical, where donors will be given

the chance to pass their gifts to the beneficiaries. Donors will hand the gifts to

the OC prior to the Wish Party for quality check and gift wrapping. Donors who

made a donation more than $10 were given a hand-made lanyard from our

beneficiaries.

b. Wish Engagement and Wish Party

To empower our volunteers, the project gave more liberty for volunteers to

guide beneficiaries in the games and programmes that we set out for them.

Compared to previous iterations, volunteers were briefed on the games

before the sessions and were given the opportunity to guide the beneficiaries

through the games with minimal OC involvement. This allowed volunteers to

feel more engaged with the sessions and also gave them the chance to foster

deeper bonds and interactions with the beneficiaries.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Wish Collection

i. The volunteers replied to us that the timings as stated on our recruitment

poster could have included the actual reporting and leaving times after

accounting for briefing, icebreakers and debriefs, instead of just the event

timing itself. This was to ensure that the volunteers would be able to commit

for the entire duration of the events.

ii. Due to initial tight regulations imposed by XYCC and PCH, only 5

volunteers were allowed at any one time inside the centres. Despite this, our

activities and programmes still flowed rather smoothly. However, it was

inevitable that some chaos would ensue as the OC member to beneficiary

ratio was really pretty low (10 OC members to 30+ beneficiaries in the case

of PCH), and it was challenging for the OC members to keep an eye on each

and every one of the beneficiaries. After the COVID-19 restrictions were

lifted, we were able to recruit more volunteers to help guide the children.
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iii. During Wish Collection, a handicraft session was held, where we guided

the beneficiaries to make 2 beaded mask lanyards - one for themselves and

one for fundraising donors. However, we overlooked how challenging and

time-consuming this handicraft would be for many of the children, especially

the younger ones, eventually ending up in an overrun of many sessions and

also caused some difficulties as some children could not complete their

lanyards in time and had to bring their materials home to continue. To

combat this problem in future sessions, we suggested to the Progs cell to

prepare most of the items (separate the beads by colour, tie the knots, and

prepare the scissors and strings beforehand) in order to save time.

iv. For our session with PCH, there was a miscommunication with our PO and

the event started later than expected. We could have had stronger

communication with the PO and made sure to confirm the timing and event

flow before heading down.

b. Wish Engagement

i. The Wish Engagement sessions were set for 3 weekends for each of the

POs – 11, 18 and 25 June 2022. However, the XYCC session which was

supposedly held on 18 June was suddenly cancelled just a few days before,

as we were informed by the PO rep that almost all the beneficiaries were

overseas during the June school holidays. We could have better

communication with our POs by confirming the number of beneficiaries

earlier instead of assuming that they would be able to attend. We should

have greater foresight and set up a contingency plan at the start of this

project, to account for such possibilities, so that we would not need to dive

into a panic trying to decide whether or not to continue the session with just

5 beneficiaries left. Eventually, the XYCC Wish Engagement session was

cancelled and we decided to merge it together with the Wish Party session.

However, this probably and understandably caused some disappointment in

our OC who worked hard to prepare for the event as well as the volunteers

who were recruited.

c. Wish Adoption

i. The Wish Adoption Drive was helmed mostly by Wish and Pubs. They all

did an excellent job publicising our project and asking for NUS donors to

adopt the wishes from our beneficiaries. However, our outreach was not as

impactful and widespread as we had hoped for, because more than 20

wishes remained unadopted and our Wish Cell had to perform top-ups on

their own. Perhaps our publicity efforts could have been more
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comprehensive, and we could also have reached out to NUS staff or the

public instead.

ii. Another learning point was also that some of our beneficiaries had wished

for branded apparel, shoes and gadgets, which did not fit within the

allocated budget of $30. As a result, donors did not adopt authentic

products, but we should not do that in the future as it may have caused

repercussions on NUS and CSC’s reputations.

d. Concerns with sectors engaged

i. Underprivileged children sector

1. Long Term Engagement

a. One concern we’ve always had was how short-term GAW is, given

that we only held 3 engagement sessions with each PO, and the

central focus was about granting their wishes. Rather than

interacting with them on such an adhoc basis, we thought it would

be more ideal if more frequent and consistent visits could be done

to engage with the children more and provide them with more

friendship and support.

2. Fluid Regulations

a. As GAW XIX took place from February 2022 to July 2022, the

governmental regulations had loosened up a lot progressively. At the

initial stage of our project, the outlook was very uncertain due to

COVID-19, and therefore we were unable to accurately predict the

beneficiary and volunteer turnout rates throughout Wish Collection

all the way to Wish Party.

3. Necessity Packs

a. Our necessity packs mostly included sponsored daily body care

items, such as facial masks, wet wipes, hand sanitisers, as well as

snacks that were procured. However, because our target

beneficiaries were mainly children, we feel that the items provided

in the necessity packs would have been better suited to their

families instead. Some of the children expressed that they already

had many hand sanitisers at home and refused to bring the heavy

necessity packs with them.
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b. Something to improve on would probably be to plan ahead and

actively seek sponsors on items that the children would like and

appreciate better, such as more stationery instead of just giving what

we could get. We also received feedback that the food and drinks

given should be more nutritious and healthy for children since our

packs included only snacks children usually enjoy without taking into

consideration their nutritional value.

Reported by:

Yee Xue Ying, Shirlyn (Ms.), Ong Kai Ting, Erin (Ms.), Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth (Ms.)

Project Directors

Grant A Wish XIX

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT COLLECTION IN AID OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD XIX (PROJECT C.A.N. XIX) REPORT

Project Time Period: 14th February 2022 to 31stJuly 2022

Project C.A.N. XVIII is an annual donation drive under NUS CSC. The acronym C.A.N. is short for

Collection in Aid of the Neighbourhood. The project targets at meeting the needs of the less

financially privileged group of beneficiaries in a region of Singapore. For this iteration, the project has

targeted lower income single parent families and underprivileged women.

1. OBJECTIVES

● In light of the pandemic, we want to better tailor the items we provide to the beneficiaries

such as daily necessities along with household items;

● To create opportunities for single parent families and underprivileged women to spend

quality time with their family members;

● To further empower the beneficiaries by encouraging interactions between the beneficiaries,

such that they are able to form a community and leverage on one another after the project

ends;

● To spread the spirit of volunteerism among NUS students and the larger public.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Winnie Zhang Wei

Assistant Project Director Ho Yuan Qing

Assistant Project Director Nur Atika Mikaail Ooi

Secretary/Treasurer Sandrine Ho Hui Lin

Liaison Head Wong Ying Qi Constance

Liaison Assistant Fadilah Zakaria

Liaison Assistant Katherine Toh Shi Min

Liaison Assistant Low Yan Ting Kelly

Liaison Assistant Tan Jia Xin Shereen

Publicity Head Tan Zheng Xiang, Marcus

Publicity Assistant Tan Shi Hui Serene

Publicity Assistant Ong Shi Han

Publicity Assistant Lee Kit Yen

Publicity Assistant Yun Hyeyeon

Logistics Head Lim Yan Hui

Logistics Assistant Kevin Tang Kah Kit

Logistics Assistant Chan Mei Han

Logistics Assistant Matthew Ng

Logistics Assistant Garrick Seah
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project C.A.N. is one of the special projects under NUS CSC, which targets at meeting the

needs of an underprivileged group of beneficiaries in a region of Singapore. The acronym

C.A.N. is short for Collection in Aid of the Neighbourhood, and we are currently in our 19th

iteration this year. Beyond its scope as a donation drive, the project also serves a role as a

platform for raising awareness amongst the general public in the region about the state of

the beneficiaries and to promote greater interaction between the beneficiaries and

volunteers.

a. Programmes/Events

Name Date/Time Venue

C.A.N.

C.ampaign

6 June 2022 - 21 July

2022

NUS Fastpay

C.A.N. A.ssess 14 May 2022, 15 May

2022, 18 June 2022, 19

June 2022

Zoom

C.A.N.

R.esource I

3 July 2022 112 Bishan Street 12

Singapore 570112

C.A.N.

Empower I

9 July 2022 HCSA Dayspring SPIN

C.A.N.

R.esource II

17 July 2022 112 Bishan Street 12

Singapore 570112

C.A.N.

E.mpower II

31 July 2022 HCSA Dayspring SPIN

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiaries Number of households

Daughters of Tomorrow 16

HCSA Dayspring SPIN 13
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c. Volunteer Statistics

I. C.A.N. Resource I had 31 volunteers, of which 29 volunteers are NUS

undergraduates and 2 volunteers are alumni.

II. C.A.N. Resource II had 13 volunteers, all of which are NUS undergraduates.

d. Collaborations

I. HCSA Dayspring SPIN

HCSA Dayspring SPIN provided us with beneficiaries, as well as a venue to

host C.A.N. Empower I and C.A.N. Empower II.

II. Daughters of Tomorrow

Daughters of Tomorrow provided us with beneficiaries.

III. People’s Association Bishan Community Club

People’ Association Bishan Community Club helped us reach out to the

residents of Bishan to conduct our donation drive for C.A.N. Resource I and

C.A.N. Resource II. They provided us with a venue to conduct our donation

drive, and helped blast the posters to their Facebook page for publicity.

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name Items

Cloversoft 60 Hand Sanitisers

Kingdom Food Group 60 Vouchers

Collaboration Self Photo Studio 60 vouchers

Rooki Beauty 70 vouchers

Science Centre Singapore 60 vouchers

Wen Ken Drug Company Pte Ltd 120 bottles

f. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $15960

Total Sponsorship/Donation $772

Total Expenditure $4527

Surplus/ (Deficit) $12205
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4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

a. Online Fundraising (C.A.N. Campaign)

We conducted online fundraising through NUS FastPay and publicised our fundraiser

through platforms like Telegram, Instagram and through C.A.N. Resource. For every

$10 donated, our donors were entitled to receive a handmade bracelet or clay

keychain handmade by our beneficiaries. Our initial target was $1000, but we fell

short and received a total of $772 for donations, of which $660 was from cash

donation and $112 was from merchandise donation.

b. Beneficiary Visits (C.A.N. Assess)

We received feedback from previous iterations that the care pack given to the

beneficiaries contained items that were not relevant to the beneficiaries. As such,

we decided to conduct beneficiary visits to better understand the beneficiaries’

needs. As most of the beneficiaries preferred having a conversation online, we held

the beneficiary visits over Zoom. With the help of our partner organisations, HCSA

Dayspring SPIN and

Daughters of Tomorrow, they blasted our programme on their respective Facebook

pages.

We created a shopping list filled with possible common household items that the

beneficiaries’ may like. Additionally, those who requested for specific items (such as

Diapers or Milk Powder) will be added to the list as well to ensure that the needs of

the beneficiaries are sufficiently met.

c. C.A.N. Resource I

We visited Bishan East Zone 1 to 5 to distribute posters to inform the residents of

Bishan of our donation drive, which was held 2 weeks later. We collaborated with

Bishan People’s Association Community Club, which helped us blast our publicity

materials on their Facebook page. Additionally, this helped improve the credibility of

our donation drive as well. 31 volunteers were recruited for this phase.

d. C.A.N. Empower I - Carnival

In conjunction with a playground opening within the compounds of HCSA Dayspring

SPIN, we held a carnival with games and activities that can be enjoyed by both adults

and young children. We hoped to provide an avenue for families to get together and

have fun, and bond. Beyond this, we wanted our beneficiaries to meet with one

another, such that they may form bonds among each other and leverage on one
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another for help beyond the timespan of this project.

e. C.A.N. Resource II

We visited Bishan East Zone 1 to 5 again 2 weeks after C.A.N. Resource I to collect

the items donated by members of the public. Items collected ranged from daily

necessities such as soaps and toiletries, to art supplies for children. 13 volunteers

were recruited for this phase.

f. C.A.N. Empower II - Workshop

Beneficiaries from both Daughters of Tomorrow and HCSA Dayspring SPIN were

invited to HCSA Dayspring SPIN’s compound to make beaded bracelets. After the

workshop, they were entitled to collect their care pack. The purpose for this is to

allow the beneficiaries to bond with one another such that they are able to form a

community. This activity is also family friendly, so children can enjoy making

bracelets with their parent(s), which allows them meaningful time to bond with one

another.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Online Fundraising

While we did not hit our target, this was not an issue as we had fewer beneficiaries

than we expected. However, we encourage future PDs to publicise their fundraiser

more, especially to members of the public as they seem to be more willing to

donate. Possible methods for reaching out to the public would be through posters,

or Facebook groups.

b. C.A.N. Collect II - Donation Drive

Members of the public donated many items that had expired. One common expired

item received is Hand Sanitisers. Thus, the OC needs to be discerning with what they

choose to distribute to their beneficiaries with items collected from the Donation

Drive.

Some items donated were not suitable for our beneficiaries to collect as well. One

example would be 5 litre jugs of dishwashing detergent. One suggestion for this

would be to get the beneficiaries to bring empty bottles, such that they may fill up

their own bottles with what they need.

Alternatively, we can utilise our social media pages more. As the printed posters

were too small in size for us to list out exactly what our beneficiaries need, we can

use these digital pages to list out exactly what are the items we want and do not
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want.

c. C.A.N. Empower II - Workshop

Many of the beneficiaries were not able to carry the care packs home and opted

for delivery of their care packs instead. As this was unforeseen, the team used

their personal vehicles to distribute the carepacks. With a beneficiary count of

29, this was manageable for the team.

However, we would suggest for future PDs to arrange for a bus to transport the

beneficiaries to the nearest MRT station to make it easier for the beneficiaries to

carry their care packs home. Alternatively, a van can be rented such that delivery

can be done within a day.

Reported by:

Winnie Zhang Wei (Ms.), Ho Yuan Qing (Ms.), Nur Atika Mikaail Ooi (Ms.)

Project Directors

Project C.A.N. XIX

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT R.A.I.S.E. XVIII REPORT

25th October 2021 to 28th February 2022

Project Raising Awareness In Society through Engagement seeks to raise funds and awareness for

marginalised beneficiary groups, which vary yearly. The purpose of the project is to create a more

inclusive society for those who are sidelined or excluded by the public.

1. OBJECTIVES

● To shed light on the blind and visually impaired community in Singapore in order to pivot

our society to be more inclusive and accepting;

● To support the funding of GDS’s holistic rehabilitation programmes that seek to help

vision-impaired clients regain their independence;

● To empower our beneficiaries through beneficiary visits and activities that serve to tap on

their strengths and remind them of their capabilities.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Ong Jing Xiang

Assistant Project Director Michelle Yaochai Yinfei

Secretary/Treasurer Gan Zi Xin Sherming

Programmes Head Wong Ying Qi Constance

Programmes Assistant Lau You Wen

Programmes Assistant Rachel Ngiam

Programmes Assistant Gladys Lim

Operations Head Boey Yui Kay Raine Amanda

Operations Assistant Dorothy Wong Wei Ling

Operations Assistant Daniel Yap Jun Liang

Operations Assistant Absaar Malik

Publicity Head Li Yixuan (Gloria)

Publicity Assistant Sarah Heng

Publicity Assistant Kenzie Tan

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

a. Programmes/Events

Program Location Date

Online Fundraising NUSFastPay 1st Jan 2022 to 28th Feb 2022

GDS Training Workshop NUS 7th Jan 2022 / 10am-12pm

CNY Shopping Trip Chinatown 22th Jan 2022 / 9.30am-5pm
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IG Anya Active Voucher Giveaway Instagram 7th Feb 2022 to 25th Feb 2022

Physical Roadshow NUS 8th Feb 2022 to 10th Feb 2022 /
10am-5pm

NUSSU Valentines’ Day Booth NUS 11th Feb 2022 / 9am-5.30pm

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

Guide Dogs Singapore (GDS) Total: 400

Breakdown:

● CNY Shopping Trip: 21

● Fundraising: 400

c. Volunteer Statistics

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each event

Recruitment of NUS volunteers was conducted for 1) the CNY Shopping Trip on

22 January 2022, and 2) Project R.A.I.S.E. XVIII Roadshows from 8-10 February

2022. All Project R.A.I.S.E OC members were present and counted as volunteers

for both aforementioned events as well.

CNY Shopping Trip 22 January 2022: 27 volunteers

Internal Roadshows 8 February 2022: 13 volunteers

9 February 2022: 8 volunteers

10 February 2022: 14 volunteers

ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count

CNY Shopping Trip Internal: 14 volunteers

External: 13 volunteers

Internal Roadshows Internal: 14 volunteers

External 16 volunteers

iii. Total Volunteer Count and Unique Count

Total volunteers 57

No. of unique volunteers 27
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d. Collaborations

● Guide Dogs Singapore (GDS)

It is a non-profit voluntary welfare organisation which aims to empower

individuals suffering from mental health conditions, providing support at

every step of their journey to wellness. While also providing emotional and

practical support to their families and caregivers.

e. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $1,000

Total Donation $35

Total Expenditure $1,035

Surplus/ (Deficit) $0

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

a. Selling merchandise instead of solely donation drive

We felt that it would be interesting to explore beyond using donation drives as the only

way to raise funds. The advantages of selling merchandise is that we get a chance to not

only raise funds but also to raise awareness especially when there is a special message

about the beneficiary in the merchandise sold. Merchandise can also attract a bigger

pool of the public who do not want to solely donate but want to ‘buy something’. We

had three NUS fastpay links: 1) Online donation drive, 2) Consigned merchandise from

GDS (including keychains, magnets, pouches), 3) Valentine’s Day Pressed Flower Cards

made by the visually-impaired beneficiaries as well as temporary tattoos.

The downsides of selling merch is that there might be little profits from selling one piece

of merchandise, especially for small items such as cards (the profit from each card is

~$2.40 after minussing the cost price). As such, it can be good to explore other

merchandise such as T-shirts or medium-priced items.

b. Physical roadshows at UTown and FASS

Physical roadshows substantially increased our reach, which was previously limited to

the followers of our instagram account and those who receive the posters from CSC and

NUSSU telegram blast. We managed to sell out all 143 cards made and also get more

donations and GDS merchandise pre-orders during the roadshow. The majority of it

came from the booth at UTOWN, which had more passers-by than FASS. However, as

venues such as Town Plaza (outside FineFoods) are hard to book, the PDs will have to

plan ahead to secure the venue.
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c. CNY Shopping Trip and beneficiary-made cards for fundraising

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Conduct a ground-up questionnaire with your beneficiaries

As much as possible, as an OC, you would aim to empathise and meet the needs of your

beneficiaries to empower them. However, at times, it may also be a good idea to

conduct a ground-up questionnaire that lets beneficiaries indicate their preferences or

hopes so that you may weave in these points when planning your beneficiary visits. This

is an especially interesting idea as it allows you to get a very quick and efficient snapshot

of the characteristics of your beneficiaries and plan programmes that will surely be

engaging to them.

This idea is inspired by CSC Project WAO as they too have conducted a ground-up

questionnaire before their beneficiary visits. This allowed them to find out more about

their beneficiaries’ interests, such as a photography workshop, as well as their needs,

such as a microsoft workshop, so that migrant workers can upskill themselves to get a

promotion. This could also lead to potential collaborations with other clubs, as

stipulated in part b.

b. Aim to reach out to other clubs for a collaboration.

Having a ground-up questionnaire allows you to discover the various interest areas of

your beneficiaries. This could also mean that they may indicate an interest that the OC

may feel is unfeasible or that the OC lacks expertise in. In some scenarios, it would be an

exciting idea to explore a possible collaboration with other clubs that specialised in

these areas to weigh in their expertise and assist in a particular programme or event.

For example, if your beneficiaries are interested in a photography workshop, you may

consult the Photographic Society of NUS (NUSPS) to conduct the workshop. Not only will

a large-scale event be an interesting project for the club that you are collaborating with

but you also gain exposure to new skills, connections, and serve the beneficiaries'

interest.

Pooling resources together could also allow you to conduct programmes on a wider

scale. However, a potential drawback if we continue with the current model would be

the narrow scope as we currently only focus on one beneficiary. As such, we have also

felt that there might be space to open up collaboration with multiple partner

organisations, as stipulated in part c.

c. Possibility of partnering with more than one organisation
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Currently, Project R.A.I.S.E has followed the model of the predecessor projects, which

would be collaborating with and focusing on one sole partner organisation (PO).

However, as covid restrictions start to lift, we feel that future iterations of the project

can consider expanding their reach by collaborating with more than one PO, especially if

more than one PO has expressed their interest in the project.

As we were sourcing for POs when the project commenced, we did not think of taking

more than one PO on. This was because we were not able to recruit as many OC

members as we had hoped. Should your OC manpower be adequate, and funding is

relatively enough, it would be a good idea to seek out more than one PO to create a

larger impact to the community. One way of doing so without utilising too much

manpower or resources would be to hold a large-scale one time event where different

POs come together and volunteers get the opportunity to interact with these different

beneficiaries. This idea is similar to that of CSC Day where different beneficiaries of

different sectors gathered together and volunteers were assigned to a particular sector.

d. Aim to increase the sustainability of your project

Throughout the project, GDS has indicated their interest in turning the one-time event

to be more of a regular volunteering programme. Meaning that perhaps once a month,

Project R.A.I.S.E. could organise a large-scale event to bring the blind and visually

impaired people out on an outing. Our OC shared this sentiment especially after our

CNY Shopping Trip as they had expressed that it was an extremely fun experience to

interact with the blind and visually impaired. Although we have raised these concerns

and aspirations to MC in hopes to create a new project that works with GDS as a RVP,

there unfortunately exists many constraints that limited the implementation of this idea.

Nevertheless, we hope that during the short duration of Project R.A.I.S.E., we were able

to leave an impact and increase the awareness of the blind and visually imparied as

much as possible. In aims of prolonging sustainability of our efforts, we thus shifted our

focus towards increasing the awareness of VI people. This translated to educating the

public during our roadshow on how to sight-guide and clearing misconceptions that

people may have about the blind and visually impaired. We hope that by doing so, we

can shed light on this community and our participants will spread the message to their

social circle about the skills and knowledge taught to them.

Future iteration should consider the sustainability of their project. How will members of

the public you interacted with during your project keep the message that you are trying

to impart in their mind? How will the empowerment of the beneficiaries that you

fostered during the visits last for a long time? How can you leave your mark and your

legacy for the beneficiaries, for the OC, for the external volunteers, for the public? One
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simple solution would be to get a small gift (that is lasting) for these involved parties.

For Project R.A.I.S.E. XVIII, we considered mementos, arts & craft, gifts that can be given

to our beneficiaires to remind them of their time with us. For our OC, we considered

giving them printed-out photos of their time in Project R.A.I.S.E.. Of course, these ideas

are in no way exhaustive and we suggest for you to explore more innovative and

interesting possibilities.

e. Aim for strategies that increase the number of followers on our publicity pages

One of the key issues faced in this iteration is the lack of public awareness. It goes

without saying that even if you had the best giveaway prizes, vouchers, and gifts for the

public, none of it would matter if words of your project fail to reach a wider audience.

Therefore, it is imperative that publicity of Project R.A.I.S.E. be increased efficiently. As of

the moment, it would seem that most of Project R.A.I.S.E.’s Instagram followers are OC

members of past iterations, as well as other clubs and organisations. We must find

innovative ideas that can better engage the public in following our publicity pages to

understand more about the different marginalised groups in Singapore with each

succeeding iteration.

For Project R.A.I.S.E. XVIII, we did reach out to other clubs and organisations to share our

posts on their Instagram story to extend our reach to others. However, we felt that such

initiatives had only a limited impact. Originally, we had hoped to use TikTok to create

more media content to attract more publicity. However, seeing that we were not able to

recruit the initially planned number of members for the Publicity Cell, we decided to

scrap this idea in the end.

f. Aim to facilitate OC bonding both within and between cells

Project R.A.I.S.E. XVIII was fortunate enough to have two physical OC bonding sessions

that helped to break the ice across the OC members. However, we did feel that some

cells or individuals were still on the quieter side. An important factor to cultivating

strong volunteers is the volunteers’ sense of belonging. We recommend that bonding

sessions should continue to be implemented for future iterations as we have noted that

it has left a positive impact for the more bonded cells. Should future iterations have

routinely physical beneficiary visits, we would highly recommend that the OC head for a

meal or small refreshment after the visit as an informal bonding session.

Aside from aiming to bond with your OC, it is important for project directors to hold

members accountable on their roles and responsibilities. Thrive to initiate conversions

with members who might be drifting off from their role. Furthermore, it might be good

for project directors to not select cell heads but for members to initiate and volunteer to

take up leadership roles. This would serve as a greater motivation for cell heads to take
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greater initiative and be a responsible member.

Lastly, we felt that future iterations could aim to tailor their OC roles to the needs of the

project and not be held back by perceived traditional roles.

Reported by:

Ong Jing Xiang (Mr.) & Michelle Yaochai Yinfei (Ms.)

Project Director & Assistant Project Director

Project R.A.I.S.E. XVIII

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT WE ARE ONE (WAO) III REPORT

Project Time Period: 22ndJanuary 2022 – 22th May 2022

Project WAO aims to raise awareness about the migrant workers’ scene and provide opportunities

for students to interact with the migrant workers in hopes to create a more inclusive society in the

future where we are one. In this iteration, we also aim to empower migrant workers through

meaningful engagement and workshops and help them establish a strong sense of belonging to

Singapore.

1. OBJECTIVES

Overall Objectives

● Empowerment of migrant workers, organising committee and volunteers

● Provide safe spaces for interaction between migrant workers and volunteers

● Understand and cater to the needs of migrant workers through programmes

Specific Objectives

1. Beneficiary

● To empower migrant workers and help them establish a sense of belonging to Singapore

● Provide more opportunities for migrant workers to interact with NUS students

2. Volunteers

● To increase awareness among NUS students about the migrant workers scene in Singapore

● To create a platform for NUS students to show their appreciation for the migrant workers

3. Organising Committee

● To increase their awareness and knowledge of the migrant worker scene in Singapore

● To forge long-lasting friendships during the project duration as an OC

● To develop organisational and leadership skills

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Liaw Zheng Kai

Assistant Project Director Aldo

Assistant Project Director Anniesa Foo

Secretary/Treasurer Jolene Chuah Chwee Yin

Programmes Head Thulani Keyura Dharmasena

Programmes Assistant Singi Das

Programmes Assistant Su Myat Naing
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Programmes Assistant Tan Yuan Lee

Volunteer Management Head Ong Wan Yuan

Volunteer Management Assistant Lim Li Xuan, Linette

Volunteer Management Assistant Lim Yan Ning Vivienne

Volunteer Management Assistant Tan Chuan Min Shaun

Publicity Head Sarah Han Hui Yi

Publicity Assistant Lee Shu Yee

Publicity Assistant Naila Nadeem

Publicity Assistant Tan Le Xin, Esther

Magistics Head Jazlyn Ong Wan Qing

Magistics Assistant Brian Lee Seng Wee

Magistics Assistant Matthew Goh Wei-En

Magistics Assistant Michelle Kang

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

I. Programmes/Events

Date Phase

22 January Focus Group Discussion

(Training with Facilitators@NUS on 5 January)

19 & 20 February Sports Engagement

20 & 27 March English Language Conversational Workshop

28 March – 1 April Photography Competition/Gallery

7 May – 8 May Mural Painting

22 May Gardens by the Bay Engagement

II. Beneficiaries Supported

Beneficiary Number

Sports Engagement 50

English Language Conversational Workshop 48

Gardens by the Bay Engagement 30
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III. Volunteer Statistics

Activity Internal Volunteers External Volunteers

Focus Group Discussion 17 19 participants

Sports Engagement 12 11

English Language

Conversational Workshop

16 0

Mural Painting 5 5

Gardens by the Bay Outing 3 15

IV. Collaborations

Organisation Programmes Involved Remarks

Migrant Workers’ Centre

(MWC)

Focus Group Discussion,

Mural Painting, Gardens by

the Bay Engagement

MWC sent a representative

to share about the migrant

worker scene as well as the

organisation during the

Focus Group Discussion.

They also helped with the

coordination for both the

Mural Painting and the

Gardens by the Bay

Engagement.

ItsRainingRaincoats (IRR) Focus Group Discussion IRR sent a representative to

share about the migrant

worker scene as well as the

organisation during the

Focus Group Discussion.

Humanitarian

Organisation for

Migration Economics

(HOME)

Focus Group Discussion HOME sent a representative

to share about the migrant

worker scene as well as the

organisation during the

Focus Group Discussion.

Alliance of Guest Workers

Outreach (AGWO)

Sports Engagement, English

Language Conversational

Workshop

AGWO helped with the

coordination for both the

Sports Engagement and the

English Language
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Conversational Workshop.

V. Sponsors and List of Sponsored Items

Name Items

Federation of Youth Clubs Cash Sponsorship

Leong Kai Fook Medical Company 204 bottles of AXE Brand Universal Oil

Cloversoft 180 bottles of hand sanitiser

Golden Wing Chemical 200 sachets of laundry detergent

Julie’s Manufacturing 240 packets of biscuits

Corlison Pte Ltd 200 FlossCare Classic Waxed Floss & 200

Fluorinze Mouth Rinse

Uncle Saba’s Poppadoms 100 pillow bags

VI. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $1,000.00

Total Sponsorship/Donation $2,820.36

Total Expenditure $3,903.44

Surplus/(Deficit) ($83.08)

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

I. Focus Group Discussion

This initiative was continued from the previous iteration, though the FGD for this iteration

mainly focused on migrant construction workers. The aim of this initiative is to spark

conversations about the migrant worker scene among participants and OC, giving

participants more understanding and confidence to talk about the scene. We also engaged

speakers from various organisations to give participants a broader perspective of the migrant

worker scene in Singapore.

II. Sports Engagement

We also invited migrant brothers to come down for a sports and games engagement session

at Kranji Recreational Centre. The OC planned a variety of activities for volunteers and

migrant brothers to interact with one another on a closer level, providing meaningful

engagement between the two parties.
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III. English Language Conversational Workshop

As one of our main directions is the empowerment of our migrant brothers, we organised a

workshop to improve their English Language skills. We taught our migrant brothers a range

of topics – from basic grammar to presentation skills. Through this workshop, we hope to

increase their confidence in their delivery of the English Language.

IV. Photography Competition/Gallery

This competition was planned in view of providing a platform for the migrant brothers to

showcase their photography and story-telling talents. Each participant is required to submit a

picture they took with their phones, along with a caption that tells the story of the picture.

The theme of this competition is “Singapore through the eyes of our migrant brothers”,

allowing us to understand how migrant brothers view our country from their perspective. We

then conducted an internal voting to select the best 10 entries and displayed these pictures

at University Town. Finally, to select the top 3 winners, we invited NUS students to vote for

the best entry on NUSync.

V. Mural Painting

In celebration of May Day, Migrant Workers’ Centre invited us to design a mural painting at

MWC Recreational Centre. The background paint was done on the first day, and the

remaining parts of the mural painting were done on the second day. Some of the migrant

brothers also stopped by to join in the painting.

VI. Gardens by the Bay Engagement

Lastly, to provide more opportunities for NUS students to interact with migrant brothers, we

organised an engagement session at Gardens by the Bay. We wanted to select a location

which migrant brothers may not have visited, hence we selected Cloud Forest and Flower

Dome, as these are two of the ticketed areas in Gardens by the Bay. Volunteers brought the

migrant brothers around Cloud Forest and Flower Dome, as they held conversations with one

another and took many pictures together.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

I. Focus Group Discussion

● The participation for this event was not as good as we thought, hence we opened

this event to students from other universities as well. Future iterations may consider

this if they decide to hold another FGD.

● Alternatively, the next iteration may consider holding a seminar/webinar instead to

boost participation rate.
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II. Sports Engagement

● Signups for this event were initially very low, hence the OC went to different

dormitories to encourage migrant brothers to join the engagement session on the

day itself.

● Future iterations may consider liaising with AGWO so that they can help to

coordinate the participation from the migrant brothers.

III. English Language Conversational Workshop

● Through this workshop, we noticed that more migrant brothers have difficulty

writing well in English rather than speaking well.

● The next iteration may consider holding a writing workshop instead. IV. Photography

Competition/Gallery

● Due to difficulties in finding logistics to hold the gallery at University Town, we used

logistics from the clubroom as much as we could. Hence, the gallery was not very

eye-catching to encourage students to look at it. In fact, most of the students who

voted for the competition received the notification through online sources.

● Hence, future iterations may consider to source for organisations that could help

with the gallery of the photo submissions.

Reported by:

Liaw Zheng Kai (Mr.), Aldo (Mr.), Anniesa Foo (Ms.)

Project Directors

Project We Are One III

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT ETHELONTER XVIII REPORT

February 2022 to August 2022

1. INTRODUCTION TO ETHELONTER XVIII

Ethelonter is one of the special projects under CSC. As a social volunteering camp for the students,

Ethelonter promotes interactions between students and beneficiaries, creating a platform to help

beneficiaries with sector-based needs. Ethelonter focuses on developing and instilling a volunteering

spirit within students. “Spirit of Volunteerism”, the underlying meaning of Ethelonter shows that the

project is directed towards forging a strong spirit of volunteerism in like-minded students which

encourages them to continue volunteering in their years in NUS, hopefully even after university. It

also aims to introduce the club and its myriad of volunteering platforms to not just the freshmen, but

also councillors within the camp with little volunteering experience.

2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

● Effectively recruit new volunteers, taking note of conversion rates as a deliverable

● Building close-knitted bonds within the participants of Ethelonter camp

● Empowering leaders and councillors of the event in terms of leadership and personal

development

● Helping the committee, councillors and participants learn how to volunteer and reflect on

their participation

● To empower and provide companionship for the beneficiaries, especially during the

pandemic

3. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Xiong Cheng Xing

Assistant Project Director Jermaine Basry

Assistant Project Director Annabel Twan

Secretary Treasurer Rachel Reno Lim

Councillors-In-Charge Tan Hao Ming, Ken

Councillors-In-Charge Ng Yan Fen

Publicity Head Koh Minyi Gabrielle

Publicity Assistant Wong Xin Yun

Publicity Assistant Gaur Anshita

Publicity Assistant Lin Zhengjue Elisa

Magistics Head Chin Si Hui

Magistics Assistant Wong Yuh Yang

Magistics Assistant Vicky How Wei Jie

Magistics Assistant Janelle Calista Wong

Programmes Head Amanda Han Xinzhi
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Programmes Assistant Emily Chng Ying Ying

Programmes Assistant Julian Lui

Programmes Assistant Daniel Yap Jun Liang

Programmes Assistant Tan Jing Yi Samantha

Volunteering Extravaganza Head Lu Qianying Tracie

Volunteering Extravaganza Assistant Beatrice Lim Wen Xuan

Volunteering Extravaganza Assistant Lye Pei Ling, Janice

Volunteering Extravaganza Assistant Chu Chiao Xuan

4. PROJECT TIMELINE OVERVIEW

Time Period Event/Action done Comments

7 Jan - 5 Feb OC Recruitment Mailer on 7th Jan

21 Feb Sourcing of grants

10 Mar OC Meeting 1 Intro, Ice breakers (physical)

12 Mar MC induction Job scope brief and explanation

15 Mar Start on Project Tasks Publicity and logo/shirt design,

Mags/VE emailing template,

Progs storyline and programmes

drafting, CIC councillor

recruitment draft

22 Mar Start of sourcing of

sponsors/Partner Organisations

27 Mar OC Meeting 2 Online, check on progress, answer

doubts and vote on design

28 Mar Programmes Draft 1

29 Mar Councillor Recruitments

30 Mar Van Rental Analysis *important if you want to use the

sponsored Van for logistics

transport in the future

30 Mar Publicity Campaigns start Frequent posting of camp, camp

planning on IG, tiktok

3 Apr Start of VE Recce/ VE Proposal Draft Need to see if POs are suited for

planned activities

10 Apr Programmes Draft 2
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3 Apr - 7 May Exams Period Try not to touch OC during this period

2 May Councillor recruitment ends

3 May Freshie Recruitment Draft Prepare Public NUSync form for

information collection

4 May OC Meeting 3 Mid Project Review (physical)

9 May Sponsors Finalising/Send tote

bags for printing

To confirm most details such as

collection dates

10 May Finalise Shirt Design

10 May Councillor Meeting/Training

11 May Start of freshie recruitments End of recruitment can be anytime

towards actual date as long can pay

and provide info

11 May Start of collection of sponsored

items

19 May VE Proposal Draft 2

21 May Programmes Draft 3

2 Jun Councillor Meeting 2

13 Jun Collection of Tote Bags

18 Jun Send shirt for printing Important to give around 1 month

lead time for the printing

18 Jun - 19 Jun Pre-camp with councillors Have to make sure location and

events carried out should be as

close as to actual camp

25 Jun - 26 Jun Tote bag packing, VE/Prog

items preparation,

Collection/Making of Camp

booklet

All item for the camp should be ready

2 Jul OC Meeting 4 To confirm everything before Actual

Camp

4 Jul Collection of Shirt

6 Jul - 8 Jul Actual Camp Can deliver all goodie bags to POs

during actual camp

18 Jul - 23 Jul Sponsor Acknowledgment,
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Sponsor Servicing

5. BENEFICIARIES SUPPORTED

Partner

Organisations

Address Category Number of Beneficiaries

Orange Valley

Nursing Home -

Woodlands

302A Woodlands

Street 31, #01-327,

731302, Singapore

730302

Elderly 24

Orange Valley

Nursing Home -

Marsiling

11 Woodlands Ave 1,

Singapore 739068

Elderly 24

Orange Valley

Nursing Home -

Changi

52 Biggin Hill Rd,

Singapore 509945

Elderly 24

My Inspiring Journey -

Woodlands

39 Woodlands Close,

#08-81

MEGA@Woodlands,

Singapore 737856

PWID 11

My Inspiring Journey -

Changi

168 Changi Rd,

#03-01

Paradise@Pergas

Singapore 419730

PWID 16

Extraordinary People 7500A, Block A

Beach Rd, #01-313

The Plaza, 199591

PWID 6

St Luke’s - Ayer

Rajah

150A Pandan

Gardens #01-01,

Singapore 609342

Elderly 30

St Luke’s - Bukit

Timah

310 Clementi Ave 4,

#01-263 Singapore

120310

Elderly 40

Tembusu Elder Care Block 31A, Multi

Car Park level 6,

Singapore 401031

Elderly 20
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Tembusu Senior

Activity Centre

Block 3 Eunos

Crescent, #01-2585

Singapore 400001

Elderly 20

Meranti Home Blk 860 Woodlands

St 83 #01-170

Singapore 730861

Elderly 20

TOTAL 235

6. RECRUITMENT STATISTICS

6.1. Councillor Recruitment

Target Councillors 16

Total Applicants 25

Final Confirmed 16

Gender Ratio 7 Females : 9 Males

6.2. Freshman Recruitment

Target Freshmen 64

Total Applicants 75

Total Paid Applicants 62

Final Confirmed 54

Gender Ratio 35 Females : 19 Males → 1:1.8 Ratio

7. SPONSORS AND SPONSORED ITEMS

Total Sponsors and Donors = 22 (excluding PRAC)

Company Name Quantity Items Sponsored

Sapore Italiano (NUS) $300 Cash Donation

SPD Scientific $200 CapitaLand Cash Vouchers

National Youth

Council

80 Notebooks

120 Paper-Clips

WE Cinemas 110 Discount Coupons

Active Zone, Asian

Sports

110 Vouchers

JOURNEY 192 Notebooks
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Unico Distribution

Services

240 Coffee Sachets

360 Coffee Sachets

Kingdom Food Group 270 Discount Vouchers

BBQ Wholesale 270 Discount Cards

Wen Ken Drug

Company

216 Cooling Water

Cloversoft 216 Hand Sanitisers

Wah Mee Silk Screen 350 Caps

Rooki Beauty 270 Vouchers

Khong Guan Biscuit

Factory

270 Fancy Gem Biscuits

NUS Alumni Relations 270 Reusable Face Masks

Popular Lens 270 Vouchers

Cates SG 90 Vouchers

National Council of

Social Service

350 Pens

100 Mini-Notepads with Pens

National Heritage

Board

350 Pens

20 Notebooks

10 Mom Mini Gusset Bags

MGP Label 270 Vouchers

VaVie 124 Hand Sanitisers

Nestle 720 Kit Kat Chocolate

*Partial Sponsorship with “The Teeser” for T-shirts printing and “Gift Market” and “DC9” for Tote

Bags

8. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Grant / Cash Sponsor Actual Income Actual Expense Leftover

CSC Funding $2,000.00 $2,035.36 -$35.36

YCM $5,000.00 $2,805.53 $2,194.47

OscarSG Fund $3,184.00 $1,617.21 $1,566.79

CEF $3,588.80 $0.00 $3,588.80
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Donations $867.30 $831.94 $35.36

Total $14,640.10 $7,290.04 $7,350.06

9. PROJECT DEVELOPMENTS

9.1. Programmes Changes

In general, this iteration of Ethelonter has not changed much since the last iteration. The

biggest change is the reduction of camp days to 3 physical days due to Covid-19 pandemic

implications. As such, we have removed Sentosa from the programmes due to consideration

of high costs, booking availability and OSA’s permission. Second Programme Changes is the

absence of Children & Youth beneficiaries service. This is mainly due to the Volunteering

Extravaganza being held on the morning and afternoon of a Friday. Most Children & Youth

Services are unavailable at that time. I believe that future iteration should try to search for

Children & Youth Services either with greater outreach or changing VE day from a weekday.

9.2. Publicity Improvements

This iteration, Ethelonter managed to use Tiktok as a platform for greater outreach to the

younger generation. The Publicity Team managed to create an account and have the

councillors participate in various videos that are to be posted on the Tiktok account. This is in

response to the influx of freshmen inquiring about freshmen orientation camps on the

platform. For the future iteration, it is wise to continue with this platform outreach and have

earlier videos even into the planning stage to garner enough following before the application

links to be released.

9.3. Empowerment Activities

This iteration focuses on a tad of empowerment and skill-based activities. Cluedo,

Mysterious Journey and even Volunteering Extravaganza involved various empowering

activities. Cluedo and Mysterious Journey allowed participants to be more in-depth with the

how-tos when interacting with the different sectors of beneficiaries that CSC serves.

Volunteering Extravaganza has terrarium making, memory games and even tote bag painting

as skill-based activities for the elderly and participants.

10. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE ITERATIONS

a. Have an overarching theme to follow throughout

This iteration of Ethelonter focuses much on the volunteering aspect while neglecting the

theme of the entire camp. We have an Egyptian theme for the orientation camp. However,

there is no link towards the theme even for most of the games and activities. The future
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iterations can be considered to include more storyline and linked themes to the entirety of

the project.

b. Have a constant communication with Partner Organisation

One issue we have met during the process of the camp is the sudden cancellation by one of

the partner organisations of the visit during the camp, two days before volunteering

extravaganza. This is due to the sudden influx of the covid-19 cases during the pandemic that

caused fear in the Partner Organisation. For future iterations, it is a good idea for VE cell to

keep in constant contact with the partner organisation especially before camp to confirm

attendance and prevent any last minute cancellations. If there are still cancellations, be

flexible and spread out manpower to the remaining sessions available.

Reported by:

Xiong Cheng Xing (Mr.), Jeramine Basry (Ms.), Annabel Twan (Ms.)

Project Directors

Ethelontêr XVIII

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PAINT-A-HOME XXII REPORT

[7th April 2021 to 4thJanuary 2022]

Painting shades of love

1. OBJECTIVES

The following below are objectives for this year’s iteration:

Beneficiaries

- Provide a more comfortable home for our beneficiaries by helping them to clean

- Ensure that they feel cared for throughout the entire process

- Canvas painting sessions with volunteers and seniors to be held at their houses and these

paintings can be hung at home to brighten up their living conditions

Volunteers

- To increase the awareness of the less privileged/fortunate community in our society,

which ultimately fosters a greater sense of empathy in volunteers

-  To develop a sense of volunteerism

- Provide opportunities to not just improve beneficiaries’ living conditions but also bolstering

interaction with the beneficiaries.

Organising Committee

- To hone leadership and communication skills throughout the process of this project

- Forge stronger bonds between the committee members

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Tan Jia Mi Sharon

Assistant Project Director Lee Wei Qing

Secretary/Treasurer Han Jie Yuan

Liaison Head Ng Shi En Felicia

Liaison Head Tay Yu Qi Callie

Liaison Assistant Katherine Toh Shi Min

Liaison Assistant Winnie Zhang Wei

Liaison Assistant Lim Yan Ning

Design Head Matthew Ng

Design Assistant Tan Li Ting

Design Assistant Goh Siu Fung Olive

Design Assistant Tay Ngan Lin

Volunteer Management Head Angela Yap Yan Jun
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Volunteer Management Assistant Chloe Goh Qinyi

Volunteer Management Assistant Ng Guan Ying

Volunteer Management Assistant Rebecca Tay Ling Hui

Logistics Head Tan Jia Xin Shereen

Logistics Assistant Er Ming Yong

Logistics Assistant Loo Wan Hong

Logistics Assistant Tan Zheng Jie Rowell

Logistics Assistant Felicia Ng Sock Hiang

Logistics Assistant Lim Han Wei, Dillon

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

a. Programmes/Events

Name Date/Time Venue

OC Meeting 1 7 April 2021 YIH Student Lounge Conference Room

OC Meeting 2 7 May 2021 Zoom

OC Meeting 3 22 May 2021 Zoom

OC Meeting 4 9 July 2021 Zoom

OC Meeting 5 13 August 2021 Zoom

OC Meeting 6 4 September

2021

Zoom

OC Meeting 7 1 December 2021 YIH Student Lounge Conference Room

Actual Event Day 1 4 December 2021 Care Corner Senior Activity Centre (Toa

Payoh, Block 5)

Actual Event Day 2 11 December

2021

Tembusu Senior Activity Centre

(Eunos)

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

Care Corner Senior Activity Centre (Toa Payoh, Block 5) 7

Tembusu Senior Activity Centre (Eunos) 9

c. Volunteer Statistics

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events:

- Actual Event Day 1: 18

- Actual Event Day 2: 25
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ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary):

- No external volunteers were recruited in this iteration due to the COVID-19 situation.

iii. Total Volunteer Count (Unique): 43

d. Collaborations

i. Care Corner Senior Activity Centre (Toa Payoh, Block 5)

Care Corner Senior Activity Centre (Toa Payoh, Block 5). Their vision is to care for every

corner in Singapore and their mission is to build hope and promote well-being of

individuals and families in the community through social and health care services.

ii. Tembusu Senior Activity Centre (Eunos)

Tembusu Senior Activity Centre seeks to assist low income seniors living in HDB rental

flats by establishing a social support network. The senior activity centre aimed to be a

neighbourhood focal point in the Eunos community. Programmes and activities are

designed to engage seniors and to improve their general wellbeing. This is done through

encouraging community involvement, promoting an active volunteer movement,

providing health education and case work services as well as establishing a local support

network.

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name Items

TigerBalm - 25 x 2 bottles of Kwan Loong Medicated Oil (3ml)

- 120 tubes of Tiger Balm ACTIVE Muscle Gel 60g

Popular Rent A Car Pte. Ltd. - 1 x Van Rental for 12 Days

Kingdom Food Group - 15% OFF E- Vouchers, Valid till 31 May 2022

The Nail Social - 20% discount (first time customers)

Singapore Pools - 120 collapsible cups

ShareTea - 120 x $2 vouchers

Wen Ken Drug Company Pte. Ltd. -  192 x Three Legs Cooltopia Cooling Water

Pu Hua International Pte Ltd - 21 drums of 5L white paint
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f. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $1,000.00

Total Sponsorship/Donation $ 3,200.00

Total Expenditure $ 2725.93

Surplus $ 1474.07

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

a.  Changing the nature of the project from painting to cleaning in light of COVID-19 situation

Due to the COVID-19 restrictions this year, we had to change the nature of the project from

painting to cleaning. In view of this, we have decided to hold engagement activities such as

canvas painting sessions and prepared booklets to educate seniors on technology and ways

to look out for scams. In doing so, we hope to boost the morale of seniors who have been

greatly isolated in this COVID situation and bring smiles to their faces.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Beneficiary Visit

The purpose of the beneficiary visits was to assess the condition of the units prior to the

cleaning and understand the needs of the seniors. However, on the actual day, the seniors

would request the volunteers to clean other parts of the house that were previously not

mentioned during the beneficiary visits. This led to some units taking longer than the

allocated time. This is an area of improvement which future iterations should work on such

that there would be less unforeseen situations that occur during the actual days.

Reported by:

Tan Jia Mi Sharon (Ms.) & Lee Wei Qing (Ms.)

Project Directors

Paint-A-Home XXII

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT CSC DAY XVI REPORT

18thOctober 2021 to 31thJanuary 2022

Project CSC Day XVI aims to provide opportunities for students and volunteers to interact with

beneficiaries from different sectors. Through the different games and activities planned, we

hoped to create a platform for beneficiaries across different sectors to bond and understand each

other.

1. OBJECTIVES

● Provide companionship to the beneficiaries who would have been suffering from

loneliness during the Covid-19 period

● To raise awareness among NUS Students about the different sectors that CSC

works with and empower them to be active volunteers in future projects.

● To bridge the gap between different sectors of beneficiaries whilst promoting the

spirit of giving especially during the period of Christmas.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Hu Pei Pei

Assistant Project Director Pietro Ng Run Kang

Assistant Project Director Tan Teong Yu Owen

Secretary/Treasurer Aishwarya Afiqah Putri Binte Mohamad

Hamzi

Liaison Head Rachel Koh Gek Sze

Liaison Assistant Goh Ray Hann

Liaison Assistant Ang Mun Ying, Beverly

Liaison Assistant Yeo Hui Yi

Magistics Head Xiong Cheng Xing

Magistics Assistant Mehak A Sharma

Magistics Assistant Pung Kar Sian Elizabeth

Magistics Assistant Teh Jie Ren

Programmes Head Lum Shi Wen, Gabrielle

Programmes Assistant Ong Kai Ting, Erin

Programmes Assistant Liu Shuen Qi

Programmes Assistant Nomuundari Dugersuren

Publicity Head Lim Danqi

Publicity Assistant Germaine Seah Wei Ting

Publicity Assistant Helen Lim Qian Yu

Publicity Assistant Lim Zi Ying Clarice
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

a. Programmes/Events

Event Name Date Venue

Publicity Drive 29 November 2021 - 3

December 2021

Online / Social Media

Sector Based Session (Children) 18 December 2021 Zoom

Sector Based Session (Elderly) 20 December 2021 Zoom

Sector Based Session (PWID) 23 December 2021 Zoom

Main Day Event 8 January 2022 Zoom

Delivery of Goodie Bags to Partner

Organisations

20 January 2022 partner

organisation addresses

Respective partner

organisation

addresses

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

SHINE Youth and Children Services 26

Tembusu Senior Activity Centre 55

Movement of Inclusivity 3

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled 17

c. Volunteer Statistics

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events

Sector Based Session (Children) 20

Sector Based Session (Elderly) 28

Main Day Event 35

ii. Total Volunteer Count and unique count

Total Volunteer Count: 83 Volunteers

Unique Volunteer Count: 72 Volunteers
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d. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $1,500

Total Sponsorship/Donations $3,250

Total Expenditure $3,779.63

Surplus/Deficit $970.91

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

a. Initial Phase

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, our project was fully held online. When searching for

Partner organisations, it was important to check with them if they could support

online volunteering.

b. Publicity Drive

As our Publicity Drive was fully online, Publicity cell came up with a series of posts

ranging from interactive to informational posts about our various sectors.

Information of our POs was consolidated into an Info Booklet that was given to

prospective volunteers to learn more about our POs.

c. Sector-Based Sessions & Main Day Session

Programmes planned had to be online and were catered to the different technical

capabilities of the POs and beneficiaries. This iteration, we introduced a Gift of

Friendship for beneficiaries of different sectors to exchange gifts. A mixed sector

segment was also introduced to enable cross-sector interactions between

beneficiaries.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Collaboration between cells:

The Publicity cell had significant downtime after their Publicity drive. Hence, the cell

can be involved by designing the slides template for the activities but the

Programmes cell should still design the slides for the games as they would

understand the activities the most. The Liaison cell worked with the Publicity cell to

design our lanyard and information booklet, which helped to align the designs to our

theme.
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b. Creation of Volunteer Booklets

While the volunteer booklet is undoubtedly a useful tool for volunteers to

understand more about the event and the activities, however, many volunteers did

not read through it prior to the event. Hence, it would be beneficial for the new

Project Directors and Liaison cell to evaluate the relevance of the volunteer booklet

and if so, how can we better encourage them to understand the games before

volunteering. Furthermore, the Liaison cell can also brainstorm about other relevant

information that can be shared with volunteers such as the game slides for

facilitation.

c. Magistics Cell Manpower Allocation

A feedback from the Magistics Cell is that prompt liaising can be done by allocating a

Magistics member to each cell. That way, the cell can constantly be kept on the loop

throughout the planning process. However, if the future iterations consider

implementing this, they would have to balance the dynamics well by ensuring that

each cell would not be too reliant on that one Magistics member. There’s also a risk

of the cell becoming divided and thus, future PDs will have to think of ingenious

ways for the cell to bond with such manpower allocation.

d. Involvement of Secretary Treasurer

The Secretary Treasurer feedbacked that this role could be more involved in the

finance planning aspects of the project. Future Project directors can think of ways to

involve this role in more aspects of budgeting, which would also help in the post

project administrative matters such as grants reimbursements. As our iteration was

online and there was minimal spending, the workload of the Secretary Treasurer was

rather low. Future iterations can consider giving the sect-tres double roles so that

the sect-tres will feel more involved in the project.

Reported by:

Hu Pei Pei (Ms.), Tan Teong Yu Owen (Mr.), Pietro Ng Run Kang (Mr.)

Project Directors

Project CSC Day XVI

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT LUNA REPORT AY 2021/2022

Jan 2022 - Apr 2022

LEAP allows us to have the freedom and initiative to carry out a project of our interest with

guidance from NUS CSC.

1. OBJECTIVES

To provide Persons on the Autism Spectrum (PAS) with positive experiences and exposure to

soft skills.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Co-Project Director Crystal Yong Ting

Co-Project Director Tan Xin Ya

Secretary/Treasurer Chin Hui Ling

Publicity Member Vanessa-Ashley Teong

Publicity Member Yeo Hui Yu

Publicity Member Yeo Hui Ling

Programmes Member Yutaro Kitahara

Programmes Member Cheng Yu Heng

Programmes Member Isaac Thum Jun Long

Programmes Member Chen Ying

Programmes Member Thong Isabelle

Programmes Member Niko Ong

Programmes Member Chan Kai Ting

Programmes Member Tay Ngan Lin

Programmes Member Low Mun Shuen

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Luna is a project endorsed under the National University of Singapore Community

Service Club. It aims to provide Persons on the Autism Spectrum (PAS) with positive

experiences and exposure to soft skills. We will be partnering with St Andrew’s Autism

Centre (SAAC), a non-profit organisation for education, training and care for PAS and their

families. We will be working with both St Andrew’s Autism School (SAAS) and their Day

Activity Centre (DAC). We will be volunteering weekly to befriend our students and clients

with the intention of planning an outing or on-campus event for them at the end of the

project.
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a. Programmes/Events

Name Events Timeline Venue

Weekly

Volunteering

Sessions

8 of our volunteers are attached to 8 individual

classes, while 7 of our volunteers are attached

to the DAC. They will be going down to SAAS

and DAC respectively individually every week

to get to know the students and clients better

in class. This will provide a comfortable

environment for the students and clients to

familiarise themselves with our volunteers as

well.

Through weekly volunteering sessions, we

hope that our volunteers are able to build

rapport with both students and clients in order

to plan an outing or on-campus event at the

end of the project. We hope that the event

will prove to be a positive experience with

opportunities for soft skill learning.

January-April

2022

St Andrew's Autism

School and Day

Activity Centre

Carnival

Event

At the end of all volunteering sessions, both

the volunteers from SAAS and DAC organised

an exciting carnival event for the students and

clients.

Carnival Booths for SAAS:

● Woody’s Ring Toss

● Olaf’s Snowball

● Pooh’s Honey Sticks

● Rapunzel’s Art Corner

● Minion’s Photo Booth

● Snack Corner

Soft Skill Learning Opportunities for SAAS:

● Communication through purchasing

● Respect and Courtesy through

queueing up and waiting for their turn

● Listening and following instructions

14 April 2022 St Andrew’s Autism

Centre Seminar

Rooms 1&2 and

Multi-Purpose Hall
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Carnival Booths for DAC:

● Da Football

● Da Ring Toss

● Da Fishing

● Da Bowling

● Da Topple

Soft Skills Learning Opportunities for DAC:

● Respect and Courtesy through

queueing up and waiting for their turn

● Listening and following instructions

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

St Andrew’s Autism School 57

St Andrew’s Day Activity Centre 45

c. Volunteer Statistics

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each event

1. 15 Organising Committee Members

ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary)

iii. Total Volunteer count and unique count

1. 15 Organising Committee Members

d. Collaborations

i. Name of Organisation worked with

1. St Andrew’s Autism School: Offers a comprehensive developmental

curriculum in accord with evidence-based practices for students on

the autism spectrum.

2. St Andrew’s Day Activity Centre: Helps clients work toward

independence through training and support in daily living,

recreational, vocational, and community skills.

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name Items
NUS CSC Project T-shirts, Tickets for recce trip, Welfare,

Transportation of logistics, Plague for PO
Temasek Funds All logistics for carnival
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f. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated NUS CSC Funds: $500.00
Total Sponsorship/Donation Temasek Funds: $1134.00

Total Expenditure $999.49
Surplus/ (Deficit) $634.51

4. CHALLENGES FACED

a. Change of plans as a result of COVID-19

Elaboration: Due to COVID-19 restrictions in place, there was trouble getting

approval for Plan A: JEWEL Changi Outing for the students and clients. Both SAAS

and DAC were concerned about the COVID-19 restrictions in a shopping mall and the

vaccination status of their students and clients.

Solution: We proposed Plan B: Carnival Event (On campus) so that our students and

clients would be able to comfortably enjoy a positive experience and practice their

soft skills in a safe space.

5. RECOMMENDED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Expand our reach to a wider group of beneficiaries

Elaboration: Due to COVID-19 restrictions, only a small number of volunteers could

be involved in the project as limited people are allowed on campus. We felt like we

could expand the reach across more classes and clients so that more beneficiaries

could be involved in our project.

b. Space the project out more evenly with a longer timeline

Elaboration: If Project Luna becomes a Regular Volunteering Project or a Special

Project, we would be able to have more volunteering sessions and could also host

more outings and events for the beneficiaries.

Reported By:

Crystal Yong Ting (Ms.), Tan Xin Ya (Ms.)

Co-Project Directors

Project Luna

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT POLARIS REPORT AY 2021/2022

LEAP allows us to have the freedom and initiative to carry out a project of our interest with guidance

from NUS CSC.

1. OBJECTIVES

● To instil life skills in children from rental flats through weekly activities. At the same

time, provide these children opportunities to discover their interests.

● To provide emotional support through providing companionship and a listening ear

where they are free to share their feelings and emotions.

● To improve bonding between children and parents, items made from weekly

activities could be gifted to parents to express gratitude and love.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Shermaine Tan

Assistant Project Director Feng Xueyi

Secretary/Treasurer Sean Peh JingKai

Publicity Head Jeslyn Jeslyn Teo Hui En

Publicity Executive Phua Hui Xin

Volunteer Management Head Wee Si Kai

Volunteer Management Executive Pagdanganan Risa Marielle Gosioco

Volunteer Management Executive Ho Lok Wah

Programmes Head Soo Jia Xi

Programmes Executive Ng Kee Kiat, Benjamin

Programmes Executive Lo Zhao Wei

Programmes Executive Bong Hui Yi

Marketing & Logistics Head Ng Xin Jie

Marketing & Logistics Executive Ho En Jared

Marketing & Logistics Executive Wo Pui Yin

Marketing & Logistics Executive Xu Jiaheng

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Polaris is a project endorsed under the National University of Singapore Community

Service Club. It aims to empower less privileged children from rental flats by providing them

with the opportunities to explore their interests. At the same time, we hope to provide

emotional support along the way and help them tighten the knit with their family through

interesting activities.
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We partnered with Blessing In A Bag for this project, where we will pick up children from

their respective blocks during every session and take private transport together to our

designated location. Over the 2 months, we conducted 6 different activities at 6 different

locations. These activities consist of physical activities and online activities, outdoor and

indoor, hands-on, and hands-off.

We touched the lives of 20 children through this project.

a. Programmes/Events

Name Events Timeline Venue

Trekking In
Nature

Develop children's life readiness, mental,
emotional & social wellness by

Building endurance and resilience through
overcoming challenges strength

Working together with one another to plan
the route

Encouraging one another to journey on
Appreciating Mother Nature

Bonding with mentor volunteers

12 February 2022 Coney Island

Critical Thinker Children will learn how to use critical
thinking to solve problems through a set of

games

19 February 2022 Blessing in a bag
HQ

Decisions
Decisions

Children will learn how to make the right
decisions, by evaluating the situation and

consequences of each action

12 March 2022 online - zoom

Terrarium
Making

Children will learn how to practice
mindfulness by focusing on designs in their

terrarium

19 March 2022 The fun empire

Cooking &
Financial

Management

Children will learn how to budget needs
before wants

Children will learn fundamental skills to
prepare a meal

26 March 2022 the little things

Project Polaris
Carnival

Finale for the project, to connect children
and their parents through different games

specifically designed for them

16 April 2022 NUS Student
lounge
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b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary Number

Blessings in a Bag 20

c. Volunteer Statistics

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each event

Trekking 23

Critical Thinking 14

Decisions Decisions 11

Terrarium 9

Cooking Workshop 10

Carnival 27

Ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary)

2- 3 external volunteer from Blessing in a bag (not counted in the number mentioned above)

iii. Total Volunteer count and unique count: 32 volunteers

d. Collaborations

Name of Organisation worked with

1. Blessing in a bag

2. The fun empire

3. The little things

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name Items

Temasek Oscar Fund $1526.16

CSC Fund $500

Blessings in a Bag Lucky Draw Prizes
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f. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $2137

Total Sponsorship/Donation -

Total Expenditure $2026.16

Surplus/Deficit $110.84

4. CHALLENGES FACED

a. Number of beneficiaries are not fixed

Elaboration: Initially, we wanted a fixed group of beneficiaries throughout the event,

however, due to the nature of the partnering organisation, we had to do it based on a

sign-up basis. Therefore, the number of beneficiaries attending events varies across the

different activities. This makes it very difficult for us to allocate volunteers.

Solution: We suggested to the partnering organisation to send the sign-up forms at least 1-2

weeks before the actual event so that we could have a rough gauge of the number of

participants and from there, be able to book slots for the different workshops and allocate

volunteers.

b. Treating this project as work instead of an alternative platform for bonding

Elaboration: Did not conduct much bonding activities for volunteers and Ocomm members,

therefore, there were delays in communicating information. And some gaps in coordination

between the different cells. Relied on PD and VPD to pass on the message from cell to cells,

Solution: We created a group mainly for heads from specific cells, so that they are able to

communicate to each other in that particular group. When PD/VPD receive private messages

from the cell members, we encourage them to share in the main group if those informations

are related to other cells.

5. RECOMMENDED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

a. Expand our reach to a wider group of beneficiaries

Elaboration: Initially the partnering organisation told us that there will be 27-30 participants

for each session, hence, we increased our budget to cater to this number. However, the

actual number was around 10-15 on an average.

Therefore, it will be good if we have another pool of beneficiaries that we can invite to our

event.
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b. Clarify all information before proceeding.

Elaboration: During the initial phase, the timeline was tight, therefore, we rushed to confirm

our partnering organisation without clarifying all information in detail. This lead to quite a

few of problems, namely -- the background of the beneficiaries that we are serving and the

number of beneficiary that will attend the activities,

Reported by:

Shermaine Tan Lexin (Ms.),Feng Xueyi (Ms.)

Project Director, Assistant Project Director

Project Polaris

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT WELLDERLY REPORT AY 2021/2022

LEAP allows us to have the freedom and initiative to carry out a project of our interest with

guidance from NUS CSC.

1. OBJECTIVES

● To improve mental health of elderly seniors through incorporating social,

psychological, environmental and physical dimensions of mental wellness in our

engagement with them;

● To raise awareness about mental wellness amongst student volunteers, organising

committee members and partner organisations;

● To incorporate objective 1 & 2 into long-term regular volunteering programmes of

CSC.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Chow Si Qing

Assistant Project Director Caleb Ang Si Kai

Secretary/Treasurer Jermaine Basry

Volunteer Management IC Clarissa Ai Ling Goh

Volunteer Management Assistant Loh Emi

Volunteer Management Assistant Lim Jun Yi, Keith

Publicity IC Chiu Zheng Qian

Publicity Assistant Wang Jing Wen

Publicity Assistant Dai Hong Li, Zanelle

Programmes-Logistics IC Lucia Pan Yucheng

Programmes-Logistics Assistant (Environmental) Ting Ya En

Programmes-Logistics Assistant (Physical) Lai Tzu Zheng

Programmes-Logistics Assistant (Psychological) Yang Qiao Hui

Programmes-Logistics Assistant (Social) Tang Jiayue

Programmes-Logistics Assistant (Psychological) Cham Fang Ling, Lynnet (removed)

Programmes-Logistics Assistant(Social) Atreyee Basak (Teesha) (removed)

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Wellderly was inspired by an identified issue across most CSC’s Regular Volunteering

Programmes (RVPs) that there was a lack of mental health related initiatives in engaging

beneficiaries.
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Mental health workshops on self-care and learning more about elderly mental health were

hosted in collaboration with NUS OSA Student Wellness and VC@Tampines/Brahm Centre

respectively. These workshops helped to raise awareness about mental health for oneself

and of the elderly amongst volunteers of Wellderly and CSC. They also prepped the

volunteers with relevant knowledge and skills to interact with the elderly, which was

especially useful since most were first-time volunteers. Realising that language barrier was a

common concern amongst volunteers, a Mandarin lesson on common mental wellness terms

was held before the engagement sessions began.

Partnering with TOUCH@AMK 433, we planned and executed a 8-week programme for 10

seniors who are living alone and possibly at risk of mental health issues. These programmes

were designed to fit concepts of mental wellness pertaining to social, psychological,

environmental and physical perspectives of improving mental health. During each

engagement session, we provided brief information on mental wellness and conducted

hands-on activities that were relevant to the information we shared.

a. Programmes/Events

Name Events Timeline Venue

Volunteer

Training

Mental Well-being workshop by

VC@Tampines/Brahm Centre

14 Dec 2021 Online

Volunteer

Training

Stress Management Workshop by

NUS OSA Wellness

6 Jan 2022 Online

Volunteer

Training

Mandarin Lesson 16 Feb 2022 Online

8-week

engagement

session

Plan and execute programmes for

seniors at TOUCH@AMK 433

17 Feb 2022

- 9 Apr 2022

TOUCHp

oint@

AMK 433

b. Beneficiary Supported

Beneficiary (Partner Organisation) Number

Seniors living around AMK BLK 433 10

c. Volunteer Statistics

Breakdown Number

Volunteer Count for Each Event*

Internal Volunteers (NUS Students) 17

External Volunteers (Non-NUS Students) 0

Total Volunteer Count 17
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Total Unique Volunteer Count 17

a. Collaborations

Organisation Name Description of Collaboration

Total Wellness

Initiative SG

Consultant for programme design on mental

wellness

VC@Tampines /

Brahm Centre

Conducted mental well-being workshop for

volunteers

NUS OSA Student

Wellness Team

Conducted stress management workshop for

volunteers

b. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated $500

Total Sponsorship/Donation $0

Total Grant $6965

Total Expenditure $2084.50

Surplus/ (Deficit) $5380.50

2. CHALLENGES FACED

a. Co-creation of activities with seniors

One challenge was attempting to co-create the activities with the seniors. Although

we did consult the seniors prior to the beginning of our project, on our first session,

and even throughout the project, it was inferred that the seniors may not have

sufficient knowledge about mental wellness to tell us what sort of activities they will

appreciate in this context. Nonetheless, we were able to fulfil some activity requests,

especially during the skills sharing session where seniors got to choose the skill they

wanted to learn. One senior also shared a botany-making skill she had with the

volunteers. Overall, seniors were still satisfied with the activities that we had

planned and were decently happy with the fresh exposure.

b. Sharing mental wellness information with seniors

Although most seniors were able to absorb and retain the information we shared,

some were unable or unwilling to. This could be due to the seniors’ predisposing

conditions that may have affected their attention span and memory capacity.

Long-standing mindsets about mental health may have hindered the willingness to

take the topic seriously. Volunteers tried to overcome this challenge by simplifying
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the words used to explain concepts of mental wellness and relating them to the

seniors' everyday life.

c. Impact measurement of mental wellness

We were not able to measure whether the beneficiaries truly benefited from the

project. We only have superficial impressions and results from our not-so-accurate

surveys that seem to suggest that the beneficiaries enjoyed the project and generally

retained the mental wellness information we shared. Students are not equipped

with adequate knowledge, skills, expertise and equipment to conduct such

measurements. Attempting to measure “mental wellness” without the adequate

tools will only lead to fluffy/superficial results like in our case (in my opinion). Other

ideas like outsourcing the impact measurement to professionals may be costly to

both CSC and the PO engaged, as most POs do not have a professional mental health

team already in place.

3. RECOMMENDED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Pre-volunteering initiatives such as mental health workshops, volunteer training,

goal/expectation setting and bonding should be emphasised. For mental health workshops,

topics should cover mental health for volunteers (self-care, supporting peers etc.) and adopt

an interactive style (facilitating discussions on mental health and wellness). In addition,

topics like elderly mental health (challenges that they face that put them at risk of mental

health issues etc.) should also be covered. For volunteer training, it would be good to survey

the concerns that recruited volunteers may have before arranging for the workshops to

tackle those concerns. With all these initiatives, it is also important to keep it concise so that

volunteers don’t feel like there are too many things to attend.

Co-creation of activities with the seniors (or any other beneficiary group) should be

emphasised. Although I am unsure if it will guarantee a better experience, I think CSC

programmes should look into it, as more often than not activities are designed in a top-down

manner. For our project, perhaps we could have spent more time trying to gather

information from the elderly on what they thought of mental wellness.

I would encourage that if mental health related programmes were to be inculcated in CSC,

that we do not obsess over the measurement of impact (if possible – sometimes when we

apply for grants it is mandatory). Mental wellness is a journey that differs from person to

person. By inculcating mental wellness concepts in future programmes, there will always be

something to be learnt by everyone no matter how far we are in our own journey as long as

it is planned with purpose.
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It is also useful to note that if mental wellness activities were incorporated in

projects/programmes that serve children or persons with intellectual disabilities, there may

be more restrictions involved (e.g. red tape surrounding parents, partner organisation etc.).

4. POTENTIAL FOR IMPLEMENTATION INTO NUS CSC

The project’s objectives were foreseen to be integrated into NUS CSC RVPs.

As RVPs work with a consistent group of volunteers and beneficiaries, the existing rapport

between volunteer-beneficiary, volunteer-volunteer and beneficiary-beneficiary is useful

because the sense of trust is already somewhat established. The beneficiaries may be more

comfortable and open to topics on mental wellness. It is also easier to ensure beneficiaries

continue to apply the mental wellness initiatives in their daily lives on their own. Volunteers

(and committee members) may also be more open to share their experiences with familiar

faces. As mental health is a hot topic amongst NUS students now, more regular volunteers

may be encouraged to come up with their own initiatives and activities when interacting

with their beneficiaries (given that the committee gets the ball rolling + provides

resource/opportunity). This would further optimise the specificity of arranging activities that

are suited for the individual beneficiary. In an ideal situation, mental health topics may be

more comfortably shared among volunteers, which can encourage help-seeking in the NUS

or even Singapore community.

Moreover, volunteering may also be a part of the mental wellness journey for some

(  https://www.nami.org/Blogs/NAMI-Blog/February-2022/How-Volunteering-Improves-Ment

al-Health). Through consistent volunteer reflection (and highlighting its benefits for mental

health), some people may find greater meaning and value in volunteering. This can help with

volunteer retention rates (which is an issue in RVPs).

Reported by:

Chow Si Qing (Ms.), Caleb Ang Si Kai (Mr.)

Project Director, Assistant Project Director

Project Wellderly

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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PROJECT SPARKSEED AY 2021/2022

1. OBJECTIVES

Stakeholders Objectives

Beneficiaries Create better and more relevant programmes that meet their needs

effectively. Improve the quality of programmes through the injection of

new ideas that will help to create more engaging and meaningful

volunteering sessions. To gain more public awareness from the public.

Participants

(Volunteers)

Introduction to volunteerism and learning more about the needs of the

beneficiaries through direct interactions. To enable them to understand the

situations of different beneficiaries and gain personal development and

growth.

The sense of achievement where their effort and passion are seen and

recognised. Valuable experiences and learnings from interacting with the

beneficiaries directly.

CSC To gain valuable volunteers who are willing to continue serving and leading

from their heart for the betterment of others and for their own learning

experiences for the years they are in NUS and after.

Organising

Committee

To achieve personal growth and soft skills such as communication and

adaptability. We hope all OC members would be able to achieve a sense of

achievement and the skill to organise and lead.

Partner

Organisations

(External

Organisations &

Consultants)

To adopt potential projects to benefit their beneficiaries/ select some

potential activities that they can pick up to implement for their

beneficiaries and for future volunteers that join them.

Raise public recognition/ awareness from NUS youth about their

organisation and share their know-how.

2. ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Project Director Chin Hui Ling

Assistant Project Director Muthuraman Sivasangari

Secretary-Treasurer Lee Jia Lin, Rachel

Liaison Cell Head Dewi Murni Bte Musa
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Liaison Cell Assistant Aishah Munirah Binte Mohamed Khair

Liaison Cell Assistant Cheo Zichun

Liaison Cell Assistant Rachel Goh ERN SI

Liaison Cell Assistant Sameeha Parveen

Participant Management Cell Co-Head Chua Shang Eng Crystal

Participant Management Cell Co-Head Lim Shi Ying

Participant Management Cell Assistant Benedict Koh Wee Seng

Participant Management Cell Assistant Seah Zhi Han Mervyn

Publicity Cell Head Ryan Sng Wei En

Publicity Cell Assistant Alicia Lim Ting

Publicity Cell Assistant Parisa Mouri

Magistics Cell Head Leong Jo Yie

Magistics Cell Assistant Jessica San

Magistics Cell Assistant Shermaine Tan Lexin

Magistics Cell Assistant Wong Jolin

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW

a. Problem Statement

The problem statement for SparkSeed II was:

“It has been 2 years since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, and it has brought to light

many issues across various communities in Singapore, particularly in the area of mental

health and social isolation.

However, over the two years, we have been able to slowly gain back the social lives that we

had led pre-COVID. Now, as we enter this transitional phase out of the pandemic, how can

we continue to

i) address the gaps to promote mental health or social welfare or self-fulfilment for the

beneficiaries and

ii)  increase social awareness of the public of the beneficiaries?”

b. New Initiatives

There were a total of 3 new initiatives introduced in SparkSeed II, namely the First

Participant Meeting, Volunteering Segment, and the Mass Sharing Session.

The first participant meeting is a newly-introduced segment in SparkSeed II, with the

purpose of bonding participants through games and activities planned. This is especially
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important due to the resumption of physical events and bonding among participants is

critical and helpful in providing positive experiences for the participants.

The volunteering segment is newly introduced, as suggested by the committee of SparkSeed

I. The volunteering segment serves as a chance for participants to go down to the POs’

location to directly volunteer and interact with beneficiaries.

The mass sharing session is a newly introduced session as well, with the aim of providing a

chill platform for participants to bond and share more about their volunteering experiences

and clear any doubts they have. This event was held over the ZOOM platform.

c. Programmes

Name Timeline Venue

Choosing of Seeds

(Recruitment of Participants)

30 May 2022 - 14 July 2022 NUSync

Plantation of Seeds

(First Participant Meeting)

16 July 2022 8:30 AM - 10:30

AM

SFAH Basil Room

Germination of Seeds

(General Workshops & Sector-based

Workshops)

16 July 2022 10:30 AM - 6:30

PM

SFAH Basil, Clove &

Lemongrass Room

Growth of Plant

(Volunteering Segment)

17 - 23 July 2022 PO’s locations

Pollination

(Mass Sharing Session)

24 July 2022 9:00 AM - 12:00

PM

ZOOM

Trimming of Plant

(Consultation)

25 - 29 July 2022 ZOOM

Harvesting

(Final Pitching Day)

30 July 2022 8:30 AM - 6:00 PM SFAH Coriander Room

d. Partner Organisations Engaged

Beneficiary Partner Organisations Event

PWID MINDS Sector-based Workshop, Volunteering,

Consultation & Final Pitching Day (4 segments)

St Andrew's Autism Centre

(SAAC)

Sector-based Workshop, Consultations (2

segments)

Children & SHINE Sector-based Workshop (1 segment)
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Youth Impart General & Sector-based workshop & Consultation

(3 segments)

VOX @ Children’s Society Sector-based Workshop, Volunteering,

Consultation & Final Pitching Day (4 segments)

Elderly Lion Befrienders (LB) Sector-based Workshop & Volunteering (2

segments)

Apex Harmony Lodge Volunteering (1 segment)

Kwong Wai Shiu Hospital

(KWSH)

Sector-based Workshop, Volunteering,

Consultations (3 segments)

Care Corner Singapore Consultation & Final Pitching Day (2 segments)

All Youth Corps Singapore

(YCS)

General Workshop (1 segment)

e. Participant Statistics

Participants

31 participants

Breakdown of Groups:

● No. of Elderly groups: 3

● No. of Children and youth groups: 3

● No. of PWID groups: 3

● Total no. of groups: 9

*Group Leaders of each group were elected by the groups.

Hosts 1

Total 32

f. Sponsors and list of sponsor items

Name Items

BBQ Wholesale Discount Cards

Party Wholesale Centre Discount Cards

CHAT (Community Health Assessment Team) CHAT Pens and Student Mini-guides

Career Builder BrightMinds and BrightSparks Magazine

Speak Good English Moment Speak Good English Movement memo pads,

drawstring pouches and magnetic bookmarks
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Royal Banner Printing Vouchers

The Shirt Bar Discount Codes

MGP Label MGP and Happy Snap Studio E-vouchers

EMC Fitness E-vouchers

De Arte Hair Studio E-vouchers

Exit Co E-vouchers

Impression Affair E-vouchers

Federation of Youth Clubs (FYC) Cash

Mr. Jason Lee House of Seafood, GoldenMoments and

CapitaLand Vouchers

g. Financial Statement

Total Amount Allocated by CSC $ 1200

Total Sponsorship/Donation $ 400

Total YCM Grant $ 1448

Total Expenditure $ 2246.12

Surplus/Deficit $ 788.80

4. SUMMARY OF PROGRAMS

Name of Programmes Description of Programmes Objective of Programmes

Choosing of Seeds Recruitment of Participants:

Participants could sign up

individually/ in pairs/ as a team of

3-4.

The recruitment drive was opened

to all local Universities,

Polytechnics, ITEs, and JCs.

Recruitment of participants

Plantation of Seeds First Participant Meeting:

Introduction of CSC and SparkSeed,

games were played.

A formal introduction of SparkSeed

and bonding of participants

Germination of Seeds General Workshop:

Impart Singapore & Youth Corps

Singapore shared about project

planning frameworks to help

participants craft their pitch idea.

Sector-based Workshop:

2-3 partner organisations from each

beneficiary sector were invited to

The participants get a chance to

hear from experts and

professionals regarding the

beneficiaries to serve as an

introduction and further

knowledge about the chosen

sector.
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share about the existing gap,

efforts, and needs of beneficiaries.

Growth of Plant Volunteering Segment:

Participants head down to partner

organisations’ locations to

participate in ad-hoc volunteering.

Giving participants a first-hand

experience to interact directly with

the beneficiaries and hear more

from partner organisations.

Pollination Mass Sharing Session:

An online sharing session held over

the ZOOM platform.

For participants to share their

volunteering experiences and

journey through SparkSeed.

Trimming of Plant Consultation:

Teams met with partner

organisations over the ZOOM

platform for 30 minutes.

For participants to clear any doubts

and ask for advice.

Harvesting Final Pitching Day:

Each team was given a total of 8

minutes to pitch their idea to a

panel of judges, followed by 7

minutes of Q&A.

For each team to pitch their idea

addressing the problem statement.

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

a. Recruitment of Participants

Opening of sign-ups to non-NUS students should be decided before the start of recruitment,

with approval sought from the staff advisor. With this, more publicity efforts can also be put

in place for non-NUS recruitment and reach out to the different institutions for publicity

efforts.

To minimise the risks of participants dropping out and groups being unable to complete the

pitch, the future committee can consider having a pre-confirmation event where committee

members get to meet the participants physically before confirming their participation in

SparkSeed. This helps in getting to know the participants better beyond the sign-up form

submitted. This could be done in the form of a short interview/ chit-chat session.

b. Workshops Schedule

We suggest that the first participant meeting and the general workshops be held on the

same day, while the sector-based workshops are on another day to avoid a tight day

schedule for the participants and partner organisations that are involved in both general and

sector-based workshops.
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In addition, if a full day could be dedicated to sector-based workshops, POs participating in

the sector-based workshops can have more time to share, instead of the tight 45 minutes in

this iteration. A longer time is required for the sector-based workshops, as well as longer

transition timing between each sector-based workshop. This also allows better

communication and farewell with the partner organisations.

c. Organising one Full-Day Volunteering Segment

Instead of getting available ad-hoc volunteering opportunities from POs, the future

committee can organise a one-day volunteering programme for a full-day event for all

participants to join in, hence dismissing the lack of coordination for volunteers, as all

participants will be reporting to the same place, at the same time. This is similar to the

Volunteer Extravaganza in Ethelonter.

This is also an opportunity for the organising committee to volunteer together with the

participants, henceforth helping in the cultivation of volunteerism spirit for all. It is crucial to

keep the committee members engaged in the volunteering session as well, as many

committee members’ reflections were that they only learned about competition planning

and not the volunteering element.

d. Taking Volunteering Experiences into Consideration for Recruitment of Organising Committee

The mass sharing session requires the organising committee members to share their own

volunteering experiences as well so that the learning is mutual between the organising

committee and the participants. However, many organising committee members were pretty

new to the volunteering scene, hence there was minimal interactive learning going on.

Hence, future project directors would need to reevaluate if volunteering experiences should

be one of the criteria for the recruitment of organising committee members.

e. Attendance for all Events for Participants

Many participants did not attend all events that were planned out, and there was a team

that only attended the Final Pitching Day. Hence, the future committee could possibly make

attendance for all events planned out (especially for workshops) compulsory. This is also to

avoid disappointment for the organising committee and the partner organisations who

planned the events.

f. Physical Mass Sharing Session with more Learning Opportunities

As the mass sharing session was held over the ZOOM platform in SparkSeed II, it was difficult

to engage the teams in sharing their personal experiences of volunteering. The future
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committee should make the mass sharing session a physical session, with other activities

planned.

Such activities could be the sharing of volunteering experiences by other student volunteers

from other CSC projects. This helps the participants to know better what other volunteers

experienced, hear from other volunteers and get more motivated and passionate to join the

volunteering scene. This also provides a platform for other CSC projects to advertise and

recruit volunteers.

g. Conception and Explanation of Problem Statement

There should be discussions held with the CSC management committee and the regular

volunteering programmes (RVPs) Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons so that the potential

solution can be integrated into CSC successfully. There should also be a more active

discussion with the partner organisations during the conceptualising step of the problem

statement.

There could also be a better explanation of the problem statement that can help new

volunteers, with some breakdown of the keywords in the participant booklet.

h. Submission of Presentation Slides from Participants

The submission of this iteration was done over the Telegram platform with a deadline on the

day before the Final Pitching Day at 9:00 PM. Although almost 2 weeks were given for the

preparation of slide decks (16th July 2022 - 29th July 2022 9:00 PM), many teams had

requested to update their slides without the penalty score after they successfully submitted

the slides by the stated deadline.

The future committee should impose a stronger penalty and set rules and regulations for the

competition. This is also to impose a stronger sense of responsibility amongst the

participants so that potential final ideas pitched could be better thought of.

The future committee should also think of a better platform for the submission of the slide

decks, whilst ensuring that only one final version is received before the deadline, without the

penalty score.

i. Presentation Time Limit and Penalty

More time should be given to each team for their presentation, and a penalty should be

given by the organising committee during the calculation of the score if the team happens to

exceed the time limit. This should be sounded out from the very start along with the set of

rules and regulations set out for the competition as mentioned earlier, to avoid any

unwanted happenings.
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j. Judges’ Feedback on Presentation

During the announcement of the winners, allow some time for the judges to share their brief

feedback on the team’s pitch so that there could be more learning for the participants on

their pitches so that they can continue to improve it. This will also allow more transparency

on how and why the winners are chosen.

Allow the judges more time to collate their feedback, and give the judges a few days to

finalise their comments for each team so that the best feedback can be given to each team.

Reported by:

Chin Hui Ling (Ms.) & Muthuraman Sivasangari (Ms.)

Project Director, Assistant Project Director

Project SparkSeed II

NUS Students’ Community Service Club

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union
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